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WEDNESDAY,

AUGUST

Leaving Port

shore. Nine o'clock at night, Saturday,
selves, there remained no longer any valid | brought usto Mackinaw, situated on the
reason for their separate existence and sepa- straits between Lakes Huron and Michigan.
rate organization. This was liberally cheer- We were not able to see’ much of this
ed by the whole audience, indicating their place or the scenery on the straits, as ‘it

17, 1870.

Not Lost.
—OG W—

The look of sympathy, the gentle word

intelligent conception lof the present phases

of religious

thought as well as their ripe-

the church of Christ, in attaining a oneness,

that the world may believe.

But there was

a difficulty in securing in practice and organization that oneness which, it is conceded, ‘already exists in the highest and truest
sense. Each body bas its separate mission
and other societies, and separate colleges.
0 meet this, it was suggested that the
practice which had already commenced,
of interchanging of pulpits and of pastors,
the reciprocal support of each other's benevolent societies, the dropping of all distinetive names, such as ‘‘General” and
“Particular,” should be heartily encouraged
Thus the work of amalgamation would move
on slowly, but surely and naturally, until
all separation and distinction among Baptists in England would be recorded as a
thing of the past.
:
_ There

is in America, however,an impass-

able gulf separating the great Bap'ist body,
not only from us who are one with them

by almost every conceivable tie, butalso
from every other branch of the family of
God in Christendom, so long as they retain

was almost

passed.

a

moonless

night

This we regretted,

ing Lake Michigan.

when

we

and may,

on

The wind had been

there been a chance, to preach Jesus tc

the

mixed company. The list 100 miles was
over the smooth and placid waters of Green
Bay. Theair was warm and balmy, and
rest and comfort prevailed.
To seekers after rest and coolness in
the warm season, we can say we have nevbring
| er found a route so well calculats
both as this. There are two Propellers
running

ion principles. May the gulf be speedily
bridged by that generous charity which
hopeth all things, and by that intelligent
Christianity which cheerfully concedes to
others the same liberty of conscience which
it asks for itself.

Green Bay every Wednesday noon, and
Buffalo every Wednesday evening. The
fare is $13,—state room and board included. The beds are clean and sweet. The
fare at the tables is good. The route is
cheap, and rich in comfort. Here the traveler gets 4 days’ board,good enough for any

from

here

to Bafralo,

leaving

The sacred music of a tender strain
Wrung from a poet’s heart by grief and pain,

you full particulars of the late Centamary
meeting, I need only add that I came away
from it loving still better an excellent people whom I began loving well. They promise us a large deputation at our Centenary

reasonable person, and 800 miles travel, for

And chanted timidly, with doubt and fear, _

meeting

To busy crowds who scarcely pause to hear,
It is not lost.

pily expressed it, we may not give them
quite as demonstrative a reception by our

own place at the table all ready for us,—
no changing cars,—no running out for
meals, but all is quiet and regular as at

The secret act of pure self-sacrifice,
Unseen by men, but marked by angel's eyes;
These are not lost.

* The silent tears that fall at dead of night
' pure

and

The prayers that rise like incense from the soul,
Longing for Christ to make it clean and whole;
Thesé are not lost.
The happy dreams that gladdened all our youth,
‘When dreams had less of self and more of truth;
The childlike faith so tranquil and so sweet,
Which sat like Mary at the Master's feet;

These are not lost.
The kindly plans devised for others’ good,
So seldom guessed, so little understood ;
The quiet steadfast love that strove to win
Some wanderer from the woeful ways of sin;

These are not lost.
Not lost, O Lord, for in thy city bright,
Our eyes shall see the past by clearer light;
Aad things long hidden from our gaze below,
Thou wilt reveal, and we shall surely know
. They are not lost.

— The Argosy.

Special Correspondence.
tf

1 very much regret that I have been unable to send yuu a brief account from time
to time of the many pleasant things I have
enjoyed since I last wrote you. I did propose to give you an outline of the Centen~
ary meeting of the General Baptists at
Leicester,which I had the privilege of attend-

ing almost from

in

1880, and as Bro. Herrick hap-

‘hear, hear,” and general clapping of hands
and feet, but it will all mean the same thing,

a hearty

welcome to our hearts and to our
in Leicester, I had the pleasure of

meeting

the

been,

the sum of $13.

The whole

for

Rev.

Mr.

Mursell

is so homsé-

like, and so free from care and anxiety,
that a large amount of real rest is obtained
in a short time.

Our own state room,—our

home, and yet we are traveling at the

rate

of 10 miles an hour, over 800 miles of inland seas and rivers, and visiting several
cities and towns in the mean

homes.
While

time.

Allow

me to commend most heartily Capt.

Lake,

who has

his officers and crew,and his good, staunch,

.forty years, pastor of the church

comfortable steamer Comet, to the attention

to. which the honored Robert Hall formerly
ministered. He has been greatly blessed
in his importaut sphere of Christian work,
and although quite past his threescore and
ten, he is still vigorous in body and mind,
and has a freshness in his whole current
of thought and life rarely equaled. I may
just mention that the Rey. Mr. Mursell,

of pleasure

and

warm months.
sengers

as

rest seekers

during

the

All strive to make the pas-

comfortable

as

possible,

and

our good friend, the Captain,

and

Mr.

B.,

his first

pleasant

and

officer,

are

always

together with other friends, amongst whom

obliging,as competent and able men in such
positions ever are.
I have no doubt the Rocket, the other
boat on this route, with Capt. Gaylord, its

it

commander, will be found trustworthy

is

bat right

to mention

Geo.

Stevenson,

Esq., Mayor of Leicester, one of the noble
scions of our old Baptist stock, has been
earnestly desirous of having a suitable monument erected to the memory of Robert

Hall.
ed, and

pd

About £900 have already been raisas

only

another £100 will.-be nec-

essary to complete the work, an appeal is
to be made to the admirers of the greatand
good man in America, that the contributors
to the

monument

may represent,

to some

extent, the universality of his fame.

Iam

permitted to say, in the mean time, that
any contribution, sent direct to the Rev. J.
P. Mursell, Leicester, Eagland, or to the

Rev. G. H. Ball, D. D.,80 Vesey St., N. Y,

willbe duly ackhowledged. I believe the
first to last, and where I monument is to be a full-sized marble

pleasant.

and

S.R.Y.

with us, and also with the great Baptist

and

body in England on that question. Hence,
Dr. Underwood, the chairman of the Asso-

pleasantness of the route began to come
overus. The scenery on both sides of the

responsibility upon

river was, to say the least, very interesting,—80 much so that it kept us on. the

ciation, was enabled to throw the whole
Supper

was

cate of the Bible in

tribute in a greater
interest

and

or less degree to the

welfare

of

such

institution.

‘This would be felt by the friends of other
institutions, struggling, it may
embarragsments, for a

might possibly

bare

diminish

be,

under

existence, and

port.

disadvantage.

cal School by the Literary, is another

ob-

The charter defines the object of the

So-

ciety to be, so far as the appropriation of
its funds is concerned, *“ the promotion of
education’ in ‘the F. B. Denomination.”
This is certainly very general. It was
doubtless designedly general enough to
make it subserve, on the whole,

the

inter-

ests of the entire denomination. This appears from several considerations. In the
earlier periods of the existence of the society, there wag a very considerable interert felt in it, west as well as east, and
money was contributed to it, more or less,

the church with whom

taken, and as that church

happened to be liberal in its principles, we

had a hearty invitation -extended to all
Christians to communicate, without serious-

ly offending any of the delegates present.
Another feature was brought out in
bf distinct ‘and prominent manner by
©V."Mr. Pike,in his excellent paper on‘‘Our

entered

Detroit

river.

Here the

gaze all the while, as new scenes ‘were
opening up
in ‘our progress towards
Detroit. We arrived at D. during the day,
and were able to reach Port Huron by
night, passing through the whole of Detroit
river, Lake St. Clair and St. Clair. river.
The whole distance is about 100 miles.
Through this river section,beautiful scenery

ciety,

and

the institution with which it

might be connected, under that of another
corporate -body. To such an arrangement, the objections
have manifested
themsélves under a threefold form :
1. Itis supposed to have a tendency to
localize the operations of the Society.
This, if as true in the

result

as

hension, ‘ would’ be inconsistent
original intent and design.

in

as

the first

to you with

Whitefield and the Tempest.
S——

not

Qp—

with that insertion, at that time, and espec-

ially at the time of the founding of the Soci-

to

emphasize

Christian

On

one occasion, Mr. Whitefield was

preaching in Boston, on the wonders of
creation, providence, and redemption, when
a violent tempest of thunder and lightning
came on. Inthe midst of the sermon it

preacher

closed

his

note-book,

and,

The Eternal rends the sky!

Come, children, to your Father’s arms ;

Hide in the chambers of my grace,
Till the fierce storm

be overblown,

secret and political organizations,

various

by friends acd sympathizers, making a
procession of several thousand persons, who,
we are to suppose, are direct representatives of criminal classes. Probably no one
doubts the murderer's guilt,but the circum-

stances of his ‘death and burial call fresh.
attention to the fearfully corrupt state of
New York politics. If not a government
by aud in the interests of the criminal class,
it is the nearest approach to it that one
cares to witness.
YACHT

International

RACE.

yacht

race

for

the

York bay
American

held the Cup as an evidence of

its victory in the race of 1851, since which
race

of

Monday,

England's

fastest sailer

being among thenumber. The race wasvery

exciting, and was won by a New York boat
in

three

hours

and thirty-three minutes.

The old America, which won the Cup from
England in ’51, came in fourth in the race,
thus proving her superior sailing qualities
over the scores that have been built especially for speed since she was Jaunched.
TROUBLE

IN KENTUCKY.

b,

The negroes in Woodward Co., Ky.,
armed themselves last week with various
implements of destruction,and immediately
made an attack on all the haystacks,wheat,
oat and hemp fields, barns and other outbuildings that were in their vicinity. These
they| burned, and then the whele troop
assembled en masse on Rose Hill, where
they picketed the roads leading in various.
directions.
Travelers were halted at the

the sun,

pared

bursting

the win-

of 800

forth,

shone

through

have bended

ing eyes and hearts overflowing with tenderness and gratitude.

tly

future, we have every

We never peep into Nature that we are not
overwhelmed with wonder.
The first and

the

hearty co-operation of all its true friends,
and hope for it even larger and larger de-

grees of success and usefulness.
historic

to record,

of

amazing, and we are never

done

wonder-

ing at it. But measured by what is outside of us, our intelligence is a very small

It stretches over a very few of the

facts of Nature, it understands very little
of them ; und as to God, it is perfectly, helpless to find, kpow,

or

comprehend

Him.

Se

Rev. Rufus Clark supplies this illusiration of the value of the Bible as an aid in
prison disciplines:
Theie is no name that I can mention before an Albany audience, more respected
than that of General Amos Pilsbury, the
efficient and successful Superintendent of
the Albany
Penitentiary. Meeting him

casually on Monday last, I inquired of him
if he had the Bible in his Penitentary. He
replied: ‘‘ We have a copy in every cell,
and the prisoners read it through several
times, They often express to me their
deep interest in its narratives and truths,
and some have said they found something

S.

troops,

The timely arrival
however,

ment.

SENTENCE OF THE CONSPIRATORS.
The High Court of Justice in France
has disposed of the conspirators on trial at
its bar for attempting to assassinate the .
Emperor.
Nothing “so serious as was at
first charged against them has been proved,
but to relieve the trial of the appearance of
a farce, various sentences have been im-

posed.
Megy, charged with being the
chief conspirator, is sentenced to twenty
years’ imprisonment at hard labor; Beaury

onment at hard labor

and

the

who

fortress.

One,

confinement
turned

PROGRESS OF THE WAR.
The victory of the Prussians in the battles reported just as we were going to
press last week was decided and complete.
Their loss was rather heavy, but the fierceness of the attack sent surprise through the
French army, and obliged the Emperor's
right wing to fall back from ten to fifteen
miles. The results were about as reported
last week, excepting that the French loss
in killed, wounded, and prisoners, camp
equipage,&c., was larger than at first supposed. The news from France during the
week,

while

it has not been startling, has

ty of matter, and remark how,

after all the

to discover, but neither to

comprehend nor

explain.

gas,

Light

a jet of

clap your

and the forces at the Tuileries begin‘to
despair
jection.

of keeping it much longer in sub‘There has been trouble in the

‘Corps Legislatif,—a disgraceful row we
should call it in America,—in which members came to blows, and Ollivier and the

it the ministry were obliged to resign.
A new
flame burns with a yellow tinge. Why? Cabinet has been formed, with Count PalBecause salt, sea salt, divided through the ikao as minister of war, and the other apair by winds that sweep 6ver the ocean, is pointments are quite popular.
Many are
deposited on your hands, on your newspa- of the opinion that the Empire is just
per, everywhere, and though only an un- ready to fall ; that Napoleon will be obliged
measurable, almost unthinkable part of a to abdicate; and that a dictatorship will
grain is then burned, it is yet so subtlely be soon declared. The situation is cermore divided by fire as to be visible by its tainly imminent, but the star of ‘the Corflame. See the ‘spark escape from the sican’s) nephew” may yet be in the ascendbrass knob of an electrifying machine. ant. The French army has fallen back
The light it gives is not the flame of elec- from Metz, and massed under Gen. MocMa-

hands near

it, wave a

paper near

tricity, but of a fragment of the brass it has

carried off and ignited and divided unmeas-

hon, near the Moselle.
The Prussians are
close up to them, and the report of a deci-

sive battle is-hourly expected.

Several have committed whole chapters to
memory, and,” added the General, ‘‘the

Use the machine a hundred years and all the metal lost is inappreciable, If there is anything ridiculous in

Cabinet

men who do the most work in the shops

this world, it is for men

of

convicts, and that he needed the influences
of the Bible as much for the discipline, as
for the reformation of the criminal,
The father of General Pilsbhury, Moses

in

States

evidence, was discharged, and many others
accused were acquitted.
a

new,in the Bible every time they read it. urably by heat,

the prisons, are those who learn most of the

prevented

the campaign and sent the Rose Hill garrison to ‘the shelter of the adjoining woods.
No reason is given for their incendiary proceedings.
It must have been for amuse-

been decidedly significant. Want of concommonest truths of matter are entirely be- fidence in the Emperor's gefieralship is fast
yond our powers to realize or even exam- | developing itsqlf, and.
@ssatisfaction is
ine.
Consider, for instance, the most uni- springing up throughout the wholé army.
versal and simple of them all, the divisibili- The populace in Paris is like a troubled sea,
study of natural science for sges, the best
scholars in it stand agape before the incomprehensible facts that the. intellect is ‘able

The Bible in Prisons.

U.

and ten others to various terms of impris-

Man's Littleness.

thing.

for the worst.

to twenty years’ confinement in the fortress;

The author of the following statement
finds reasons for humility rather than pride
in the study of man’s intellectual capacities:
Oar boasted intellect is a grand thing,
only in very narrow limits. Compared
with ourselves, it is magnificent. It far
transcends the proportions of our bulk and
force. The contrast between our powers
of thought and our physical capacities is

oN

of the

hung to gratify party animosity. His funeral
was attended on the following Sabbath by

ished, the storm was hushed ; and

an appointed to direct young men in the
use of it. That custodian spontaneously
grew up into a Theological professor, and
that band of library readers into a Theological school.
But whatever may have been inserted or
omitted in the charter and constitution, one
thing is unquestionable, viz.—the fands of
the society have been contributed with the
specific understanding and intent, that they
should be appropriated to assist, in one
way and another, young men to a preparation for the ministry. To this one definite
and most worthy object has the Society devoted its means and its energies, and should
it substantially pursue the same end in the

—

declared his innocence

murder, and affirmed that he was

time England has been unable to win it
back. About 20 ‘yachts contested in the

incidents

truth :

first, a Library was founded, and a custodi-

e's

he
of

passing

it.”
The remainder of the services ‘was calculated to sustain that elevated feeling which
had been produced, and the benediction
with which the good man dismissed the
flock was universally received with stream-

Aside from the difficulty, if not impossibility, of obtaining an act of incorporation

with a view to a better understanding
the présent situation.—J. ¥.

fession
crime

yacht club

the hands of the Most High

ing, as any part of the object of the Society.

proper

John Real, who murdered a New York
policeman some time since, was hungin
that city on the 5th inst. Ir hislast con-

One of our exchanges gives the following illustration of Whitefield’s ready use of

cent and brilliant arch
of peace. The
preacher resumed the desk and his discourse, with this apposite quotation :
¢ Look upon the rainbow, praise Him
that madeit. Very beautiful it is in the
brightness thereof! It compasseth the
heaven about with a glorious circle; and

gree of judicial blindness, or else the hitherto supposed significant figure of the apostle about the suffering members has lost
its force.
The term Education, as employed in the
charter, is also very general, not to say
ambiguous. It may be surprising to some
to find in the act of incorporation not the
slightest recognition of Theological learn-

Thus much by way of facts and

:
YORK.

Queen’s Cup occurred in New
on Monday of list week. An

dows to the enraptured assembly,a magnifi-

result, would be an evidence of the last de-

reminiscences it seemed

of: the Week.

——ro—_—
PUNISHMENT IN NEW

¢¢ Let usdevoutly sing, to the praise and
glory of God, thishymn,
‘Old Hundred.” ”
;
muzzles of pistols and shot-guns, and orderThn whole congregation instantly rose, ed to return to their houses, excepting coland poured forth the sacred seng, in which ored people, who were ordered info the
they were nobly accompanied by the or- ranks to do military duty.
Word was
gan, in a style of pious grandeur and given out that they should begin an active
heartfelt devotion that was probably never campaign the next day against all whites,
surpassed. By the time the hymn was fin- ‘who were considerately warned to be pre-

clear that the more intimate and essential
the connection of the school with a college or an academy, the more sensibly
would be felt the responsibility, and the
stronger the motive on the part of those
who have them both in charge, to make it
a success? Any other feeling, or any other

reason to expect

CAPITAL

The

And my revenging fury cease.”

In reply .to other inquiries, he
appre- Bible.”
its stated that he had at present four hundred

2. The tendency would be to create jeal-

and

. A voice of music to His friends,
But threatening thunder to His foes.

with

ousy on the part of the particular friends
of other similar . Institutions. The connec-

Connecticut;

A mighty voice before Him goes—

not very grateful to F. Baptist ears. In
accordance with this state of things, at

Ed. Society—Object and Work.

the

the sword of justice in one hand, and the
olive branch of peace in the other. Every
morning you will be assembled to listen
to the reading of a short portion of God's
Word.”

¢ Hark!

they grow out of the consideration that the
purpose and work of the Society should be
denominational. As to absorption, or the
overshadowing influence of other educaisit

was

stepping into one of the wings of the desk,
fell on his knees, and with much feeling
and fine taste repeated :

have been represented.
]
By the ate action, these objections have

connection,

prison

Pilsbury

and saidto them: ¢“I come

The

For, upon a review of that record

tional interests in its

‘Mr.

on

attained to so alarming a hight that the

ox this subject,it will be found that, in every
instance but one, in form at least, the views
and feelings of others rather than our own

far

writer

congregation sat in almost breathless awe.

been supposed to, as our public record will

so

in-

time that he came before the prisoners he
appeared with a large Bible under his arm,

amount of human

been met and obviated, at least

says:

Wethersfield,

One word right here personal to ourself.
Whatever may be true of others, our mind
in the abstract has not changed. Indeed,
we have never entered into so full sympathy with the above-named objections as
many others, or perhaps
as we have
show.

was,

founder and head of improvements in our
prisons, at least in the New
England
States.” Fifty years ago he had charge of
the prison at Concord, New llampshire,
and there introduced the: Bible. In 1827,
he was appointed warden of the prison in

moral influence, itis feared that the inter-

after all, a considerable
nature.

He

than their own sup-

A distinguished

. discipline,

3., The tendency and danger of
absorption” of the interests of the Theologi-

Events

strenuous advo-

‘prisons.

| prisoners to earn more

their interest in

the school itself, to its

No- 33

deed, the first warden of a prison who introduced the daily reading of the Bible to
the prisocers assembled together; and also
the first in our country who caused the

ety itself, Theological education was a term

Green Bay, Wis., Aug. 3, 1870.

statae, and is to be placed in one ofthe
from all parts of the denomination, mostly,
beautiful squares of Leicester.
:
While I write, war is the all-absorbing however, in the east, because its immedihaving .a¢ pouch in common as Bro. Her- topic. What a terrible comment on the ate operations were, by a sort of necessity,
rick and myself, that we were friends and boasted civilization of the 19th century! limited to that section. The beneficiary
But ere this reaches you, the conflict may fund also has been open equally to all.
brothers from the very first.
He is making
his arrangements to go to Palestine, while have terminated. The telegraph spoils all Moreover, its attempt to locate and maintain its school in a more central position; as
B.C.
I am hastening my steps to retura to Amer-- news written now, sol finish.
in the case of removal to New York, shows
ica.
the same thing.
I have already sent you a very full
But this general object of the Society, as
A Pleasant Route West.
and fair report of the Centenary meeting,
it lies in the minds of its: members, has of
as contained in the London Freeman.
—
late years manifested itself in a more
Two features of the meeting, one of which
In making our annual trip to the West,
appears from the report, were particularly wo this year diverged from the usual route marked degree, by the persistent attempts
interesting, espegially as they bear upon at Buffalo, and took steamer foy Green Bay, to establish an independent Theological
the Baptist tendencies in ‘America. Them Wis. Having found itso very pleasant and school, instead of running it as hitherto,
first is the fact of a united and open commun- comfortable, we feel really ‘ moved” to in connection with a Literary Tasisdfion
fon service on the third dayof the mect- let others know the amount of comfort Now, as the opposition to the lastyigtehing. The Géneral Baptists were, at the which can be got out of an eight hundred tioned arrangement has not unfrequently
beginning of their existence, most rigid in miles’ journey. We left Buffalo Wednesday been misunderstood, and sometimes wrongtheir strict communion principles. Indeed, evening, July 27, in the Propeller Conret, fully construed, as the result of prejudice
until within the past ten years, there were Cnpt. Lake,
for Green Bay,
Wis., 800 against certain literary schools or certain
scarcely any churches in the whole connec- miles away.’ By the next afternoon we localities, it needs to be more particularly
tion in which the principles of open com- were in Cleveland, 172 miles. Lake Erie considered.
The objection to the connection of the
munion would be tolerated, But the ad- was not very hard on us, and did not show
vance, has been wonderfully rapid in the his surly mood at all; giving a good night's school with other. institutions has always
right direction, and now nearly all the rest in our state room, No. 13. Friday proceeded on the supposition that it wag to
large and influential churches are’ one morning, at 5 o'clock, we had * done” Erie .be under the control of the Education Sohad the pleasure of meeting Bro. Herrick
from Minneapolis. I need not say to those
who have met in a strange land persons

the

C. Pilsbury, Esq., ry

to con-

blowing very fresh from the south during est in this case would be drawn largely to
the night, and having nearly or quite the the side of numbers. Moreover, as before
whole length of the lake in which to get intimated, our literary institutions being
up a sea before reaching us, most of the more or less local in charactér and influpassengers had to betake themselves to ence, the tendency on the minds of their
State Room and berth. It was not very special friends would be to limit their inconsoling to the disturbed sections of physi- terest to these, somewhat exclusively, and
cal humanity; but a horizontal position re- so possibly they might witness with comparative indifference the waning success
moved all inconvenience and prompted a
of the Theological school, provided their
Tefal
state of sleep, very refreshing to
own
were all the while prospering.
worn down people seeking vigor. On acNow all this is not to be alleged by way
count of the rough sea, it was impossible to
of reproach, and so need not be a matter
preach or hear, which we very much re- |
gretted, as we had two ministers abgard of offense to any one, since it ig simply and
who probably would have consented, had only saying, that ih mankind there remains,

their intolerance over Christian Commun-

As your regular correspondent will give

Spoken so low that only angels hear;

Over soiled robes which once were
white ;

tion of the school with any literary institution, is supposed, and with reason,

jection very generally alleged against the
arrangement supposed. ‘Tne patronage of
the
latter would be likely to be much in
this
account,
as
well
as
the
real
comfort
of
ness of Christian character, in a willingness
to sacrifice mere denominational existence the trip, be induced to go home this way. excess of the former. And as majorities in
and sectarian pride to the great interests of - Sabbath morning we found ourselves enter-|, this country have, as such; a commanding

Papers are forwarded until an explicit order is re
eeivéd by the Publisher for their discontinuance, and
unl payment of all arrearages is made, as required

-

greeted us as we passed up.

preachers of the Baptist family as them-

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME, Publisher.

y

it was bo!dly stat-

ed that, as this principle of general atone-- Huron at dark, Friday evening, we sailed
ig and the sincere offer of salvation from out on lake Huron for a 250 miles’ voyage,
God to every man, which formed the dis- across this inland and fresh water sea.:
tinctive feature of their original separation Here nothing was to be geen by night or
from other Baptist:, was nowt'as fully ac- day until, towards the end of the stretch,
knowledged and as fully preached by other headlands hove in sight on the western

17,'1870.

thus bafiled

about

the divisibility of matter to undertake to
pronounce upon the nature of spirit, and to
draw religion by logical deductions from
presumed knowledge of the Divine nature.
We can possibly know nothing about God'
or the spiritual state, but what he has been

pleased to tell us.

despatch

from

Paris

means strong

‘A reliable

says:——The

new

measures : against

Paris as well as Prussia. But do not be
mistaken, another reverse and the Emperor is gone. The confidence in him is
utterly destroyed. The 'popular ‘devotion

is for the country and no longer for the
dynasty, but everything looksas if the Orleanists

Empire

or a Republic would succeed the

.
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Christ.

Lorenzo Dow.
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remaindef as

only

the relic of an effete theolog¥™ “We

hear

Lorenzo Dow, a well-known itinerant’
preacher, and one of the most eccentric men

one of its prophets gravely questioning
whether the world would have been happier and better, if Jesus Christ had never
been born. In another of its tangents,

of his

Octbber 16, 1777. He began to be agitated,
when about fourteen years of age, by religious feelings and speculation. , Ile had

of Nature, formerly called God.” Excuse
us, gentlemen.
Whatever else this may
be, it is not religion.
8. Spiritualism is not good morals.
Good men and
women are among its

troubled upon the “‘doctrine of unconditional reprobation and particular election,” that
he was, at one time, on the point of putting

oracles,

it scouts

the

believers, no doubt.
in it communion

no

with

thought

their

of

sainted

wrong.
some

dead,

Restless

wiser

adjuss-

ment of nature
they have found

to the supernatural than
elggwhere, with no 'pro-
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much
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Finally adopting the doctrine of the Methodists, and feeling urged by strong motives
to devote his life“to the preaching of the
gospel, he, in 1776, became an itinerant
preacher,

though not without many mental

struggles

and against the wishes of his
His

youth

and

his

es of the Methodist church, and he was at

one

time

even tempted to renounce the

name of Methodist.

ministers who have done and are doing

service for Christ. He was called to part
with two wives, and leaves a third as a
mourning widow. His last sicknesd was
in the family of his daughter, Mrs. Bruce,
where he had gone for a visit, and also
that he might enjoy one more Q. M. session. But he was too feeble to attend the
meeting. Séveral ministering brethren and
others called upon him, and spoké words
of comfort tosand prayed with him, which

seemed to cheer his spirit and comfort his
o all he expressed a calm trust in

heart.
God, and

a readiness to depart and be with

:

May we-who live imitate his example im
devotedness to the work of Christ. The
funeral services were at Newark, and ‘his
remains were carried to Sutton for burial.
‘Rev. F.L. Wiley and Rev. Mr. Culver,
the latter of the M. E, church, assisted the
writer in the services.
E. C. SMALLEY.

Beginning of the Day.
—

But

his peculiarities

less ‘hardships

and dangers, he persevered

for nearly forty years, with an enthusiasm
which never relaxed.

)

In the course of his ministry, he traveled

over various portions of the United States
and Canada. He three times visited England and Ireland, and on several occasions
was subjected to persecution. It is probable that more persons have heard the gospel
from his lips than from those of any other
individual since the days of Whitefield. He
wrote several books, the most noted of
which is a history of his own life, so singularly eventful and full of vicissitudes. His
purity of purpose, and integrity and beneyolence of character, can hardly be questioned. But his eccentricities excited much
prejudice against him; he was thought by
many to be insane; and was known far
and wide as ‘‘Crazy
Georgetown, District

Dow.”
He died in
of Columbia, Febru-

ary 2, 1834, aged fifty-seven years.
In person he was awkward and ungainly.
His voice was harsh, and he possessed none

I see this fact and make a note of it. Is
there any other development cf modern

ter, are yet current in those parts of the
country where he was best known.

but his wit and

fervor supplied the place of eloquence, and
rendered bis address quite etfective. Many
anecdotes, illustrative of his general charac-

Possessing a quick, clear and logical
certain gushing, erotic temperament, take mind,he reached conclusions as by intuition,
to with such loving spontaneity as to and was often able to silence an opponent
this?
:
.
1 by a single statement.
He understood,
4. Spiritualism, taken as a whole, is with wonderful sagacity, the-‘motives of
mot good sense. Not that the admission of men. He inspired his listeners with the
idea that he possessed something which
a certain modicum of fact in its alleged
phenomena is unreasonable. A man is they did not,—an insight into futurity; a
not to be browbeaten out of trust in his hold upon the life to come. He had a fund
virtue,

and

a

owné eyes.
A
belief in phenomena
as
historic facts, explained or unexplained,

and

religious
the

faith

vanguard

revolutioBary

repeat,

taken

as

of

boy
a

those
a

new

of pruth

Yhis

whole,

in

faith,

and

And this, I
is not good

that which can bear the tests of no other

poor investments:

The evening is named first,

the darkness preceded

and a cheat;

of wit

and

d¥ollery

which,

joined

to his

earnestnees and thorough seriousness, seem-

fire and

a man

of remarkable memory, of

great fluency of speech, of superior talent,
of high
energy.

Dow

moral sentiment, and of decided
To sum all in a word, Lorenzo

had qualities different from any other

man, which caused him to be known and
noted, and which made his name a house-

hold word.

S. H. B.

Rev. David Cross died ‘in Newark, Vt.,
June 22nd, aged eighty-four years and six
months. There seemed tobe a complica~
tion of diseases inthe case

which, joined with

of this

brother,

advanced age, has ‘car-

ried him, as we believe, safe over

thé

nar-

ni in there

si
re:

moll

the ministry.

He

kept no

journal, although his friends much desired

true, of might say as Mr. Pettigrew said of South
have no means of de- Carolina, at the outbreak of the rebelis which. The song of lion, to a stranger inquiring the way to

Cress was born ih the town of Wilmot, N.

it finds crumbs

spirits

for

wran-

and

bs witabes
in Macbetb,
Jdond

in

builds on the road to the mad-house.
Let
it become pervasive and chronic in the
social temperament of a country, and one

pan, lying

~basoes od}

this father

the

pio spirits and white,

asylum:

‘Go

anywhere,

sir,

that our

old

you can not go wrong.”
The

and gray,

~aMoM .n
, mingle, mingle,
01a ras wp that mingle may,”—
~iooh a0 tog:
;
:
dif aMe-symhol of much of the material
vkdcla
necromantic oracles

insane

nation,

for

instance,

7,18 to be uprooted, our medical
be shelved, our jurisprudence

cted, our Biblical. religion
to

be antiquated,

and our practical out-

look upon lifein this world and the next

thutaged, aeddoodfor religious thought.
to be revolutionized by the * circles” and
od Wewbhinudhy sober, not to say prayerful the *¢ mediums” and the * clairvoyants”
-mbihdysah
find anything like God in the andthe ¢ psychometricians” and the
»
# prophets” and the * seers,” who go up
ortil’ tobwondhp ? I Whit 46d’ ABW
1 “the enrth in Yess x 8,

I
ahieyotbosgw! isc nbising! toothed pros,

961 BiE ‘the "al
AHTS
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hothingoi
Wigs Knew othaty!
oP
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originalities
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before. But

AH" we

° TF,
hE Bh holy Bi808
bid

unr diidy’ Who!etn.” BY
be led captive by

Woltibr? tha

it, till-*thdy’ d¥e” Wher,

it, and hence the writer has but little meterial from which to gather facts. Bro.
H.. and was oocupind with farming until
settled in life for himself. After his wmar-

BY

Btibouky, “he

LE

for mearly

"BH. Ge

game to Sotton, Vt,

Ho, Bh 14d1

Tage 10 AoUAmT01Y1 od}

wie

2 fii bhi

to

benevolent

the

a year

causes, making no

the

sermon.

*¢ Very well, but

He

it

was

answered,

wus twice

too

away the dust from the machinery

because

not cerrect?

On the

of their

:

bor, who had

often

befriended

at Jast caught in the act, when

;

man

addressed

him

thus:

him,

the

was

** Mr,

G—,

every

wrong

act, and causing

pain;

I

but,

sir, mine has turned so much that it now
plays round like a button without hurting.”
GERSHOM.

Melchisedec—Again.
-

RE

dp

The

Crumbs.
failed

in

bankrupt.

Such
nei-

descent from Aaron.
‘As a man, Melchisedec

mother,
much

beginning
as

had

;
had

of days

Moses,

aud oflite, us

even

though

tries

his children, and in other places it is plain-

Selections.

its

to stumble, neither will God cast his children down.
But the temptations of the

wicked one are all to cast us down and
stroy.

‘

- ——For

de-

EY

convenience

I

have

arranged

some of the qualities of a very bad man al-

phabetically, and ‘as
glance at this alphabet

the children may
of wickedness, we

hope they may remember to shun the A B

Jangling, Knavish, Lying, Mean, Naughty,
Ostentatious, Proud, Quarrelsome, Rascally,
Swearing, Thievish, Ugly, Vain, Wanton.

And here are some of the qualities of a
good man arranged in the same order:
Amiable, Beautiful,

Careful, Datiful, En-

Zesnlous.

——Bro. A. would be glad to do something out of his abundant means fo sustain
meetings in his plece if others would only

* just do something, 00; but they won't.”

Well brother, what if you

should

say,

—No

“I

matter what the world's standard

of honesty may he. God’s standard is this:
CAS
Ww i that od] men 10 ghould
ehunidt y0 sloaiied
Fig
Sugedo unto
you,
do
1
ais? FoR hen must We all be Judged,
|

1

Fhe

thins And hy

The will, like his

closing

unhealthy

mind,

of an

proof

od was warped with Strong prejbhi
;
:
:
:
udices.
The illustration confirms ‘the principle
with whieh we started. A holy life is
fdund in action, notin brooding. Service
to Christ and to man is better than retirement and ascetic self-culture. Activity to
the last in generous sympathy and co-operation with all good objects, is a better
way of preparing to die than self-seclusion
and morbid questionings of one’s fitness:

‘EKnoweth ye have Need.
God has promised all through His Word
that they who trustin Him shall not want

any

good thing.

The well beloved

Preparing

Son,

to Die.
of

New-

A wealthy merchant said to me

a few

now sixty years of age.

I sometimes feel as if I ought to retire from
business and worldly cares, and prepare to
not with

the

plan

with the feeling,

suggested;

and

but

simply

asked, ‘ How would you prepare to die?”
“Why,” said he, ‘of course by prayer,
and stady of the Bible, and close examination of the ground of my Christian hopes.”

we

desire

His love,

we

“these

shall

not

things,”

be

left to

suffer for food and raiment convenient for
us. Our prayers are perhaps not answered,
often, just as we expected, but we know
they are answered. We have a conscious-

ness that an invisible intelligence watches

us, and loves us, and provides for us.
And
sometimes this very consciousness is like

by the

~

forgotten,

But

in place of food and raiment.”
He. will
feed us as He feeds the sparrows,and clothe:

us as He clothes the lilies, and surely that
is saying all we could ask! To be clothed

as He clothes any lower we see, to be fed
with food as satisfactory and abundant to-

our wants, as are the little birds about out
paths—what could we ask more for our
bodies ?

Of
God
think
meet

;

course we have artificial tastes
does not promise to gratify;
even here, His patersal heart
us, His loving, bountiful hand

pour out upon us all

which
but I
would
would

we desire, as a

rich,

fond parent gives to a beloved child, did not
the infiniteness of wisdom interfere with
said I, *“ is nota life governed by such prodjgality.
‘We want something
principle, and consecrated daily 1 which He sees would wound or poison us,
a better preparation for death
otherwise we should have it.
morbid anatomy of one’s feelBlind Ellen had nothing but an onion to
hopes? Is not the Proteswant eat. She did not ask for meat, which she
doing ‘service for God and only tasted at Christmas; she did not even

*¢ But,”
Christian

to Christ,

than any
ings and
idea of
man

because

the body is made with necessities, and- our
Heavenly Father knows it. The promise is’
not,“ I will give you some spiritual blessing

Writing upon this topic, in the Journal

days sgo, ** I am

king,

real needs of the body, are

die.” I sympathized

develop

a communicant.

years~gave

go that the pleasures of sense, and even the

its

to

his property wad not left to relatives, to
the needy, or to the religious institutions
of the church with which he had long been

well of Samaria, refreshing and uplifting us

ly expressed that God does not tempt men
to wickedness. Just look upon that careful mother as she tempts or tries to induce
her little child to walk. Holding its little
hand, or walking close beside it to prevent
she endeavors

When he died the bulk of

the meat and drink our Savieur had

and Messenger, Rev. Dr. Lincoln,
ton, says: °

falling,

there

and the

or

for-

in self, and

absorbed

‘unlovely;

getful of others.

we trust

father and

busi-

here and there mfimatempts

takes of weaker natures, and gavel little
from his large wealth either to the poor or
to Christian objects. Tried in the balances of the New Testament it must be said
that the piety ofhis latter days was narrow

:

might not have been any recorded genealogy of them.
H. WHITCHER,

fullness of everlasting life and joy.
tions in the Bible that God

the mis-

forgive

friends, had no charity to

and think we “need” them. Bat it'seems
+ me we have a positive assurance that, if

ness. So sll of us are morally bankrupts,
but Jesus gives us permission to use his
name, and in this we may go to Heaven's

are

of old

failings

the

ed an everlasting Priesthood. And Christ
‘was ‘a Priest in the same sense, and not by

ther capital not credit to resume business,
but a certain capitalist. kindly gave him
liberty to use his name, * and with this he
transact

world.

the

in

and

church

sharply

others. He
distrustful
interest and
enterprises,
was losing

called into and officiated in and administer-

his

was the state of his affairs that he had

——There

Jesus as a personthe summons to a bet5

fresh trom the secrets of His presence, tells
us ‘‘your Heavenly Father knoweth ye have
need of all these things.” This can not mean
that He will give us a coach and four, and a
palace, or the place of Haman near the

—tr W—

bank and obtain pardon, salvation,

to prevail.

_| for heaven.

a
:

criticised

He

and

gentle-

the

in

power

would like to know what kind of -a thing
you conscience is to allow you to steal
from me when I have been so kind to you.”
The thief answered: “I think conscience
is something in here,” (placing his hand
upon bis breast) ‘‘ which
at first is like a
diamond with sharp: corners, turning at

This arrangement

purchases and

°

the
forte
adequa
certain

and

ages,

all

not cheerful or thoughtful for
grew captious and desponding,
cof the piety of associates, lost
confidence in’ great Christian
and thought that Christianity

I can not agree with Bro. F. in his closing
views of this Bible personsage.
As
Sabbath is 24 hours, whether beginning as
the Jews and Puritans began it, or as it is it appears to me, Paul, in Heb. 7th, was
speaking of the Priesthood of Melchisedec,
begun now. ‘Varying Pope a little,
?
and not of him as a man, in saying he was
*¢ And all the question, wrangle e’er so long,
without father and mother, or beginning of
Is only this, if on the day there is wrong.’
days and of life. He was not a Priest by
}
ye
descent, or through parentage, but was

make

He accepted Christiani-

With a peaceful trustein
al Saviour,he ‘waited
ter life in heaven,

——A man who was in the habit of trespassing on the grounds of a wealthy neigh-

fixes 12 o'clock at night as

is natural, andAs convenient as any.

could

the objections of our skeptical age were
puerile, that none of them were novel or
original, but only the reproduction of old

He saw clearly that he had been born’
again, and that character and life had been :
changed by the indwelling of the Spirit.

moral perceptions. Buthow can he timeé
the consciences of his people if his own is

the beginning af the day, and 12 the fol-

became

|in the Bible, as an inspired revelation from
"God, was strengthened. He felt that all

His intellect found perfect rest in Christ
as the world’s Redeemer. He was satisfied also with the reality of his own hopes.

long.”

pressure of worldly cares, men's consciences get a little out of time, and softhey go,
or should go, tothe house of God where
the minister should be careful to brush

bath. Saturday evening was considered as
Lioly time. Work was wholly suspended.
And although the Sabbath ended Sabbath
evening, they did not work then.

speculations and

be expected from an inversion of God’s
In some
to himself.”
law, ‘‘ No man livet
h
its aim was successful. His faith
respects

ty as a divine religion,

¢ Too. long, too long,” exclaimed - he,
‘“ Why, I could sit three weeks under such
preaching as that.” “Well you might,” replied the neighbor, *‘ for yon go to sleep
~when you please, and wake up refreshed.”
——Yonder is the-sign of one whose

day of twenty-four hours with
There is evidence of this in

certain merchant

What was the result of this brooding and
self-introspection? = Precisely what might

race in

would be glad to pray if my neighbors
risge, and when about thirty years old, he
would ; but they won't.” Do you intend
was converted, andssnon after kis baptism,
began to feel that God wae calling him to to do nothing for God, and thus go to perdition because your neighbors do the same?
labor in the gospel field in a pablic cepacJust do your part, whether it be paying
ity. His mind was much and deeply movcr praying, and your example will doubted in this direction, and by prayer and
less stimulate others to do likewise.
searching the Bible, he became settled in
——In the beginning God
made all
his convictions of duty, and went about
his Master's business. God gave him many things both beautiful and good, but there
souls as seals of his ministry, so that the are many things now which have lost their
Macedonian cry came to his ear and heart goodness though still retaining their beauin various directions.
After laboring about ty.

brik vy in several places in N.H., with

with

liked

A¥adict-each gther. The best that can be headache. It is not compatible with that rows tream to his final snd glorious rest. terprising, Faithful, Godly, Happy, Indusofpiflof dt, ev9n on the credit of its own full, hearty, balanced health of the mental The writer much regrets that he has no trious, Just, Kind, Loving, Meek, Noble,
vhssherities ds,that it is a discordant mut- taculvies, which Locke calls * large round- dates of the early experience and history of Obedient, Prayerful, Quiet, Righteous, Sober, ‘Thankful, Useful, Virtuous, Wise,
abou
sense.” Spiritualism
therefore

teging,
of wgiees from over the gulf which
o eq from the dead. It patters
-89cindes
14hings, infinitesimally small. Yet

burneth

or ten dollars

economy, and Slogan; literature were all
laid aside, and no books or papers were on
his table but those of a strictly religious
the .earnestuéss of a °
character. With
strong mind and.will, he gave himself singly to the work of prepar ng to die.

have

forms of unbelief.

time observed this method of commencing
the day, especially as refarded the Sab-

——A

* with the great works

ister, he one day asked a neighbor how he

Angry, - Boastful,
Cursing, Deoceitful,
Envious,
Foolish, Greedy, Hateful, Idle,

David Cross.

lake which

or pulpit,

given

C's to destruction :

Rev.

‘liars - shall

difference.
fo
;
——There was a middle-aged man who
was noted for sleeping in church. Soon after services commenced he would drop his
head and sleep awhile, then would rouse
up a moment and look at the speaker, and
then resume his slumbers again. At the
close of a very long sermon by a new min-

walking powers; and like this may our
His firmness and self-esteem ware large. Heavenly Father be said to tempt or try
Hence, he had self-poessession, dignity, de- his children. He would have their spiritby exercise, but -at
termination and independence. He formed ual powers developed
such
times
he
walks
close
beside us to preand carried out his plans without regard to
public sentiment. He had a good degree vent our falling; * for he will not suffer us
of approbativeness; but his larger self-es- to be tempted above that which we are-able
teem enabled him to carry himself through to bear.” That loving mother would not
the world in the spirit of self-assurance. place anything before her child to cause it
was

.all

brimstone;” a standing in

church,

ed out of place in a minister of the gospel.

He

made himselffa

§

occupation is cleaning, répairing, and | But the religious tone and feeling were
timing clocks and” watches. Amidst the not healthy. They were morbid and selfish;

the light.

lowing night asiits end.

‘‘ and

their partin the

Josephus. We find it- also: in the Bible.
*“ From even to even shall ye celebrate your

Astronomy

:

on the Svidenogh
Christianity, with the
——He Who. by misrepresentation of facts masters of
Ch¥istian thought in all ages,
writerson devotion and practical:
would increase his gains, or in any way ob-. and with
law, political
tains money by false pretences, is a liar piety. History science,

E—

In the account of the work of creation it
is repeatedly said, as one point was accomplished and then another. *¢ And the evening and the morning were the first day.”
Bush says the ‘sense is; ¢‘ And there
was evening, and there was morning, and
day.”

crooks and turns in trade, the equivoca- enthusiasm, having
for an intimate friend
tions and selfish schemings now so com- an eminent biblical scholar and interpreter,
mon, will in
the judgment prove to be with whom he discussed its tBachings. He

attracted great attention, while his shrewd- Sabbath.” Lev. 23: 82. Other nations probtook this time of commencing the day
ness and quick discernment of character ably
Jews. Dr. Gill mentions that the
gave him no inconsiderable iySicuce over
8, Romans, ancient Germans and
multitudes that attended his ministry. In
spite of contumely and rebuffs, frequently British Druids did so.
from members of his own sect, and ceaseThe Paritans and their descendants for a

of the elements of oratory;

science. We might as sensibly believe in
9%sh pherst place be a system. astrology. Itis not good sense to trust
b
Sha DRG Cpncinnity.
It must have religiously that
‘which scorns or - bur» dha
selmi and an end. A lesques some of the deepest religious ini
Ig orig Gpherences commands as stinets of mankind. We
might
trust
iti. hone, Fp faith as from reason. Mormonism as well. It is not good sense
ik As Pg from God.
It must be to be wheedled by that which is not sound
iyits aims, in its internal in the grain of its moral affinities. If a
ln
he, occasions of its revela- man is known by the company he keeps,
sensible man will judge of a system by
of its ipstruments, and
ont
2440
uy
Af
working: Above all, it he company it draws. A certain mental
x
he SApsgeaRt with other revelations obliquity is implied in a faith which igyo i009 sugpkind. God can not con- nores such tests as these. The links of
logic in a man’s mental constitution are
o
olin]
«
dnd BE MOASE spothsaying does not bear unriveted by such a faith. The vagrant
APY
Qe of these tests. As a source of whimsies of the brain are set to capering
oe ligiops knowledge, its witnesses con- by it, like the musce volitantes of a sick-

jWhich

——

any-

il
religion.

not
BAPE
MRS
y to .the
AR 19 oSHHC research. A system
Aigion,fo he yprthy of a sane man’s

df
ACh

about

‘| sense, whatever may be true of an eclectic
“It com- dose of it.
religious inIt is not good sense to accept as science

oft
ZHdLIIHF "ow
“etait RIF Halbas

rn

till it can stand

an‘end to his life.

thing, he is sure to find his way to the
* seance,” and to get from it some quietns
to his conscience.
I fling no charges
broadcast, but as a ¢‘ looker-on in Venice,”

like to have Loré Bacon and the rest from Heaven, is another.
subpened
, gpd pptinto the witness box. nothing less, is Spiritualism.
Lh

so.

kind
with

a man of sensual life or prurient imagination there, who has brains enough left

-awiyiedi Re was writing, + Very well; better
ahavewnGabyiel bewbpened immediately.” is one thing;
aBoeyee buyrto thelSpiritualists: ¢¢ With all phenomena, as
esi

sure

community,

concerned. | thought, which men of easy

efiteythat bivthebokr was innocent. No
ynistatke! aboutolit”? < Very well,” said
vibessiapwildwhiaiots so much as lifiing

E

somehow wallows by instinct in this
of mire. Whoever else may dabble

Mare deterniined in to teel

. ST SoEHEEDs Al referred to
“Gan XF-RAaeka
iw 1b nessage?

so

Among those

ground of this named order, the Jews com-

not

BH BA9! heated, > Very well;

and was

of Quebec.

menced the
the evening.

ry of the relations of the sexes. Where
RIP
COMIN
® ff a foundation of else-do denunciations of the servitude of
Baea
EHBRIFHNTEEWNN deserve the marriage find so congenial a home as in
aW@eite
Yonpd! modi boa
a spiritualistic library? Where else such
OTR
WI IMARH WET Franklin their loose theories of divorce? Where else

708%

visions,

Province

converted under his labors, are some of our

eccentricities of character for a long time

the worlds.

have

by very

prevented his recognition by the conferenc-

believers,

ies ion’ or identity. a deadly antipathy to the Christian theo-

TE

or

remembered

of

curiosity.

spheres about us, with

miracle can

born in Coventry, Conn.,

dreams

will be

pure lives afd Biblical faith, think they
can accept it in an eclectic fashion, without damage to their holier experience.
Butafter all—and to these exceptional
beliévers it should be said in sad faithfulness—the drifting of this modern theology is to loose morals.
:

of this dels at the sacredness of the Sabbath.
possible Their inspiration shows a malign bearing
a spheres,” woe is towards the restrictive morality of the

ball

was

parents and friends.

protection, 8geingl the gtkickery
world, but when it comes to the

Lhe

age,

frequent

Afflicted ques seek

inquirers search it for

db daaseheew slheweztblsrable means of talk.

.

He

minds afflicted many olg friendsin Vt., and some parts of

the Scriptures is avowed and bd@stfal.
Using what it pleases of the Christian

wide @nduh hip thaldivve
.2f 1 spiritual beProfaneness is one of the piquant ele«ogx,
ob wel lkisowhat Ixdopibal evidence of meiits in its dispatches from the other

agit URIS dentine
o@ew do 1 know

Minds of eccentric port.
the

its with

weiedveds woilt 10 hoo incother things.

go a Fal Tans ot
EE

ry

Et Lo

Sp

economy? In
Spiritualism

till

death, and labor-

more protoxide of ed more or less with his hands for his sup-

bones, and the falling of turnips from the with a chronic inability to believe with
sky? Is it like God to set going the ma- | majorities, may naturally enough form an
chimery of the supernatural world, for intellectual comet of this sort, the tail of
the dake of recovering a lost ear-ring? which shall be very large-and proporIs it like God to send * spirits from the tionately thin. To these may as naturally
vasty deep,” asin the case of one of the-tpe attracted a certain proportion of those
to
discourse upon pumpKin- whose intellectual processes are tangled
afflicted,
pies ?
by their moral obliquities, But solid,
Are there more’ respectable ‘phenomena sober, sensible men and women, whose
than these among. the divinations of the fathers and mothers were of healthy stock,
new faith? Very
likely. But these are and who have inherited a right to large,
a veritable part of its vagaries, I have well-balanced brains, ¢¢ looking before and
as much reason to accept these as the after,” have no proper place in that asrest for a divine revelation, And as for semblage.
:
the rest, what am I to do with my old
;
Bible? The hostility of Spiritualism to

oBEYEE YRIASRMed
Ibe deh the self-con-AHSRGYad
OF df, Sign, Qf
science. it fliesoff in of deification ,*‘ of the forces

10196k
hak Wb beaiher searching of such

to such music

within a few years of his

a

higher

type

of

piety

than

ask for a loaf of barley

bread;

she

asked

the
Catholic
idea
of solitude = and
ascetic
mortifications?” “I agree with
you,” he replied; “my judgment leans
that way.
can honestly say I struggle to make my life holier and more use-

God to make the onion takte good to her,
and He did. Others can testify that, miss-

ful..

think if Ellen had felt the- ned of bread or

I wish to have my

last years my

best

years in purity and fruitfulness, but I sometimes longto get away from toil and responsibility, and live in quiet retirement.”
“God has given

you wealth,” I answered,

‘“ and influence, and your duty is plain, to
make the most of them for his service to
the end of life. No one can put off the
harness till it is laid in the grave. Effective
service’
for Christ is the best preparation for
death.”
He agreed with me in the general view,
and we parted.
I have since thought of
the matter, with

a

deeper

conviction

fo prayer,

and Bible feadinigy

and eelf-ecrutiny ; but one

in which

self-

willjs subordinate 0 God's will, and selfish aims are supplanted by thought and

labor jot Siliers Si Akh Shout Soing
good ,7 is
the
y b
of
Jesus
bis ie the ideal life to wo
oy Chris-

tian should aspire.

not by a
cheerful
object;
convent
ing and

Piety is strengthened

morbid analysis of motives, but by
toil and sagrifice for some noble
not by fpbings and stri
in a
cell, bot by sympathy with
sufferefforts to save from temptation and

ruin.
A distinguished lawyer and jurist died
not many years ago. He had stood among
the leaders of the bar in an eastern
had won honopfipon the bench, and
high position’in the lower house of
ress. He was, above all, a sincere

city,
taken
ConChris-

an, with sn intelligent faith in the doc-

trines of revelation, and a lofty character
molded by his faith. Some years before
bis death, he gave himself deliberately to
the work of prepuring to die. He .relinquished #11 duties to

even

to give

his

clients,

declining

advice in important

caves

where his a wap sought; withdrew, from
we commpiuksacations of friendship,
and the simple duties of society, and gave

bimeell, bi kamdinshisend,

prayer.

yi

rn

4TH

meditation, and
with

them

perfectly

devout

contented

without

it,

I

even something far more a luxury to her,
and had had confidence to ask God for it,she
might have had it. But was not this better, to be made content and comfortable
with that He had already given her?
I.
think so. But of those of us who eannot be

comfortable with only an onion, His watching eyes are cognizant. Dear suffering
ones, take heart and trust. Your Heaven-

ly Father knoweth ye have need of all these
ngs.—Cong. & Recorder.

deta

.

v

“A Little While.”

that

the principle stated is the only one recognized by the New Testament. A holy life
prepares
fer death; but a holy life is not

one given

ing that to which they had become accustomed in the wayof luxury, the Lord made

:

Christ was about to leave his disciples for

a season, and to comfort them in the hours
of:sorrow which were soon to come, he told
them that in ‘‘a little while” they should see
him again.
For the disciples of the present time there
is encouragement and consolation in these
words of the Master. They bring joy to
the heart that is oppressed with care. They

speak of a oessation of toil, and
point the
weary one $0 a scene of peace and rest. O
Christian! the day of thy confliot und trial

is almost done. Wait in patience
a
little
longer, and the Master will call thee home:
In ‘‘a little while” the eye now so often

dimnged with tears will close in quiet sleep.

The breast which now heaves with sorrow

will soon be still.

The weary feet will ere

loop be at rest.

eaven with all its glories is very nesr

thee. In its shining
shalt have a place.

mansions thou .soon
In ‘‘a little while” thou

round

Cheer

:

shalt see the light and glory that circles
the

throne.

sponding soul,

up,

then,

de-

When the day scems drea-

ry, and the oross appears a h avy load,

remember that in ‘a little while” the dayof trial will be ended,

and

the cross

ex-

changed for the crown. It may not be long
before’ we shall stand in the presence of

God where “there is fulloess of jov.” and
at hisiwight hand where ‘‘thore mie pleasures furevermore."—(Congregationaist.

It od

ow

~
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At Evening.

O Father! we kneel to pray.

lis teachers’ meetings have no tender, contagious zeal in them, no children’s meetings sre held, few of the scholars are ever
converted, because neither effort nor prayer
His school
are expended in that direction.
one—like the fig-tree on
is a flourshing
which the Lord Jesus found *‘nothing but
leaves.”

4

Lifting the hands that are failing,

‘We seek the clasp of thine own;

The crossis so very heavy,
‘We cannot bear it alone.
ges

.

’

:

‘great

Gat

i

No other shelter is found.

Turn not awa} from our crying,
. Refuse not the strength of thine arm,
Oh. wipe all the tears from our faces,
And shield us from night and alarm.

;

The sins that are scarlet and shameful,

Remove by the blood of thy Son.

Darker the shadows are falling,
More lowly we bend at thy feet;

Thy love is a refuge unfailing,

And rest in that refuge is sweet.

REN

The peculiarity of the Hebrew lyrical poetry as distinguished from the lyrical poetry
of other ancient people, and from most of
the lyrical poetry in modern times, is its
religion. It is lyrical poetry on subjects
pertaining to religion, or to be employed in
religion, as expressing religious feeling,
and as designed to awaken and foster suc
feeling. It is intended to raise the heart
and the affections toward God; to lift up
the thoughts of men from the earth; to in®
spire confiderce in God; to produce consolation as derived from God in times of
man in his

penitence,

be

disheartens

—

and

It is most remarkable that this rich poetry should have sprung up in Palestine, and

that it should have been confined to that
land. It was not that the land was better
adapted to lyric poetry than other lands—
for in this respect it could not compare favorably with many other countries, and particularly with Greece. It was not that the

events of their history had been such as

Greek

genius,

and

whatever

there was of poetic imagination in the
character of their minds, was found with
equal richness in Arabia and Persia. Nor
was it that their language was peculiarly
favorable for this kind of poetry, for in
many respects it was far inferior in this

adapted to the dance, to festive amusements, to Bacchanalian orgies, to scenes of
gaiety, frivolity, and vanity; the fact that

in all the lyric poetry of the Hebrews there
is literally nothing in this respect that can
be placed by the side of much in the Greek
Jyie poetry—much in Horace—much in
urns; by the side of the lyric poetry of
‘all lands except Palestine, can be traced
only to the idea that the new religion prevailed there, and can be best explained on
the supposition that the authors of that poetry
were inspired to prepare and transmit
to future times, that which,in all ages,
would express the feelings of true devotion,

.

and which might be permanently employed
in the praises of God. He will fail to exlain the fact that such poetry is found in
alestine alone, and will fail to appreciate
its true mature, who does not admit that
these ‘‘sweet singers” were inspired by the
*‘Moly Ghost."—Albert Barnes.

Abolishing Christianity.
The following is from Swift's ‘* Argument against Abolishing Christianity.” It
“applies very well to our own time:
If Christianity were once abolished, how
could the free thinkers, the strong reasoners, and

the

men

of profound learning, be

able to find another subject so calculated,

points, whereon to display their

in all its

What wonderful productions of
abilities?
wit should we be deprived of from those
whose genius, by continued practice, hath
been wholly turned upon raillery and invec-

tives against religion, and would, therefore,
never be able to shine or distinguish themselves upon any other subject!
We are
daily complaining

of the

a pilot who not only
life to save

eft. Who would suspect Asgill for a wit,
or Toland for a philosopher, if the inexhaust~

able stock of
Christianity had not been at
hand to provide them with materials?
What other subject, -through all art or nature, could have produced Tindal for a profound author, or furnished him with readers? Iv is the wise choice of a subject that

alone adorns and distinguishes the writer,
For had a hundred sich pens as these been
employed on the side ofreligion they would
ave immediately sunk into silence and
oblivion,
:
;

The Surface Family.
Aaere’s

Mr,

Superintendent = Surface.

© has nice maps, song-rolls, beautiful arthogem ntg, careful classification.
All
i
things good superintendents like.
Bu Snperintendent Surface revels in them,
Hoy in them, never, goes beyond them.

e cin tell the distance from Dan to Beersheba, hut the distance from his scholars to
Christ does not enter into his thoughts. He
Shows the depth of the Dead Sea, but he

us.

many

them

sands.

a

!

could

them?

risked

1871.

women, too.

Hints

the

cold,

when

selfish

so

to

servants, and

the

tracts.

burn your

tracts on

Don’t leave

families

feel

your

ey.
Y Select your tracts
Learn, by

with

all

— Advocate and Journal.

Se

pictures,

and

books,

and de-

Suppose a man should continually,

il he was

fifty years old or more, want

old nfirse to tell, over and over, how he

was born, how he cried, and the whole history of his babyhood—is there nothing later
in ‘his ‘experience to’ be remembered! Is
there no such thing as growth—is there no
such thing as variety? Are there no such
go
No man can
things as victories?

L.P. REYNOLDS, Sec.

around the world, even as a navigator, with-

ont

meeting

phenomena,

endless change

of scene and

endless variety,endless beauty,

endless wonders—and shall a
the eternal sphere, with all
the heavenly kingdom on him,
ing from day to day new
Shall a man live a Christian

man navigate
the power of
without hayexperiences?
life and have

no conflicts, no doubts, no fears, no strange

.
J. 8. GARDNER, Prin.
’
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23ONLY FOUR PUPILS IN A CLASS..sr
The fall term begins Sept. 12th. Pupils can eater
their names on or after Aug. 20. Study of Harmony
and Musical Theory free to pupils; also, Organ prac-

TEE

EICHBURG,

Director.

SEMINARY...

...

will
FALL THEM of this Institution”
the per-

commence on Tuesday, Aug. 33, under
sonal supervision of
K. MABRY,

Principal,

Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,

assisted by J. Marshall

Fall Term will commence

The

aud continue 18 weeks.

ALBERT

R.

SAVAGE,

of

Tuesday, Aug. 30,
Dartmouth

College,

Principal, with suitable assistants.
fiirther particulars see catalogue.
For

Apply to the President,
THOMAS
4
S.

TASKER,

TUTTLE, M.D.

Pres.

Sec.

Stanley,

Music, Piano and Organ

er of * Spencerian
Tuition:

Common

Instrumental

; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teach -

System”

Abbie Mabry, Primaty

of

Teacher

of Penmanship;

Department.

English, $3,00; Higher

* Music, $8,00;
$4,00; Languages, $6,00;
strument, $2,00; Drawing, &o., $3,00 to
manslip, $1,50.
t

Board, $3,00 per week.
Rooms for those desiring

Miss

English,

Use of In$5,00; Pen-

Wood and lights extra.
to board themselves.

Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.

_ Northwood, N. H., August 8, 1870,

A Teacher's Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who propose to teach
he coming winter, Especial attention paid those
WILTON SEMINARY,
P students preparitg for College.
. B. SWEAT, M. D., Sec. of Trus.
WiLToN, InWA.
Parsonsfleld, June 27,70.
THE SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7.
‘Puition,—common branches and incidentals—
$7.00; extra branches, each, $0.75,
THE REPORTS.
and room rent at terms to favor stu-PY. in
4
i
ents.
holidays.
through
vacation
;
Term, 12 weeks
We have sent to the Q. M. Clerks
0. E, BAKER, Supt,
.
i
sta-

the Blanks necessary to secure full

MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.

tistical Reports

of all

the

churches,

Quarterly and Yearly meetings for the
Register for the year 1871.
Olerks having this matter in charge,
will greatly facilitate the early issue of
the Register, by promptness in collect
ing and transmitting their statistics to
.
his office.
Let there be special care to give the
| NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION,
HE FALL TERM begine Aug. 38, 1870. Post Office addresses of the Yearly

victories, no aspirations, no sorrows, no 4 Nat FALL TERM will commence Sept. 1.
joys, no moral ecstasies? Go away, you
G. B. FILES, A. B., Principal,
barren natures! You are mot Christians.
Miss NELLIE KNOWLTON, Preceptress,
every
bear
and
fruit,
and six other teachers will: constitute the Board of
If you bear much good
\
.
are
instruction.
you.
then
summer different clusters,
The Normal department will be under the care of
:
Christians. The trellis on which a vine E. B. WADE, A. B.
particulars address the Principal, or Rev. A.
is trained isnot a vine. The vine is valua- L. ForGBRRISH.
\
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Sec’y. Trust.
ble because it bears grapes. If it does not
Pittsfield, July 27, 1870.
hear grapes, then the trellis is just as good
>
as the vine.—ZLzchange.
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Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
In Male Department—Classical, English
Painting.
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stages in vice,

lightfal conversation. Especially should
home be intensely. religious. The fires of
devotion should burn brightly and cheerfully on the domestic altar. Sweetly and
gently each spirit should evince its constant
and higher communion with Jesus. Home
will then be a retreat from care, a refuge
from sorrow, the ante-chamber of heaven.
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unworthy the relation of husband and father
who prefers the companionship of others
to that of the wife of his youth and the children he has begotten. But the attractiveHere
mess of home is the work of woman.
is the throne of her power and glory. Not
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Home should be the most attractive place
on earth. What a sham life must be where
home is nightly abandoned for theaters, op-

whose

of the religious proclivities or prejudices of
the families composing your district.: Let
your selections be appropriate—not 80 as to
personal, but suited to the religious
appear
necessities of the parties. Before you start
on your round, pray for the divine blessing
on yourself and on those whom you visit.
Go into the houses of your district, inquiring for the heads of the family. On your
first call tell them what-you are, what you
intend doimg, and ask permission to leave
your tract weekly or monthly, as the case
may be. Make a few inquiries respecting
their place of worship. If they attend nowhere, tell them how pleasant a thing it is
to be a regular attendant ona place of
worship, and invite them to church. Don't
reprove or say hard things. People are
to be attracted, not whipped to the cross.

again P

Nov. 22, Fall

A. M., President,

H. M. WILLARD,
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Address

conspiracies of Guilt. After a long disagreement, therefore, they at length consented to part forever. Guilt boldly walked forward alone to overtake Fate, that

tracts into the fire.
Don’t leave awaking and warning tracts
with Christian families. They may not be
angry with you, but they will

term

term begins.

or N. T. GREENWOOD,
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ness, 4nd Shame often betrayed
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throw
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Vacation of gix weeks.
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be

For particulars, send for circulars,

Guilt and Shame (says the allegory)
were at first companions, and in the beginning of their journey inseparably kept together. But their union was. soon found
to be disagreeable apd inconvenient to
both: Guilt gave Shame frequent uneasi-

members you know to be eminently moral.
They will be offended with your lack of
discrimination,

unflinching

—

and

curse you,

profanity,

enness or other vices, with

same

days are

Most servants in these

Romanists ; they will only

sin.
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preached in the
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door-steps,
If you do, in
go into the

walk off.
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With the additionto their excellent corps of teachers; their new buildings, which have just been dedi- | Butler’s Theolegy,
do
do
cated, and are furnished with every convenience of
a first-class residence; their extremelylow rates of | History,
0
bostd, and tuition; they anticipate an overflowing
:
school.

turned back to keep company with Virtue
which, in the beginning of their journey,
they had left behind. Thus, my. children,
after men have traveled through a few

ripg the bells, and walk off.
most cases, your tracts will

Don't give your tracts

use

The New London, N. H., Institution

righteousness was summoned into the presence of Agrippa, such was the power of
his warnings and appeals, that the king
cried out to Paul, *‘Almost thou persuadest
me to be a Christian.”

the toils and

on

and

Begins its FALL TERM, WEDNESDAY, Aug. 17, 70.

and judgment to come, Felix trembled ; and

Distributers.

your tracts

Don’t leave

History,

provision is made

July 26, 1870.

When Paul stood before the guilty Felix,
and reasoned of righteousness, temperance,

-

to Tract

Liberal

of the term.

Sermons.

« Men and brethren, what shall

atmosphere

-

Ecclesiastical

All the students should be present at the beginning

by Peter, three thousand men
preached
were pricked in the heart, and cried out,

the memory of which might shed a holy
savor over many a wanderer’s. heart, and
lead the sud and lonely sons of sorrow and
of tears to look forward to the gladness of

Workman.

YEAR. Sacred

term closes. Vacation ef one week.
:
March 30, Summer term begins,
June 22, Summer
term closes.
Vacation of nine weeks.
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greatest even unto the least of them.
the day of Pentecost, under a sermon
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1d.
Would that there were more such homes,

British

3rd

needing aid, of which more specific notice will
given hereafter.
3
The calendar for next year is as follows :
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the above, omitting the Greek and Hebrew.
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printing of euts and printing in colors,
can be done in good style at short notice
and upon reasonable terms.
Orders are solicited from all parts
the country. Address,
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L. R. BURLINGAME,
dvd

The two years’ course of study will be the same as
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We

and
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kinds of Job-printing, including tig

Pastoral Theology.

When Nathan preached unto David, the
king's heart was bowed down, and he trem-

near heaven, and probably never shall be
again, as when I spent a day in the house
—a godly Scotchman,
of Ebenezer Brown,”

Bevel dreams that his popular school is the we
x.

Mental

and Philadel
y

i

The Pressman has had an exper
enceof twelve years, and that in som
of the best offices in the largest citie§
of the country. x
.
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It" is believed, therefore, that. al}

Butler, and B. F, Hayes.

away

They

Shall we believe him,

Ancient

and a Chris-

worldliness of a godless home!
Said an ungodly man, ‘I ‘never was

great decline of

wit among us, and would takeaway the
grossenty perhaps the qnly, topic we have

to speed

know them, how escape

point to the Greek, and had no superiority,
certainly, over the Arabian and Persian.
4 waste-basket, possibly into the fire.

The fact that their poetry took this turn;
the fact that all which they had was religious
; the fact that there was literally no poetry in their language that was designed and

bear,

treacherous

the death of

New York, Boston,

: phia.

The fall term of this School will open at Lewiston,
Me., Sept. 15, 1870, The Board
of Instruction for the
next year will consist of Profs. J. Fullonton, J. J.

risked his life to save them. They trusted
him, they obeyed him, and were saved.
Oh, there are more perilous sand-bars in
our daily course, on which we are in hourly
danger of being wrecked. How shall we

Alas! how many such houses there are
in our world and land—houses where there
is no prayer, no praise, no worship, no
God! And what homes are they for chilthan

in

SEMINARY.

Theological School of Bates College.

Nineveh, the inhabitants became alarmed,
dif- Land clothed themselves in sackcloth, from

One day, as some one

of a Christian love

FEMALE

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS. *
Ten miles ‘west of Boston. lnstruection thorough,
careful, complete. Advantages for Music, Painting,
French and German, unsurpassed. Particular attention paid to common and solid branches. Teachers
chosen with great care. (Combines the advantages
and comforts of a school and home.) Number limited to 40, Next year begins September 15,
Adress i
~~
CHAB, W, CUSHING.

-

not question the word of a pilot who

peculiarly to suggest this kind of composition—for poetry adapted to the lyre or 16 tears and trials of this weary pilgrimage.
To such homes the weary come for rest,
music abounded elsewhere, and especially
the troubled for consolation. The Son
and
ebrews
.in Greece.
It was not that the
had a more poetic imagination than other of Peace is there. Blessed be such homes!
people—lor theirs did not, in this respect, and may ours ever be of this number!—
the

LASELL
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and for men

of doing most excellent work.
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufacturers
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Foss, Sec,

Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.
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A new Steam Job Printing Press

the ship could

conversing with the little fellow about the
great and good God, the child said :
“We haven't got any God at my papa’s

dren;

still

BATES

noble ship. Instantly they obeyed the
pilot's word, and crowded on all the canvas

bar, which

Sn

How much better is the pure

OF

There will be two courses of study in the School.
The three years’ course is thus arranged: 1st YEAR.
Hebrew Langnage and
ature applied to the Old
Testament Scriptures.” OFeek, do., applied to the
New Testament. 2nd YEAR. Systematic Theology.

the dwelling of a godly family, where he
was taught the simple elements of divine
truth.
N
The good seed fell into good and tender
tian dwelling.

MARSTON,

Board from $2.23 to $3.00,
Rooms can be had for
those who wish to board themselves.
bi

In sur-

reakers, ¢¢ The Goodwin Sands, the

A little boy three years old, whose father
was irreligious, spent several months in

ference between a prayerless

N.

man languages.

God.

soil, and the child learned

THE MORNING STR L.ieL.
JOB-PRINTING OFFICE.
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Languages.
3
5.00
Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger-

win Sands.”
It was a word to make all hearts quake.
That crawling foam hid a cruel, dreadful

simple-minded

Household

A.

B. MONTGOMERY,
Tuition.
Primary
.
:
«
Common English,
Higher English,

stand

a long

N. H.

MRS. SARAH

be guided by him? - If not, these Goodwin
Sands of life will be our destruction.

No

filled with thankfulness in the assurance of
pardon.

surpass

attachedto

STRAFFORD,

COLLEGE; Principal,

make the rope fast to his person and spring
into the boiling deep. Steadily and cautiously the men pulled with a will; and a
balf dozen hands were readyto grasp him.
the instant he came alongside. Sd

er.

soul of man in times of distress and sorrow,

into

MR.

increased when they saw the noble pilot

is large, and widely scattered.—S. S. ZTeach-

songs that show there is joy in the darkness of this world; songs which illustrate
the power and the value of religion ; songs
with which men cheer themselves and each
other in their journey toward the grave;
songs which even the guilty may pour forth
softened

prise, a buoy’ was

US

HE FALL TERM
of 11 weeks, will commence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruction of

and © paid overboard, which was soon
grasped by the eager hands in_the boat.
How was their surprise and enthusiasm

people by the perfect unattainableness of
his plans.
:
. Lest any one should take these: remarks
as personal, we will state that the family

along a path of sorrow and
“trouble to a better
abode.
t
Muck of it can
be best characterized by an expression derived from the Bible itself—an expression
no less remarkable for its beauty than truthfulness—as ‘Songs in the night;” songs
indicating the joy that may spring up in the

hearts

place

‘| ond

Poetry of the Bible.

from

tirge 4 signal was made for a rope.

nine hundreth year of the millennium.
Brother Surface makes no allowance for
individual
peculiarities. He has a new
patent double-acting process, and he feels
doubt of its suitability to any school and
ny superintendent. It looks beautiful on
aper, and why should it not work well?
he effect of Mr. Surface’s labor in a convention or an institute is two-fold. In the
first place he directs attention altogether
away from the spiritual work, to the phylacteries of the Sunday school. In the sec-

Forgive us, O Father! forgive,
For the evil this day we have done;

pilgrimage

course

CENTER
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a

deck and clearing the salt water from.
blood beings, brother Surface is not likely upon
his throat, he gasped convulsively as he
to see his plans realized until about the Jointed
with shaking hand to the foun

‘We bow at the throne of thy grace.

comfort

of

He talks a great

AR SEER
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Sands.

out towards them. It was a hard struggle
in those raging waters, and it seemed impossible to reach the ship. But after a

cob-houses. He will tell you how an ideal
school should be conducted, but as Sunday
school children are obstinate flesh and

In grief and confusion of face,
Ashamed for our manifold sinning, -

and

and

Goodwin

put out from the harbor of Deal, and

of study, and has his head. full of logical

Lowly and lowlier always,

cheer

in convention,

Ri

STAR: AUGUST 17, 1870.

heavy gale, anxiously looking out for a pilot. . Night was coming on, and they were
uncertain of their position, but fully alive
to their peril. Hope was dying out. from
their hearts, when they saw a pilot-boat

deal of Sunday school requisites, is fastidi| ous about record-books, will consume a good
half hour in explaining why he sings first
in opening the. school, and why he would
‘grade a school in a certain way.
Mr. Surface is always in favor of artificial modes

We've wearily trodden to-day.

Thy love is our only refuge,

deal

runs it into the ground.

§

I

A vessel in the English Channel was
lying to with close-reefed topsails in a

Conyention Surface is one of the

Mr.

WA

—ly —

best known of the family. He has quite a
'| reputation. He ‘‘runs” the blackboard a

Dim are our eyes from our weeping,
And bleeding our feet from the way ;
For thorny and rough was the journey,

Darker and darker the shadows
Are folding us closely around ;

The

But

considered a pattern superintendent.

With bearing the cross of the day,
Still pending beneath its burden, -

trouble; to

and he is

*‘splendid,”

trees are

Christmas

‘Weary and worn at the evening

“
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A¥ All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
a business, remittances of money, &c., should be
addressed to the Publisher.

Anchored
sonst

" The time hag

at Last.
yi

Ay

-

really come when the The-

ological School may

be spoken of as an-

chored. It has floated long and creditably.
‘The fact that it has not foundered, nor
actually drifted very widely, during all
these years of debate and agitation, is at
once suggestive and cheering. Its friends
have sometimes feared for it.. The billows

have

been

resources

communionists.

upon

threatening. The winds have

been fierce. The currents have been conflicting, and have
set strongly toward

and renders success so small or doubtful,—
less €xcuse for the positive and pitiable failures which every now and then appear in
the settled antagonism between pulpit and
pews.
With a programme from which scarcely a
single man dissents, we ought now to have
a performance such as will fill our whole
denominational circle with enthusiasm, and
disarm the griticism of even hostile obsery-

ers. Settled into position, let every man
hear and heed the summons to heroic effort.
/.

1

1

|

Pulpit
»

Prayer.

that the School had an unfulfilled mission

In most cases people attend church
to hear, to be instructed and entertained,
when they ought to go up to worship.

was like a cheering whisper in their hearts,

Public

confessions,

peti-

prophesying
both
safety
and? success.
*¢ Fear not, for thou carriest Caesar!” was

tions and-praise have come to be regarded
as mere appendages to public services,

the word with which the great Roman com-

while the
sermon
is all and
in
sll.
This is wrong.
The
sermon is important,
but not more so than prayer and praise.

mander at once reproved and mastered
the terror of the boatman, who was ready

to cast away his oars and let his stormtossed boat and his passenger
go with
himself to destruction.. {The managers of
this School have often felt that the hopeful
word to which they listened came from
the lips of Him who once said, amid the
tempest at Gennesaret,—'‘ It is I; be not
afraid!”
And so they toiled on and trusted,

and are rewarded at last with
welcome to a sheltered harbor.

a cheering
The school

finds anchorage at Lewiston.
The Secretary’s report of the meeting

of

the Education

at

Society,

held

last

week

We

need

to have

our

renewed by worship

spiritual

as well

strength

as by instrue-

tion.
This state of things is largely attributed
to the dull and pointless prayers which too
often characterize the pulpit. The people
are not enough included in them, they are
not sufficiently the utterances of the desires,
hopes, fears, and longings of their souls,
but speeches madesto God about matters in
general, in which no one present is personally interested. Such prayersare good to induce sleep and are patiently endured as a

Newmarket, will tell our readers more precisely what was done. It is enough to say
here, that the plan conditionally approved

necessary

at Great Falls seemed likely to prove, in

There is but.one way to make pulpit
prayers interesting and profitable; make
them local, personal and sympathetic, and
they will take hold of all hearts. But to do

some of its features, unsatisfactory and im-practicable; and so, not being fully acceptable, the conditions were declined in favor
‘of the plan now actually adopted.
The

prerequisite

to the

sermon;

but

they don’t refresh and strengthen the hearts

of those who need the blessing.

this, the minister

must

first

Bunyan,
all

Car-

the

an-

ously open communionists ; and they “claim

for

features

that

the successive

distinguish the

take

into

his

stepsof progress.

atquaintances are

there;

many

of them

have paid large sums of money, and given
their life service, to her institutions, It is
a very great sacrifice to leave such associa
tions, and the doctrines, polity and church
life which they love and prefer to all * others, and go out into the world, away. from
all church privileges, or into a strange denomination to which they bear no such attachments. Is it not dishonorable, intolerant, in close communionists

to

force

Temaly, and where they greatly

live, labor and leave

them

their

desire

to

families whén

they die?
In view of the great saciifice which they
are likely to be forced to make, if they
openly declare their views, thousands
among Baptists suppress their convictions,
merely

confessing them

in private

circles,

and defending themselves when

personally

assailed.
Such persons may
somewhat cowardly perhaps, but
stand ready to persecute them,
strange churches, are the last

be timid,
those who
even unto
ones who

should make the charge. And to characterize them as ‘‘ dastardly” mischief-makes,
as Dr. Howard Malcom does,

if

they

ex-

press their convictions in private families,
is making Baptist churches houses of bondage, which no one has a right to do.
Open communionists do not *‘ sow discord among brethren,” nor ¢ cause divi-

sions

and

offenses,”

as charged.

They

ask that they may not be compelled to violate their conscience by excluding Christ's
disciples from his table; they ask the same
liberty of conscience which prevails everywhere among Baptists in England, without
discord or dissension. They do not ask a
liberty for themselves which they will not
cheerfully award to others. If a church

it, sacrificed on

Both

with a unity,a vigor, a promise and a hope
more marked than we have known for
many years. A steady and faithful devotion to it, coupled with the blessing of God,
.. «an hardly fail to make us glad and strong.
Bates College gains steadily in strength

and influence; Hillsdale College is abundamt in both resolution and opportunity ;
New Hampton Institution, so far from expecting to be less efficient because the The-

A

Review.

The Baptist. papers ave discussing the
communion question with vigor.
They
have recently urged several points which
deserve attention. They make the following assertions, to wit: That our charge
against them of intolerance, on this ques-

tion, is evidence of our unfriendliness ; that
it is dishonorable for

open

communionists

to attempt to hold a position

“in

good

and

regular

as Baptists,

standing;”

that

those who do attempt it, ‘sow discord
among brethren,” and are guilty of ‘‘ causing dissension ;” that those who hold to
open communion views and do not openly
avow them, are ** cowardly

time-servers;”

that those who do quietly avow and discuss those views in Baptist circles, are
¢ dastardly” mischief-makers; that close
communion is fundamental to Baptist character, so that no one can

honorably

our numerous academies and’ ¥gmiriaries,
and our two Normal schools, are working
victory.

part; of Baptist character, we should dis-

is still busily at work devising yet more
Jdiberal things and planning for a larger servfice; Maine Central Institute 'makes its
heavy burden only a reason for summoning

purpose ; and

with a purpose that means nothing less that df close communion was ‘all, or the chief
shall never get

beyond the

of hard work and self-denial and faith,
but our settled policy and united hearts
freshly assure us that our labor is not to he

in vain.
This state of things will afford not a little relief and encouragement to our young
men whom God is calling
to the ministry.

The larger educational facilities which they

have eraved, and the ampler pecuniary
aid which they have needed, are henceforth

to. hams Jaeger and more frequent drafte,

like them as we do the Papists ; but it js not.
It is to us like a very ugly wart

upon

the

this altar

of exclusiveness,

and they are coming to feel that they can
not innocently be silent.
Editors may
ridicule the movement, publish that ¢ it
amounts to nothing,” isa *¢ small affair,”
and draw the rein tighter, and put on airs
of defiance, but all that will not render

case less serious.

It would

be. wiser

the

to

consider whether thereis not a way to preserve haifthony, and respect the rights of
conscience. There is a deep” and widespread feeling among Baptists, against
close communion ; thousands from Baptists

families are gliding into other denominations on account of it; more .are longing
and praying that the close rule may be relaxed, so that they may have freedom in
their own chosen

Christian home.

We be-

seech the brethren to change their policy,
and make Baptist churches a place for al
conscientious Baptists, where they can feel
at home and be free.

stands upon the

you

any

upon them.
shore,

meat?”

asks,

that also a free nation.

*‘ Have

answer,

the

ship.”

What

a surprise!

net is

kindled u fire, broiled some fish, by miracle
or otherwise, had provided bread, and now

asks all to eat. They were surprised,
delighted. What a change! The cloud had
passed, the sorrow which ‘had filled their’
hearts was changed to joy. That breakfast was the sweetest, richest, they had
ever eaten; it was full of love ‘and encour-

agement.

Jesus had

prepared

it.

Jesus

had shown them that he still cared for their
temporal wants.

Whata world of fear and

iety was swept away by that one act!

e disciples could never forget that
thoughtful provision. They could never
drop back again where they were before.
Jesus had led them to an advanced, a

higher stand-point.

They

felt safer,

hap-

pier, stronger, from that moment.
Was it not kind in the Saviour go come
to them just at that time, when they were

so weary, hungry and discouraged?
is a lesson in that. Just so he
all his people. All do not see and
him at once; but some disciple of
vision,

like

John,

msy

whisper

There
visits
know
lively
in

our

troubled souls,—‘‘ It is the Lord.” Jesus
does not forget our temporal wants. He
cooked them a breakfast.
He has cooked
a great many since for his hungry servants.
His disciples seem to do it, but it is Jesus
who moves them. . How often our ministers
have been thus served! What generous
hospitality prevails among the saints! It
is the Saviour in them who doeth the
works. Ministers see dark hours sometimes. Let them remember that breakfast
on the sea-shore. They are sometimes
afraid to venture to their work without

calls and contracts for salary.

The break-

fast on the sea-shore rebukes them. Can
we not trust Christ? He calls us to seek
and save the 10st. Let us not delay to enter upon the work. Remember the breakfast by the sea-shore.

A Lesson from History.

the ages, well defined and distinct currents,

‘‘ ocean streams,” composed ‘of peculiar
and sharply expressed ideas, eagerly pushing on to their mission work. There was
a violent clash of ideas on the ‘plains of
Shinar, where Nimrod founded a military
despotism, the spirit of which has ever
since held the most of Asia in its grasp.
But God met this scheme of oppression by
counter ideas of resistance. He stirred up

incidents

in

the

are interesting and instructive.
how good he is, how full of love

derness.
rosity,

They show
and

ten-

His life was radiant with genein all his mighty

acts and

clashing

of

in his

¢ little deeds of love.” That last meeting
by the sea-sidqillustrates this.—,
He had beeh’ crucified and had risen.
Several times he had met and:comforted
the disciples, amidst the great trials and

organic forms, and sent: them down the
generations.
:
‘Sidon and his family fled over Lebanon,
jand dwelt on the sea. The Phanicians
were his descendants, and they founded
five cities, created commerce, carried civil
ization
to England, Spain, the Netherlands, as well as to central poicts in Asia

and

northern

Affica.

Their influence is

still felt.

A colony also fled to the Grecian Archipelago, and laid the foundations of the. potent civil and philosophic life which radiated from that center, and has mightily influenced the world.
The father of the Hebrews, too, went
forth from Shinar, inspired with noble, free

and generous thoughts, and organized a
covenant of justice, under which men grew
strong and free. This stream of light still
flows on blessing all the nations.
Every student of history knows what
forces have sprung from these sources of
organic life, and how they have come down
through the ages, persistent in their course
and work, though resisted, modified, hindered, by the interminglings of falsehood,
despotic and sordid ideas.
In more modern times, the processes are

evident. From obscure beginnings, broad
streams of civilizing forces have proceeded,
and the impulses gather power as they go
on. More than
a thousand years ago, on
the southern shore of the northern sea,
there was a small people who cherished
the most advanced ideas of liberty, the
rights of conscience and the dignity of manhood. . Their origin
is uncertain; they
or

low Dutch.

In

Ross,

and settled in Lincolashire,

Pembrokeshire,

Yorkshire,

and

Northumberland.
We know where Holland stood during
the great conflictsof the sixteenth century,

for religious freedom.

We know, too, that

the low country in England occupied by
the descendants of Hollanders, was the
birthplace .of liberty in England. Bancroft, Neale's Paritans, and contemporary

2

"A

J

Baptists, George Fox,

John

Bunyan,

Oli-

its power to England; He combined
glish and Dud

Pariass,

entage snd one

spirit,

En-

all of one par-

to cover America

with the banner of freedom. The ideas
and the impulse which sent Sidon over
Lebanon and inspired the Pheenicians, the
life forces of the Greeks, the faith of Abraham and the Hebrew, the more perfect

light from Christ, have come to this generation, and corstitute the wealth

of that Christian civilization

and

glory

which

guishes England from Spain and
the United States from Mexico.

-distin-

Italy, and
May we

not Lope and believe that the same divine
Father, who has done such wonders to
preserve the knowledge of himself, and the
enjoyment of the blessings of righteous‘ness and peaee in the earth, will soon give
the whole world to his Son, and consecrate the entire earth to the triumphs of
Christian civilization?

Current Topics.
a

——Tue

f——

EVANGELICAL

ALLIANCE,

The

great meeting of this body, which was to
be held in N. Y. next month, is indefinitely
postponed, in consequence cf the hindrance occasioned by the ‘war in Europe.
The foreign delegates would be largely
prevented from coming among us, and it
was their presence that was to give not a
the meeting was expected to exhibit. The
postponement of the meeting is a thingto
be widely and deeply regretted. The exhibition of the epirit of Christian unity which
it wou'd have made, the exaltation
f
evangelical truth which it promised to
secure, the new plans fur aggressive movements in the name of Christ which would
have been brought forward—all these
were needed and full of promise.
But
Christians

have

to learn

the lesson of pa-

tient and prayerful waiting as well as that
of heroic endeavor, and God can make the
one element serve the good cause as well

as the other.

It is hoped that the meeting

THE WORLD IMPROVING ?

There is

marvelous progress in intelligence, mastery

of natural

forces,

and

in adapting them

for human uses.
There is also an increase
of benevolence and justice and consequent

ness, is

apparent

in

the

midst

of ns

all.

During the last twenty years, four great
wars have been waged bythe chief civilized nations, and now another suddenly
breaks upon ue, more terrific than all.
Millions have been torn and mutilated by
the engines of death, and still the havoe

gains intensity. The very highest intelligence and genius of the age are employed
to invent missiles of death, and the industry

of the

people

is

heavily taxed toarm

and train men for human butchery. Bloody
efficiency in its rear, marks the progress in
ciyilization.
When will men cease this
murderous strife? When will they consecrate their wealth and skillto bless, and
educate,

and

ennoble

one another, rather

than destroy?
“Thy kingdom come, thy
will be done, on earth, as it is done in
heaven,” must be our earnest prayer.
——THE NEW YORK STANDARD.
This is
a daily, now nearly three months of age,
which promises to become a leading journal of the metropolis. John Russel Young,
the editor and proprietor, is i gentleman of

fine abilitiés
and extensive experience, and is
making a paper which commends itself to
the confidénce of the public. It presents

in

a

Baptist

church?

Close

Baptists.

——YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATIONS
In many ways these do good. They have
greatly increased Christian activity, and
that strengthens the churches and imparts
a moral impulse to society. They are especially useful in relieving Christians from

the suspicion of being selfish in all their
efforts.

The churches have

so many

pe-

cuniary burdens and so much emulation,
that self-interest, a desire for members

to

and sacrifice,

and

plead

with

sinners

to

come to Christ, when no church,or local or
pecuniary

.interest is involved,

cion isrebuked,

this

suspi-

and unbelievers are con-

vinced that there is a higher motive,

a real

unselfish feeling, in Christian character.
This testimony is of greit value; it is
more potent to dispel skepticism than vol-

umes

of

‘argument.

Christianity

is

Make

men see that

disinterested

love,

that

Christians are moved by their love, and
they will inevitably believe that it is divine
and powerful to regenerate and save.
——SOoUuTHERN SCcHOOL-Books. The Southerners are resolved to have school-books of
their own, and are making a very presenta~ :

ble lot.

It is called

‘The University Se-

ries”, and comprises mathematical,
geographical, linguistic, historical and philo-

sophical books, edited by Southern men,
mostly by those connected with the University of Virginia; making quite full sets for
Common Schools, Seminaries and Colleges.
They also publish The University Educa-

tional Record,

a monthly of considerable

merit. We rejoice in every legitimate edu- .
cational enterprise, and especially commend
the South for this effort to supply a popular

series of books for their schools.

Just now,

there is a little sectional tinge to the movement, but that will soon wear away, while
intelligence will make us more and more

one people. The new publishing house,
whien is bringing out this series of books, is

Jlocated at No. 4. Bond Street, New York.
It is sensible to use the great facilities which
New York affords, to bring out books for
the Southern market.
——GRraAND ExaMpPLES. Mr. George Peabody did wisely in arranging his benefac- tions before his desth. So did John Vassar,the founder of Vassar College ; and. Mr.
Cornell, the founder of Cornell University ; and Mr. Bates, who has done so gener ously for Bates College ; and others of equal
note. But they are not alone in their wisdom. There are many more who are giving ten, twenty, thirty, fifty thousand dollars for benevolent purposes, like Samuel
Colgate, Orange Judd, &ec., &ec.
" Then there is a still larger class of men,
of small means, who are exciting generous

plans,

by

giving

liberally to some

in preparation

for death.

good

These

to do in this matter.

One thing is certain,

the less they leave to the uncertainty of
bequests, the less and less trouble will accrue.
Home and Foreign Missions, and
the education of young men for the ministry, just now demand generous help. The
sooner ang the more generously aid is of-

fered, the more good will. result.

Denominational News ui Notes
‘Meeting of the Education Society.

The

much

arrangements

vexed

question respecting

for Theological Education

in our denomination has found a solution at last, as will be seen by the fullowing abstract of the doings of the Educational Socie-

ty at its meeting at Newmarket,
9th inst.

on

the..

:

At a meeting

of the Education Society,

held at Great Falls in May last, a plan
locate the Theological School

to

at Lewiston,

and render. aid tothe Theological Department in Hillsdale College, was proposed,
on certain conditions.

That plan was pub-

lished in the Star of May 25.

A committee,

consistingof C.- O. Libby, C. H. Latham
and B. F. Haley was appointed to decide
a good, clear, frank face to one, at the outset ; whether the conditions had been met by the
then it is vigorous, direct and chaste in Trustees of Bates College; and that Comstyle; it is entirely free from the vulgar, mittee reported to the Ex. Board ‘* that the
sensational and slang style which so
conditions of the plan proposed by the Educamistake for sharpness, and gives, instedd, tion Society in ifs action at Great Falls,
real, fresh, manly thought, It is well up have not been fulfilled ;” consequently, the
in news, foreign and domestic, and com.
whole plan failed. Matters being in this
ments upon passing events with a candor condition, the Corporation of Bates Coland intelligence which challenges confi- lege came forward with a new and more
dence and yields satisfaction. The Stan- generous plan for promoting Theological
dard ought
to” prosper, and will prosper. education, as follows :
There are” talent, conscience, enterprise
Whereas, there are reasons for fearing
and money enlisted in it.
that the plans proposed by the Education
~Two SipES. There are many Baptists
in Pedobaptist churches who fully testify
to their faith, and of course exert considerable influence in favor of Baptist doctrines.
A leading Baptist paper recently had along
and excellent editorial on the vase, and
prophesied that they would ultimately rev-

loving men,

land shires in the low lands of England.

seemed good and very pleasant in the eyes
of that editor.

We know ‘how they suffered
science’ sake; how many of them

with others, accepts and enforces, with vig-

for -conmet the

ion

talk as if their life and hope, their religion,
their all, depended upon the perpetuity of
close communion.
Those who encroach

improvement ia the social
- condition
the race.
Bat the terrible violence of Lare worthy of imitation. All should conpassion, the trewenduus enprgyof secifish- sider what they can and what they ought

olutionize Pedobaptist usages.

Hol-

baptist church, as to argue open commun-

of cause,

ver Cromwell, and all that host of libertyoriginated in those same

to advocate believer's immersion in a Pedo-

pay expenses, and to vie with neighbors,
enters largely into their feelings of intermarshes of England, and established it est for the conversion of sinners.
And
among the rocks of New England, and di- the world has come to suspect that this is
rect from Holland, planted it on the island the chief, if not the only;” impulse which
of Manhattan ; He’ worked redemption by moves them.
But when Christians work

——1Is

authors tell us that the Puritans, tiie Bapperplexities through which they were pass- tists and the leading Quakers, all champiing, and still they needed help. They ons of freedom, originated there. The
were poor, friendless, pressed with hunger, Browns, John Smythe, the founder of the

face of an amiable, intelligent and very
dear brother. We dislike the wart, and and in doubt about the future, and must
think it very foolish in him to prize it as an have suffered greatly from fear and anxieessential part of himself, and to insist that ty.
To relieve present want, they ‘go a
it shall be transplanted to the faces of the
whole family. But we love him still, and, fishing.” All night they Ol and catoh
because we love him, we rebuke and try nothing. The morning comes and they
to correct his folly, and remove this one are hungry, weary,
and discouraged.
Temporal trials el their faith and
blemish from his features,
Open communionists sincerely believe hope, andwe may well suppose that they
that they are just as truly, and a 'ittle mcre were sad and heavy of heart as the mornleis
ia
;
|

love to that of hate and cruelty ; He fostered
the generous impulse among the marshes of
the Netherlands, and transplanted it to the

colonies of freemen.
living . ideas,
and

They went forth with
incarnated them
in

bring about a split in our ranks.” Where
is the difference? Is it not as ‘‘dastardly,”

He’ upon it are ‘‘dastardly” sinners.

rescued fragments of the race frem the
grasp of d@spotism on the plains of Shinar, and planted the good seed in the corners of .the earth. He fostered it, and
"brought it down through the ages; He
added Christian truth, the personal power
‘of Chris’, to the volume of just and liberal
ideas; He watched over these forces, when
| crime and oppression seem to have pressed
the church of Christ and changed 1ts spirit of

may take plice next year.

the twelfth century, many of them emigrat-

Saviour’s life

in their extreme distress, find a refuge in
Holland, where perfoct liberty was insured,
while, in all Europe, there was no other
place so just and free; and that they
should meet colonists from this same Holland in the New World and unite with

them in building a nation of free men.
. The hund of the Lord is in all this.

*‘Terrible is the re-

sponsibility of brethren who use their official influence in this dastatdly manner, to

should

have come from Holland; that tkey should,

plans; and many who repelled the yoke
were scattered to foreign parts, and formed

ed to England,
All the

ancestry

little of the interest and significance which

Though the people of the earth have
been wonderfully mixed and intermixed
by revolutions and commotions, ‘* like the
troubled sea,” there have been, all through

¢¢ confusion,” conflict of words,

Malcom says of them;

The coincidence

is curious, too, that their

no.”

The

—

ing their rightsin England until they mnde

A stranger

and

‘They

‘were called Northmen,

Breakfast by the Sea.

claim

to be a Baptist who is not a close communionist. These are grave assertions, and
deserve careful and prayerful consideration.
.
We assure our close Baptist brethren that
we are their friends. We don’t like close
communion, but that is only a blemish vpop. &’character peculiarly rich in excellences, in which we are deeply interested.

“ological School ceases its existpnce there,

We

broke

new

Institutions will need additional funds in
order that the departments of instruction
may be adequately supplied, and the friends
of a true Christian education among us need
not wait an hour for large and promising
opportunities to serve that vital interest.
The calls are urgent. A large hope is now
reasonable. A setiled policy has been entered
on at the end of years of eager inquiry,
and the friends of education among us were
perhaps never before so well united in, or
so well satisfied with, our educational plans
as they are to-day.
We enter upon the work now laid out

into exercise
greater vigor of

light

the same recognition for themselves. Is it full! John whispers,—*¢ It is the Lord.”
dishonorable so to do?
.So have disciples often whispered since.
They love the Baptist denomination, | ‘Peter comes impetuous)y to the shore, the
have an interest in her churches, colleges others dragged the net, full ofigreat fishes.
and mission work ; their associations and But this was not all. Jesus had already

own heart the every day life of his people. “believes it contrary to the Master's will to
arrangement are these two: First. The If he knows them well,” and feels for invite Pedobaptists to the Supper, we inCorporation of Bates College assumes the -them, as one should feel fur his own soul, sist that it shall have full liberty to exclude
We claim that the fundamental
entire pecuniary responsibility of main- he can and will take them to God, in: his them.
principles of ¢¢ soul liberty” assure every
taining the Theological School at Lewiston,
arms, in the warm embrace of a fervid
putting three Professors at once into serv- soul. ~ When a minister brings the business | man and every church perfect freedom on
ice, and pledging itself to add a fourth on | cares, perils and successes, the home life, such a question as this.
Now who cause dissension and ‘schism?
or before the first day of September, 1873. the little every day trials of his people, the
Who
split the Baptist family ? Those who
Second. The entire income of the General personal joys and sorrows of the aged, of
Fund is thus leftto be used for the pur- the children, of the youth, of those who are ask liberty of conscience on a question of
pose of aiding young men who are pre- strong and those who are weak, before- inference, not essential to Baptist faith and
paring for the ministry, in our various in- God, and interprets and presses them. for usage, or those who deny that liberty ?
stitutions
of
learning,—increasing the ! divine sympathy and help, in the light of a Rev. C. H. Malcom sends out a circular,
union of all
amount of assistance in proportion as they deep religious insight and powerful love proposing a basis for the
make their preparation e xtended and thor- and faith, ne one will be indifferent or un- evangelical Baptists,” and is assailed for
ough. And, so far from depending exclu- profited.” They will find his pleadings tak- devising discord and schism! Is it dissively upon’ this ineccme to furnish the ing hold of their own souls, and they will union for which he pleads ? Is it not rathamount of aid presumably needed, it is in- ‘begin to plead; the prayer will be their er a spirit of charity and forbearance which
will heal existing divisions, and prevent
tended to ask the churches for larger cop- prayer, and the blessing will come to them
future
ones ? Why can not close communtributions to the same ohject ; and it is al- like *“ cold water to a thirsty soul.”
And
ionists
appreciate his motivesand do him
so hoped that the generosity. of wealthy
prayer will nolonger be an indifferent part
friends of education may add materially to of public worship to them ; they will Jook justice ? If they will accept his generous,
the permanent fund. It is a rare act of forward to it with the same interest that magnanimous platform, an huxdred thoucourage, enterprise and faith which Bates
they do-to the sermon, and recall its influ- sand evangelical Baptists, who are now excluded from the great Baptist
family,
College has done in assuming this large ence upon their hearts after many days.
would joyfully enter the ‘‘ one fold,” and
responsibility, but we trust it is not to
We have more men who are able preachprove presumptuous or ill-timed. If the ers than able prayers.
They are dull and unite in supporting the same schools, the:
Lord helps those who truly help themselves,
indolent, or hortatory and pointless, or same missions, the same great work of
we may hope that his aiding blessing will
cold and unsympathizing, in their prayers, church extension. Would that be an evil
to be deplored ? Would such a union disbe freely granted to those who have under- while strong and instructive in their sermon.
please the Master? Would such ¢ soul
taken so mobly in his name and cause.
They excuse themselves with the plea that
liberty”
be inconsistent with our ancient
It is also expected that the Trustees of they are not ‘ gifted in prayer.” That is
true; but why are they not gifted?
Be- faith 2nd essential principles ?
Hillsdale College will at once take measures
Open communionists are feeling more
to establish and maintain a-real.and wellcause they undervalue its importance, and
and
more that they must have liberty in the
manned Theo'ogical Department in con- do not study and strive to obtain the gift.
Baptist churches; that they ought not to
nection with that Institution. They pur- The stiffness and formality which now fetter
pose to organize a Junior Class next term, them can be broken up, and they can get suffer this rule of intolerance to bind them.
and to carry students through aregular and power to lead the people to God as eagles They see man after man, church afler
church, -driven out of the denomination by
full course of study as fast as they are fitted help their young to soar in mid heaven.
chief

ing

cient and modern Baptist ministers and We can almost hear the sad cadence of that
churches in England, joyfully and with ne. There was hunger, and discouragepride included among regular Baptists, by" ment, and sorrow, and dlmost despair‘in it.
Baptist historians, Baptist editors, Baptist But the stranger's voice came with peculiar
statisticians, and in every-day conversation, cheer, and somehow they felt moved to
though most of them were, or are, notori- obey and ‘‘ cast the net on the right side of

to such hardships? Is it dishonorable i
themto remain in Baptist churches, where
they feel that they have a perfect right to

mu

thanksgivings,

They find

son, Hall, Spurgeon,—nearly

which fills so many pulpits with imbecility
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“culture, —less excuse for the partial training
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they

Aud these results, thus achieved, will
also-lay fresh obligations upon these young
men. With these added facilities for becoming wel fitted for the work of the ministry, there is far less excuse for declining
the sphere on the plea of inability to prepare for its duties,—less excuse for going
outside the denomination lo seek a proper

real perils. While many have been distrustful, and some have thoroughly despaired, a
few at least have kept faith and patience
and courage through it all. A conviction

&

which

and shall be richer through their profit.
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truly, Baptists, than they would be if close
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Ge Morning” Star.

We rejoice for their sake over these ampler

}

The

But we observe that the same

work
paper,

death -of martyrdom ; how some fled to
Holland for safety ; how they emigrated to

Dr. Malcom hurls av open communionists

New

England and founded a free nation;

in #the

Baptist

how they per sted in asserting and defend"

confess

and defend their convictions,

orous words, the denunciation

churchés,

which

who
bo

dare

Rev.

to

Dr.

Society for the removal of the Theological
school to Lewiston will not serve its intended object; and Whereas, there are others

methods of providing for Theological Education that appear to us much more full of

promise, therefore,
Resolved, 1. ~ That there is hereby established in the College, a Theological School
to be called the——Theological School of
Bates College, and that the president is authorized to fill the blank with the surname

of some person who shall make a liberal
donation to the College.
2d. That ‘said Theological school shall
go into operation during the month of
September,

1870.

;

3d. That the Faculty of said school shall
consist of the President of the College, and
such professors and instructors as # all be

chosen for that purpose.

a

logical school shall decide upon all applica:
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this, seven hundred plates of gold and
ver were taken

The blossoms jn the sweet May wind
‘Were falling like thesnow.
:
‘The Blossoms Seine at oy feet

It seemed of ull the year.
:

,

.

from

this

building.

Still o’er and o’er I sow the spring
And reap the autumn ears.

scarcely

“She smooths her silken gown—
No more the homespun lap wherein

I

should

be

The wild grapes wait us by the brook,
The brown nuts on the hill,
And still the May-day flowers make sweet
The woods of Follymill.

venture

to

fly

very nightin which he
‘ When

contrary

received

I see her face, I hear her voice,

Does she remember mine ?
And what to her is now the boy
Whe fed her father’s kine?

-this

inhuman

sentence

tears.
¢¢ No, my dear, they did not

‘What cares she that the orioles build For other eyes than ours—
That other hands with nuts are filled,

laymate in the olden time!

for the salvation of his soul,

mossy seat is green;
ging violets blossom yet,
The old trees o’er it lean.

A sweeter memory blow;
And there in spring the veeries sing

The song of long ago.
And still the pines of Ramoth wood
Are moaning like the sea—
The moaning of the sea of change

The Family Circle,
RAMSEY,
lees

EVENING.

of poor
as

the

school books were laid aside. ‘You know
we left him in the hands of the cruel and

I can’t help

hat-

ing them,—and I could not sleep last night
for thinking of him.”
“The captive Inca must have been

over-

and unexpected

calamity which had befallen him, but he
behaved with great calmness and dignity.
He was informed that his person would be
safe so long as his people remained quiet,
and he made no attempt to escape. He
wanted his freedom, but neither he nor

his people dared make any effort, for they
cost

him

his life.

In the hope of effecting his

pur-

pose by

appealing to the . avarice

of

his

set him
was

con-

fined with gold as high as he could reach.
The Spaniards heard the offer with incredulity, but they accepted it, and a written
contract was made.”
‘Oh mamma, how large
was
that

twentygold,—

with solid gold ?”
¢¢ Not with solid gold ;—according to the
contract the articles were thrown together
in the shape in which they were found.

The Inca sent his sefvants to the great cities to collect the treasure, and the city of
Cuzeo alone furnished as much as four
hundred Indians could carry. The spoil
taken from the temples and royal palaces,
was composed of ornaments and utensils
of every size and shape,—goblets, vases,

and

carious

imitations

golden ear'sheathed in leaves of silver,
from'which hung a rich tassel of silver
threads.”

“Oh, how beautiful
that must have been,”
corn.”

‘‘I wish I could

see

such

things, but they were not

cious to the Inca as his freedom,

so pre-

which he

The great

. temple at Cuzco, ‘whi
had ch
been the pride

and

of the empire,
6 of

‘the

and am
greatSe.
image vn

adorned that temple.

i
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Boy to Succeed.
a
years
0, a large’ d

Boston vertised for a wi

Beautiful

Deautitu

to

Li

Live.

All her small girl-friends and
the | came to play with her, and she
finest frock ; this had been given

:
;

rg

im

| the store was thronged with applicants; and
among them a queer-looking little fellow,

with his aunt, who took care of him.

Lm—

farmer's wife.

forwar® in a straight line,
have been like the spokes
tree representing the hub.
till they reached the bound-

Sanders, who was at the

“boy-friends
wore her

to

her

by

a puzzled | it erself before she went up into the Beau-

look.

_| tiful heavens.

It ap-

peared that no one but Henry had aimed at
a particular object.
They attempted to go straight without
any definite aim. They failed. Men can
not succeed in anything good without a definite aim. In order to mental improvement
there must be a definite aim. In order to
do good there must be a definite aim. General purposes, general resolutions will not
avail. You must do as Henry did; fix upon
‘something distinct and definite as an object,
and go steadily forward to it. If you wish
}
to be Christ-like, look at Him, and copy His
ways. Thus only can you succeed.

of

last of the
ruled,

no one beside it, but the sexton and

the motherless boy.
What difference if
tears trickled down on the long grass, and
into ruins beneath the feet of the conquer- low sobs shook the forlorn little body at the
ors.”
.| sound of each
shovelful
of earth?
All
The sexton drew his ‘rough hand
* But, mamma,” said Henry,
‘ did the over!
Peruvians submit without resistance?
I over his face, and walked off ; the boy dried
should like them better if they had died in his tears, and *‘ looked up.”
the * last ditch,’ fighting for liberty.”
“Yes, yes,” he murmured, and at every
‘¢ They did not submit without resistance. step homeward, repeated the same in a
The death of Atahuallpa was followed by more confident tone.
fierce but inefféctital struggles, in which
‘“The child is crazy !” cried people, lookthey inflicted some damage on the Span- ing after him.
iards, but received: a hundred fold more
‘Crazy boy! crazy boy!” cried a misthemselves. They had no leader capable chievous youth, till a crowd stood gazing
of uniting and controlling them,
and the after him.
horses and the fire-arms of their enemies
On he went, murmuring, “Yes, yes.”
gave them an immeasurable advantage Homeward, we said; ah! who could call
over them in battle ; so, after a few years,
it going homeward, to mount those rickety
they xeem to have yielded in despair and stairs into such a miserable room ?
sunk into hopeless bondage.
‘* Gather up-your clothes, and be off’; all
' “When the Spaniards obtained possession else belongs to me,” cried the stern voice
of Peru,they found the country well advanc- of the landlord.
‘Precious little left for
ed in the arts of civilization. The valleys the rent.”
were teeming with the fruits of a patient and
*“ Good-by,” said Jack, turning down the
scientific culture ; the uplands were whiten- stair-case again.
ed with flocks, and the whole land rejoiced
** Good-by,” came fom several rooms
in its abundance.
Instead of introducing a along the upper story. Women and chilhigher civilization, and a better govern- dren looked out to see what would become
ment, the land was given up to pillage, of the orpban boy.
and the wretched natives were parceled
‘Sure, and he'll have no helper now,”
out like slaves, to toil for their conquerors
sighed many a kind heart, as his little
in the mines. - The flocks were wantonly figure glided downward.
destroyed ; the granaries were emptied;
¢ Yes, yes,” he whispered low, not wishthe beautiful and costly works for irrigat- ing a crowd to follow. Away he went,
ing the soil were suffered to fall into decay ; outside of the city, till, just as the stars
and at this time, the country is far less could be seen, he stood in the country, outfruitful and populous than at the time of side of dingy alleys and crowded streets.
the conquest; and the Indian, after three
‘The world is wide, and I am young,”
‘centuries of bondage - and” “adgredation, he thought.
seems like an alien in the land of his fa‘‘Besides, God helps those who fry to
thers.
help themselves, mammy said; but I must
¢¢ The poor Indians, while they saw the ask for Jesus, sake.” Down he kneeled,
Afterward he fell
ruin of the country, might have felt soime the stars overhead.
satisfaction in witnessing the misery of asleep.

a

Satay.»

the
J

§ was
which had

This image consist

" Next morning, the soft, sweet air blew
so gently across his forehead, while the

their conquerors.
Avarice and ambition
are never satisfied, and the Spaniards sdon

birds in a tree near ‘sang

derof Atahuallpa died a natural death. |

enemies.

violence

‘And there was

old chronicle, * even
him."

the

none,’ says

to. say

Thus miserably

of his
an

God forgive

perished

the

con-

Mrs.

made

them

so lovingly, that

he awoke, not knowing himself to be Jack
Wright.
“The world is wide,

God will help those who

and I am

young;

help themselves.

Godis true; mammy said so, and

mammy

knew a lot. Dear mammy I”
Jack sat down and cried. How could hé
help, it?

A book fell from his bundle, old,

and worn, and torn; but all the precious

querors of Peru, and the power and wealth, things it told, they were
gained through so much toil, and suffering, the book was the Bible.
bappy.”

and then trudged

on.

new

as ever,

for

Jaek read awhile,
Farm-houses

came

in sight; Jack passed none without asking
White

paused,

and

Henry

said

thoughtfully, * T am sure I shall study
map of South America with more

now that I know even a very

little

the

interest,

of its

history.”

“It is only alittle that I can tell you in
these short evenings,” said the mother,
“ but if you remember this it will be better

““ Yes, yes,” cried Jack;

‘mammy

said

God would hear her prayer, and He has!”
God helped him. Jack still lives the
farmer’s boy, and year by year his trust in
his mother’s God grows stronger.—S. S.
Visitor.

for work,

People

others

another morning found him ready to try
Near noon,

stones,

The table in Marie's

room

and

mud,

and

thus

secured

for

tired and hungry, he

the world to live to see many birthdays.
«¢ 0 itis so beautiful to live!” said the little Marie.
‘‘Godfather said that was the
most beautiful fairy tale.”
In the room next her were both her brothers ; they were big boys, one of them nine

years old, and

the

other

eleven.

They

thought it beautiful to live, too, to live in
their way ; not to be babies like Marie, but
thorough-going school-boys; to get their
high mark in class, to fight their schoolfellows, and like them all the better for it; to
skate in the winter, and ride velocipedes in
summer;

to read of baronial

castles, with

drawbridges and dungeons, and to read

discoveries in Central Africa.

of

On this sub-

ject, though, one of the boys had a misgiving—that all might be discovered before he

was a grown man ; then ie was to go outon
adventures. Life is the most beautiful fairy
tale, said godfather, and one takes a part in
it one’s self.
It was on the parlor-floor these children
played and lived; on the flat above them
dwelt another branch of the family. And
here, too, were children, but they had

slip-

ped their leading strings, they were so big;
one son was seventeen, and another twenty ;
but one of them was very old indeed, said
little Marie ; he was twenty-five, and
en-

gaged to

be married.

well off; had

All of them

good: parents, good

were

clothes,

good attainments ; and they knew their own

Look.

ing at the poor boy, the merchant promptly

said, “Can't take him—places all full besides, he is too small.”
oI k
a
Te

»
1a well d saif the a

was a twinkle in the boy's eyes whi oh made

they prompy of such a boy,h

than s

pins of sider.”

% bigger

The bo

age

know of!

Godfather

is right; life is the

most beautiful fairy tale of all I”

Father and mother, both elderly people,
with smiles on their lips, in their eyes

the beavers had cut down,

every stick

in their hearts; “How young

thick

young folks! things wont go on in the
world just as they fancy ; still, they will go
on! Life is a wonderful, beautiful fairy
tale I”
Higher up—a little nearer the sky, as we
say when people occupy the attics—lived
godfather. Old was he, and yet so young
in mind ! always in good spirits. Many a
long story could he tell. Far and wide he

peeled.

The

and

dam

was

length with perfect ease.

the pond

and

along its entire
In one part of

there was a beaver

house, and,

like the dam, it was made mainly of sticks
and mud, although the sticks were not relatively so numerous as inthe dam. Leading into one side of the pond there was
quite a long channel filled with water.
This channel had been made by the beavers that they might float the heavy logs
from a distance into the pond. This channel was not essentially different from one
which human laborers would make with
spades and

shovels,

and

hardly believe that such
been made by men.

at first

one

can

channels have not

Beavers cut down trees of all sizes, from

those only a few

inches

those that are a foot and
a halfin

diameter.

in

diameter

tp |

even a foot and

They

make

the

tree

fall in the direction in which they want to
have it by gnawing more on one side than
on the opposite—just
as the intelligent
woodsman chops down his trees. It is probable that several beavers often work to-

gether in cutting down a tree, and I have
no doubt they sometimes cut down a large
tree in a single night.
Reavers are very shy animals, and they
are seldom seen except by those who
watch long and patiently near their settlements.

They

work

mostlyin the night,

and if one of them becomes alarmed by the
approach of a real or supposed enemy, he
strikes his broad, flat tail upon the water,
thus making a loud noise, then he and all

his companions dive into the water and disappear in a moment.
The beaver is about three feet long to
the tail, and thickly covered with fur; its

hind feet are webbed, and its tail is broad
and horizontally flattened and scaly, and
greatly aids in swimming,/and probably in
building.

The

beaver

in

front,

two

teeth in the upper jaw, and two in the lower,
and these are long, strong and sharp, and
perfectly fitted for gnawing, and it is an
interesting

fact,

that the more this animal

gnaws, the sharper are its teeth.
understand

how

this

can

be,

You will
when I tell

you that the enamel of each incisor tooth is
mainly

on

its front, and

tooth is bony
faster

than

as the rest of the

matter, it wears away much

the

enamel,

and

the

latter is

thus ‘always left as a sharp cutting edge.
This is not only true of the beaver, but of
all other gnawers or rodents, such as squirrels, rats and mice,
hares, rabits, etc.

marmots, porcupines,

"The food of the beaver is roots of various
kinds, and the bark of trees; those of birch

and

willow

apparently

being

preferred.

They store up large quantities of food in
their houses for winter use, placing it in

the lower part of their house, which is under
water, so that the bark and roots may thus

(older

than

the children, naturally,) said,

and

they are, the

ing dams and houses, have excited the curiosity, and: the wonder of observing and
thinkinng wen for hundreds of years. In
building their dams

cameto a little white cottage, half covered

perform

with vines ; such a Sweet, cool, quiet spot

scientific principles

il
ao

they lay the plan and

the work according to the most
known

to civil engi-

“What

are

you

doing?”

he asked.

“1

did not tell yeu to work nights.”
“I know you did not tell me to,” said the
boy, ‘‘but I thought I might as well be doing something.” In the morning the cashier got orders to dounble the boy's wages,
‘for heis willing.”
Only a few weeks passed before a show

.~

of wild beasts went through the streets, and

quite naturally all hands in the store rushed
to see it.

A thief saw his chance,

and

en-

tered the rear
r to snatch something,
when he suddenly found himself grabbed
by the young clerk and pinned to the floor.
Not only was this robbery prevented, but
things taken from other stores were found
on him.
“What made you stay behind to watch,

when all the rest quit their work to look?"
asked the merchant.

:

“You told me never to leave the store
when others were absent, and I thought I'd
stay,” said the lad.
Orders

more,

were

immediately

given

once

‘Double that boy's wages, because

-~

he is willing and faithful.”
Before he left the clerkship he was getting a salary of $2,500, and he is now a
member of the firm. No boy or young man

will be out of a place who does so,—Zhe
Child's Paper.

Molly’s

Conclusion. :
——

PP

One day as Molly was sitting among
flowers, she heard a strange buzzing

air.

her

in the

She thought it was a humming-bird,

but listening closely, she found the flowers
were talking to each other.
“Well,” said Molly to herself, *I didn’t
know flowers talked. I expect that is
what the books mean, ~when they speak of

the ‘language of flowers.”

Tl listen and

hear what they say.”
She saw the bright scarlet head of a verbena raise itself anc say, “Dear me! Win-

ter is coming ; I can feel it’ in my bones.

Jack Frost took some of the color out of my
cap last night. I suppose snow and ice
will come soon,

and

then I must

die.”

“Why don’t you do as I do ?” spoke up
"
a
tall aster.
“‘I'ripen my seeds, and scatlands of the world were pretty tokens standter them about so that in the spring I come
ing in his room. There were pictures from
up again as bright and gay as ever, and
floor to ceiling, and some of the windowpanes were of red and yellow glass; if one not a bit care I what becomes of this old
looked through them, the whole world lay stalk.”
*‘] have tried that,” said the verbena, “but
in sunshine, however gray it might be outit
is so hard to get into the ground ; if some
side. There were green plants growing in
agreat glass case, and in » globe attached to one would only help me a little, and then
not touch me in the spring until I start up
it there were gold fish swimming—they
green,
I could manage very well.”
looked at one as if they knew many things
“Poh!” spoke up a peony, ‘why do you
they would not talk about. There was a
sweet smell of flowers here always, even in bother with seeds? Send your ssp down
the winter; and in winter time a great fire to the root, as I.do; there is no trouble
it, It the gardener ever disblazed on the hearth; it was so amusing to about
sit looking into it, and to hear how it crack- turbs me in the spring, I just show myself,
and he lets me alone.”
led and crackled.
“Yes, and if he does not ‘see you, prick
‘“It reads old memories out loud to me,”
said godfather; and it seemed to little Ma- him, as I do,” interrupted the rose. . “It is
easy enough to get through winter. I rathrie, moreover, as if many pictures showed
themselves in the fire. But in the large, er enjoy it, it is a grand time to sleep.
carved bookcase close by stood the real When the spring comes I run up my stalk
‘books ; and the one which godfather read and peep out of the windows, and if -it is
oftenest be called the book of books ; it was not warm enough, I just wait a while,
the Bible. There was pictured the history watching all the time to see the trees and
of the world and all mankind ; of the crea- bushes grow green; then I leave.”
“I wish I could do so,” said alittle
tion, the flood, the kings, and the King of
white featherfew. ‘I've tried to send my
kings.
¢ All that has happened, and all that will sap down to the root, and if the snow covhappen, is written in that book !" said god- ers me up early with its blanket, I can
father. ‘* So infinitely much in one single manage very well, but if the ice binds me
book! Ay, and all that man has to pray first, I can’t help it. 1 must die.”
“The gardener thinks too highly of me tofor is entered there, in the Prayer ¢ Our Father. "nn
let me die,” boasted a proud salvia. “My
“It is the drop of mercy!" said godfather; bright blossom is 80 precious to him, that
‘it is the pearl of comfort from God. It is I always have a good warm home in winlaid as a gift on the child’s cradle, is laid on ter, but then one can’t expect every little
the child’s heart. Little child, keep it care- flower will be worth that trouble,” and she
fully ! never lose it, however big thou may- waved herself proudly in the breeze.
The heliotropes whispered among themest grow ; and thou wilt not be forsaken on
selves,
and continued to fill the air with fralife’s changeful way—it will beam bright
within thee—and thou wilt never be lost.” grance, but the gardener comingup just
Godfathers eyes were brightened by it, then, Mary heard no more.

had been in the world, and

from all the

till they shone with joy; once in his years
of youth they had wept, and “this, too, was
good,” he said. The older one grows the
clearer one sees, in adversity and prosperity, that our Lord is in it all ; that life is the
most beautiful fairy tale; that this only He

“Do you let all these flowers die in win.

ter, Stephen P” she asked.
“O no, miss ; them heliotropes
benas I'll take up, and a bit

and ver-

of salvia, and

featherfew, and -put in. the green house
with the other plants, but the rose bushes,
can give us, and that this goes into eternity ! peonies, and other things can take care of
‘It is beautiful to live!” said the little themselves.”
Then Molly thought to herself,
“Well,
Marie; so, too, said the small and big boys;
there
seems
to
be
some
one
always
ready
father and mother, the whole family, and
chief-of all, godfather; and he had experi- to care for those who cannot take of
ence; he was the oldest of them all; knew themselves. It must be by the loving
all stories; and he said, * Life is the ‘most Father's orders, he who takes care of me;
beautiful fairy tale.”— Hans Christian An- 80 I guess nothing ever dies.”
dersen, in Good Words Jor the Young.

be better preserved. When beavers can not
obtain a supply of root and bark, ‘they eat

the solid wood,

in the store, and found him quite busy scissoring labels.

minds.
‘Clear the way ! down with the old hoardings!” said they ; ‘‘a free look-out into the
wide world ;that is the finest thing we

themselves quite a large pond. The dam
contained many thousand sticks, and every
one had been taken from the trees which

The industry and skill of the beaver in
kindly—none
| cutting
cu
down trees, digging channels, build-

Another night he slept under the stars;

again.

left

treated him differently ;

some spoke roughly,
gave him work.

and

by the sharp and powerful incisors of the
great rodents. Many of the trees were
trimmed of their limbs, and cutup into
logs of various lengths, and the limbs were
also cut up into long or short pieces. In
most cases
both the trunk and the branches
were cleanly peeled of their ‘bark, which
the beavers had eaten, or carried away to
their houses. Across the stream the beavers had built a strong dam of sticks,

strong, and we walked

grave;

night'to save it from

to work in a factory; and now, after years
in which sorrow and death had come to
her, God had guided her boy to the-home of
her old master and mistress.

was

The Best Helper.

twenty-ninth of

house,
in the

farm-hands,

in piles, just as they were cut out

“So did 1,” said several otkers.

him

began to quarrel over their spoils, and to
destroy each-other; it is said thatnot one
of those who were responsible for the mur-

one of the

come upon & clearing where the woodsman had been cutting the trees for wood or
or timber, Nor were chips wanting ; near
t
p of eac
strate tree these lay

“So did I,” said another.

him.

instead

with her husband,

ment, it seemed as if suddenly we had

and

and the great empire over which he

Thus, onthe

this very house was where his mother had
been brought up. She had gone from it

never looked away

hill yonder,

Incas, perished by the death of a malefactor;

fagot.

and crime, could never’ have

:

4 Yes, my dear, those were beautiful and

hoped to purchase
with them.

2

;

from it till I reached the fence.”
“I went as straight as I could without
looking at anything bu the ground”,/sai
James. ©

the

‘that I

of Pizarro was assassinated in his own
and his body was secretly buried

plants and
als. Among the plants,
the most beautifullwas the Indian corn, the

said Laura;

he thought.

like an arch when the key-stone is removed, fell by its own
weight, and crumbled

Evenings With the Children.

plates,

for

besought

August, 1533, Atahuallpa, the

with

teas,

hard to be turned away froni such a place,

“God is true; I leave you in His care,”
said a dying woman, wearily. She could
speak no mo =
Mrs. Wright
died in a five-story temement house, and they buried her outside
the city walls. It was only a pauper’s

the

—J. G. Whittier.

tiles,

was

burn

permitted to die by the garrote

Between myself and thee.

* room?” cried Henry.
¢¢ The historian tells us it was
two feet long, by seventeen wide.”

that the

“Henry Armstrong’s is the only one that
Beavers and their Home.
is straight at all.”
em
—
‘How could we all contrive to go so
When visiting the Keweenaw peninsula,
crookedly, when the the ground is so smooth,
and nothing to turn us out of the way » on Lake Superior, two years ago, I en| joyed the rare opportunity of visiting the
said Jacob Small.
“How happened you to go so straight, home of the beaver., It was on low
ground, through which ‘Sowly ran a small
Henry ?” said Thomas.
“I fixed my eye on that tall pine tree on stream of water. On reaching the settle-

assuring him that if he did so he should be
strangled instead of burned.
‘¢ We can not suppose that the Inca had
a desire to embrace the faith of his treacherous and cruel enemies, but for the sake
of a less painful death he acquiesced in the
proposal, and the priest performed the
solemn mockery of the most sacred rite of
our holy religion, and he was mercifully

The winds, so sweet with birch and fern,

free, to fill the room in which he

soft tone,

for snow-balling,
and ot tone. ‘Glad to see you want it”.
coasting. It pis very well |
Where
are you
from ?" asked

Alison.to Thomas
tree first.

to embrace Christianity and be baptized,

would

Tracks.

They did so. I wish I could give you a
map of their tracks. Such a map would
not present much resemblance to the spokes
of a wheel.
“Whose is the straightest?” said James

The Spanish priest who had sanctioned
the iniquitous sentence accompanied him to
the place of execution, and with great zeal

And other laps with flowers?

. *“ And did he really fill it

my

should meet such a fate? And from your
hands, too, who have met with friendship
and kindness from my people, and who
have received only benefits from me!’ ”?
‘“ And did they burn the poor Inca, mamma ?” said Laura, her eyes glistening with

movement would

a kind,

rushed to Jack's eyes, and he could scarcely say what he wanted. It would seem" so

aries of the meadow, when they were to
retrace their steps to the tree.

his sen-

done,’ be cried, addressing Pizarro,

soon

for | in such

a

each had gone
the paths would
of a wheel—the
They were to go

a moment the overwhelming
calamity
seemed to unman him. ‘What have I

thinks of them,
old time seems—
of Ramoth wood
in her dreams.

eaptors he offered, if they

to

communicated to the unfortunate Inca,

The slow song of th-ges.

knew the first

first

tence.

The lilies blossom in
i the pond,
The bird builds in the tree,
The dark pines sing on Ramoth hill

sudden

the

excuse for this barbarous murder, so they
tried him on the charge of conspiracy;
adding to his indictment that he was a
‘polygamist and idolater. With a cruelty
which appears unequaled, they condemned
their helpless victim to be burned alive that

T shook the walnuts down,

became

‘interested

never | stood in the centerof a meadow near by, and

and it was inconvenient to hold him a prisoner; therefore he must die.
They seem
to have considered it necessary to have an

: There, haply, with her jeweled hands,

whelmed by the

Ey

will.’
¢¢ It made no difference that this was the
truth. The Spaniards had decided that it
was unsafe to give their captive his liberty,

She lives where, all the golden year,
The summer roses blow ;
The dusky children of the sun
Before her come and go.

treacherous Spaniards.

The

victim of an outbreak?
And you little
know my people, if you think such a movement would be made without my orders;
whén the very birds in my dominion would

Of uneventful years;

as

Making

to make tracks in.

pute to me, when

I walk with noiseless feet the round

Atahusllpa,” said Laura,

1m, 1870.

| that each one should start from the tree
‘ Your name, boy P" she cried.
was shining with presents; there was the Was Da a to ate : and Set
4
| 3nd sea who could make the straightest
« Jack Wright. Here's my mammy’s | prettiest little kitchen, with all the belongNot Yon ‘after % call Was wade on the
oo. yee is, go from the tree in the near- | Bible, ma'am, with her pame in it. She |ingsofa kitchen ; and a doll that could twist clerks in oe store. for some one
to stay all
|
approach to a straight line. The propo- | told me never-tet give up; and she said | its eyes, and cry “ugh "when you pinch- night. The quick offer of this little
fellow
| ion “woe accented to and they were soon | God Would help me for Jesus’ sake.”
ed its stomach ; ah
! and there was a picture- was in strong contrast to the backwardness
stras themselves around
«I knew.it!” both exclaimed.
«book, too, full of the prettiest stories, to be
at the tree. They ranged
a poor captive in your hands? he said. it, with their backs toward the trunk. They
But it "of the others. In the middle of the night
Jack could »’t think what they meant, but read when somebody could read.
¢ How could I harbor the design you im- were equally distant from each other. If he was presently made to understand that was more beautiful than all the stories in the merchant looked in to see if all was right

But she came back no more.

¢¢ Please tell us what

more

intended to set him at liberty, now accused him of secretly mustering his armies,
| withthe intention of attacking the Span-|
iards.
The captive monarch, probably
foreseeing the corisequence of this accusation, denied it most eatnestly. ‘Am I not

* She left us in the bloom of May;

SIXTH

sil-

freedom, but Pizarro, who probably

"The constant years told o’er
Their seasons with as sweet May morns,

G.

U GUST

}

** After a while the gold, valued st Af
There was a large méadow near the plifce | -** Just out of the city.”
a
grantimother, Who was now Withthe good | oo
ont think again. A partner in the
teen and a half millions of dollars, was | where they were assembled. Itwas pro-|
-** I've seen his face
she said, | God; but grandmother had cut it and made firm promptly said he “did not 4
t
collected, and Atahuallpa demanded his | posed that they should go to a tree which | turning to her husband before,”
with

And took with her the laughing spring,
The music avd the bloom.
She kissed the lips of kith and kin,
&
Shelald her bund in mine;
‘What more cculd ask the bashful boy
‘Who fed her father’s kihe?

sli

STAR: 2A

knowing something of its history.”
.

obedience.

My playmate left her home,

V.

think you will be the

resistance, for it was the command of the | wos {00 dry
Inca, and they were accustomed to implicit deep adie

:

For, more to me than birds or flowers,

BY

G

kl

poor Peruvians were sadly grieved to see | 4 light snow had just fallen, and the | ‘Work, my boy? Work? Ay, plenty | It was the little Marie's birthday,—the
their temples despoiled, but they offered no boys desired to make the most of it. It | Of it!” cried the farmer, in a loud, hearty | most beautiful of all days’she thought.

rane orchard I d i als

5,

MORNIN

dimensions, and thickly powdered with
precious stones. .It is said that, beside|

Their song was soft and low ;

I wonder if she
And how the
If eer the pines
Are sounding

THE

ap

of gold, of enormous

hie pies were dark on Rainoth hill,

:

——

ed of a human face; looking forth from | than a volume read carelessly. To-morrow | his eyes had never Velore rested on. The Moers-salways avcommolsiiig their work
amidst innumerable rays, as you may have | evening I will tell you something of the | farmer ‘sat resting, waiting for dinner. | to the nature of the ground, the
amount of
| seen the sun represented. It was engrav- | present appearance of this region, and I The farmer's wife came forward, speaking water, and swiftness of the current.—S.
8. |
==="! en'on a massive plate

bE er meee

My

:

Ne

LY

i

Call yourself to often reckonings ; cast up
your debts, payments, graces, wants, expenses, employments;
yield not to think
your set devotions troublesome; take not
easy denials from yourself; yea, give pe-

Dr. Payson once, when traveling, having
occasion ‘to call on a lady when she and
some of her friends were sitting down to
tea,

she would have him stay, and treated

him very hospitably. When he left, he
said, “Madam, you have treated me with
much kindness and hospitality, for which
remptory denials to Jouteels He can ney- I sincerely thunk: you. Allow me to ask
er be any
that
flatters himself. Hold
, before we. part. How do
nature to her allowsnce, and let your will you a.guestion
stand at courtesy. Happy is that man you.ireat my Master?” This led ultimately”
which bath obtained to be the master of, his 10 the conversion of the Jady and her houseown heart.— Bishop Hall,
1 old,

J

rly

5

=
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The expectation
been given upas one of the dreams of youth, | — Gail Hamilton, who is nothing if not satir-

walks

Do you desire to learn something of a
Hindoo's home, his household furniture, his

many & home made glad by his presence;
if there is no one heart to which he may
cling in appropriating love, there are many
hearts that go out toward him, and many

in Tamil, can obtain an audience, to whom,

Chaucer.

ashe

walks.

Joioss

Tf he

which

invoke

has no home, there is

benedictions

:
ree
for twent¥ minutes, he can talk about Je- ||
sus,
Passin that, withoat waking a saV
The
following
passage
laam to theduge stone idol close’by, let'us

grass; its

terday, the first who

length is about twenty feet, its width
about ten feet, with one low door, and one
small window ; the roof projects in front,

from the ground; here they will sit by day,
and sleep by night, but oftener, when the
weather is dry and hot, they will sleep out

two round

flat stones ; that is the family mill, which,

two women grind, after Scripture fashion ;
close by is another large flat stone, with a

garlic,

tamarind;

these

are

put into the gravy of broiled chicken, mutton, or in boiled vegetables, with the meat
scraped..out

from the

cocoa-nut,

Prof.

held

up

‘a mirror to

The gar-

den of Boccaccio, the SUpper.party of Graz| zini, and the voyage of Giraldi make &
for their stories, but
good enough thr
"exclude all but equals and friends, exclude
sonsequenyly human nature in its wider
But by choosing a pilgrimage,
meaning.

stone roller upon it, designed to grind the
cifry for a sauce to put upon their rice,
such as black and red pepper,
coriander

seed, cumin,

from

‘terbury Tales was imaginative.

- @8 laid out for burial,4s I have frequently
seen them, in Jossing through their villages on a bright moonlight night. There
by the door, as you enter, are

is

contemporary lifein its infinite variety of
high and low, of humor and pathos. But
he reflected life in its large sense as tire life
of men, from the knight to the ploughman
—the life of every day as it is made up of
that curious compound of human nature
with manners. The very form of the Cau-

forming a narrow veranda, a little elevated

in the street, in
front
of the house,
Wrap ed in their white clothes, -like corps-

his

James Russell Lowell's paper on Chaucer
in the North American Review for July:
Chaucer is the first great poet who has
treated To-day as if it: were as good as Yes-

house in the village.
mud, now almost as
feet high; its roof is
more commonly the

or thatched with-

on

ead.

headmen. of the village decide disputes;
here the missionary, after singing a hymn

palm leaves,

together

Chaucer puts us on a plane where

one

next

tinctions.

By this choice, and

there

are

different

is

kinds of

grain, to be ground into flour, also rice,
and there hangs a bunch of bananas, and a
roll of banana. leaves,—the plates from
which they eat ‘their rice and curry; this
mother

may

their

mouths;

by them stands a small vessel containing
water; when they desire to drink, takin
the vessel in their hands, throwing ty
their head, opening their mouth, they pour
it straight down their throat, never spilling

a drop; it is considered impolite to touch
the vessel with the lips. Their dinner ended, they arise and step out, when the obg-

dient wife again pours
hands;

and then

with her

sits down, and they

whatever

gether,

remains.

they

are

take

They

daughters
their

strangers

and enjoyment of a family

gelical Quarterly Review,

meal

to the

society

But Mr. Disraeli is not a Yankee,

duce usto fasten

EY

:

All

of

stairs. - The

Sheridan

Tho

women are married, and not
a less
But

this I know, that many and many a house-

hold would be desolate indeed, and many and

miny a family circle would lose its bright
est h Suatmm and ite best power, were
sister

or maiden

aunt

removed;

Kephisi may bless the Providence which has

phe om from making glad some husband's

irae isolated man, whom the world
Wh | ers at for ha. ing never founda wife!
1+ shall tell you the ecret history of the
bye

Dr
of

a

time ! ‘ot hopes wnd loves that were

and fond. but which deatn or more

appointment dashed o the gr ued;

WITOW

which

the world

has

diameter

something

stood

a

of

a- half-penny

remarked,

in_parliamentary

lan-

ne er

A Mr. Longworth, of Cincinnati, beipg into

him

ome

evening,some

one

present remarked upon the similarity of the
first syllable of the two names. ‘* Yes,”
said the courteous poet, ** but in this case I
!
tear Pope’s lines will apply :
¢ Worth makes the man,and want of it the Fellow.”

—Qliver
There 18 no man

Optics Magazine.

but. fr hig own interest,

There may

hath sn obligation tone honest

ha sometimes teniprati ms to be otherwise;
but, wl! ¢ards east up he shall find it the
greatest ene, the
pleasure, the mgt
tame, 1+ hold th +

in all #88 4ys, ean

and

a deer

of the

—B8aturday Review.

of

eighteen.

Every minute he

holds

ten seconds,

touch-

es so slight and rapid, that the unpracticed eye can scarcely follow them; and in
this
way he produces effects of foreshortening, of roundness,
shade, which, to an eye

little less than wonderful.

old bachelor in the course

a

Bloomfield.ceeceeecsens

Early Choice.....
. Strawberry Hill..
© Overcoming...
Perfect Man....

—

will satisfy the most skeptical.

external

means.”

¢ Time moves with equal slowness whether we experience many impressions or none.”
“Nine-tenths of the existing books are
nonsense, and the clever books are a refuta-

tion of that nonse¢nse ”
+“ The feeling of satiety, almost inseparable from large possessions, is a surer cause
of misery than ungratified desires.”

«« There is no man however gifted, even
however conceited, who has any real confidence in himself till he has acted.”
+¢ He loved conversation, though he never

conversed.

‘There

he would say,

must

be an audience,’

‘and I am that audience.’

“No real business in them” (referring to
the Fenians). * Their tresson is a fairytale, and their sedition a child talking in its

sleep.”
:
«If we could only so contrive our lives as
to go into the country for the first note of
the

nightingale, and return to town for the

of

questibn.”

‘a

Garrulous Man.
———

was
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Which is the best Clotles Wringer ?
(From the Boston Travellex of July 2d.)

pacity for
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same

give
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in Ossipee,
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D. ha

a

had

detail what

he has had for din-

ner. Then warnied 10 the work, he will
remnrk how the men of the present day are
greatly inferior to the ancients; and how
cheap wheat has become in the market;
and what as number of foreigners sre in
town; snd tha i+ Z-us would send rain,
the crops would be better ; and that he will

work his land next vear; and how hard: it
10 li v3 and that Damp as setup a very
is
best
the
profit,
highe-t
large toreh at the miseria-; «nd “How
safety. and the noblest
muny colamns has the Odwam 2° and that
horns of this alvar, which.
y ha wisunwe'l; nd “what is the
yesterd
him
pooteet
!
m nimeel
1
duy
of
toe
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ry vvidence of a change of heart and of her #acher hus.
She exhorted
ceptance with Christ,
band and friends to prepare to meet her in
heaven.
Thougn she clung with great tenacity
all her earthly hopes fir the single haps of
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In another column, see ion, or open Communion? An experiof their class.
From these pri- ence and an Argument,”—and will also
list, and retail prices.
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united
with the I. W, Baptist church st White
Oak Hill, Poland, by Rev. John Pinkham, some
he
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ALVIN F. Foss died in New Gloucester, Me.,
Aug. 8,
aged 80 years
Bro, F'. was baptized and
since

o

SABBATF SCHOOL LIBRARIES
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Hack, died in Lawrence, N. Y., July 26, agedT
Olive wus !a: lovely and
yearsand 1 month.
promising
child, and amember of the Sabbath
*‘ Of
She is not lost, but gone before.
school.

ever
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prescribe it; an
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was blind in her last years; but seemingly alWays sonient in her lot. She waited patiently
trustingly for the coming of her Lod,
an

For some years,

once

siho once uses this, will voluntarily rgidrn Yo the use
w any other cathartic.

aged 81 years.

and

and

grandest

GOD

over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given.

dren, and in may difiiculties peculiar to women, it
The best phydrings prompt re ief and certain cure.

;

of Stephen

FOR

new plan insures'a sale if every family.

claimed for it. It produces little or no pain; leaves
the organs free from irritation, and ndver over taxes
In atk diseases of the
or excites the nervous system.
skin, blood, stomach, bowels, liver, kidneys,—of chilbeians recommend

of

VER
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times, All History analyzed from a new stagfl
point.
God rulesmong the nations. An OPEN BFBLE in
every ‘land. No.other book like it. Approved by

and invigaratges all the vital functions without caus
ing injury to any of them. The mast complete success
has long attended its use in many localities; and it
is now offered to the general public with the convio
tion that it can never fail to accomplish all that is

maintained a Christian life for sixty

J. H.

IN HISTORY,
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OLIVE E., daughter

Address

York.

, AGENTS WANTED

It is far the bes
Mild, Certain, Safe. Efficient.
Cathartic remédy yet discovered, and at once relieves

years,

a very

VOID
QUACKS.—A victim of early indiscre
tion, cansing nervous debility, premature decay.
&e., having tried in vain ‘every advertized remedy,
has discovered a simple means of seM-cure, whiel

13teow

A grand theme, and te

ELIZABETH DAVIS died in Wakefield,
Sister
aged 92 years and 1 month.

presents

tor and church-member have a copy of
this newly revised and useful book.—
Price, in cloth, only 25 cts. ; in paper
covers, 15 cts. Postage extra ; on the
former, 4 cts., on the latter, 2 cents.

replied;
lay their

died

by

he will send free to his fellow sufferers on receipt

patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
single square can well be afforded to any single
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at 16 Bond St., N
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comely appearanee. It should be in
| every Baptist family. = Let every pas-
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This little book has been revised
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to the

ing virtues they do not possess, if you would escape
the danger. The genuine W. A. Batchelor’s Hai.
Dye has thirty years’ reputation to uphold its integri
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Gen. Ag’t.
GEO. H. HOOD,
97 Water St., Boston.
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Sold by Dealers everywhere.
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ries published in the Morning Star, who do not

July 15, aged 54 years.

publica-

rial poisons to paralyze the system or produce death
It is perfectly harmless—reliable—instantaneous.~

The “Universal” has its iron parts either wrought
or malleable, and is built so strongly and substantially that for years it cannot be broken im wringing
:
garments by the strongest person.
" Our readers may he quite sure they will find the
article.
serviceable
and
good
a
dyniversa?” wringer
Durable, Wrings Brier, and
It is move
. Works
Easier
than
any
other
Wringer
.

the

Mgrs. BETSEY DAME died in Ossipee, July

our

The best in the world—does not contain lead—no vit

no other wringer), allows the rubber rollers to separate sufficiently to run through the largest article easily, yet cannot separate so far that the cogs will disconnect and lose their power, as is the case with other wringers, whether the cogs are on one or both
sides of the shaft.
4t algo has the peculiar advantage of .two pressure
screws, ro arranged that each screw presses on both

ends of the rolls alike, the

made
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is on

(which

which, together with the “patent stop”
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the

sending them.
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It has “patent cog wheels,” (Rowell’s patent double
gear,) with very long and strong alternating teeth,
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DOUBLE

on application.

to
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be

of money for

York or Boston, and
IMPROVED.

they

¢ No,

publications, or will

tions may be sent either in Drafts on New

teacher, and was at his death Chairman of
ill-considered talk, The garrulous man is school
examining
school committee in this town,
one who will sit down beside « person the
man, and bis death is a public
He was a
whom he does not know, and first pro- calamity.
He leaves a wife, one child and other
nounce a panegsric on nis own wife; then friends to mourn. Hey they, and we all, be
go prepared to meet our Bro. in glory.
relate his dream of last night; then
through in

:

D over. s N.H.

Particular Notice ! Persens wishing obitua

Christian life.

,90
90

books of other publishers,and willbe furnishedto
Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices.
Address,
L. R. BURLINGAME,

@bitunrics.

years ago, and has

Garrulity is the discoursing of much and

490

Parties designing to get new Sabbath School
Libraries, or to replenish old ones, can send us

discussion

believe,” was

yet, I

first note of the muffin bell, existence, it is
humbly presumed, might be more enjoy- _such is the Kingdom of Heaven.”
ices by Rev. Mr, Goodell.
able.”

The

****ceccecesssons

Child Lifes eer ssecerirorenssasseveronane
sl}

4

Miss MARY

Midian

Any of which will be sent by mail, free of post-

why I should

Sanday?” be
day ?” ““Keep
« yes, and everything they: gn
hands on.”

obituary.
.

over

age, on receipt of the price. ,

life of a nation is its most

‘“Threescore-and-ten, at the present day,
is the period of romantic passions.”
“You know who the critics are? The
men who have failed in literature and art.”
“Never you sign a paper without reading it first and knowing well what it

400

Rescued from Egypticecescesccsccsaieces
Claudia
ves seccsscccccscceanaas creessene

+‘One’s life changes in a momant.”

“The

65

YOUNZ esecososossansece

Way ceeseesessenscaarsssasanneeasl,2)

Triumph

CARRUTHERS & DEMERRITT, Proprietors,
15
120 Hanover Street, Boston, ' 13teow
Sold by all Druggists.

committee of a society for the evangelization of Africa. He was asked, among nu-

important one.”

Neighbor?.ccceeieeeeccscsese

Whenwe were

(two bottles) Price $1.25,

Disraeli seems to have drawn largely merous questions, touching the habits and
on
ofigi
the African
races; “~Po-thesub=T—"4
upon his- Common Place—book—in—writing | rel
Lothair, if we may judge from the number jects of the king of Dahomey keep Sunof aphorisms it contains. The following are
picked up at a random reading through its
pages:

svasgeseinael3D

anssesusevasesveeslO00
Willie Maitland.ccecesereecceccrascsacas ,65

with

A sea-captain, trading, regularly

Disraeli’s Aphorisms.

Series.

Anecdotes of ‘Animals

Sybil's

quiet response of his fair antagonist.

coast of Africa,

ear shessscessrnse bs

JMiscellaneous.

|:

‘Who is my

be—he never did me any harm.”
«« Mary Magdalen had seven devils cast
out of her. I never heard of a man having
seven devils cast out of him,” growled an
out

210

Series.

Starlight

ONE PACKAGE
.

:

of

socosssosesscecssesscosnse

Bar

cured me.
DANIEL STONE,
Proprietor of Union House, Cambridgeport, Mass

forgive-

and

ness, ‘‘ and yet, I don’t know

are not cast

((]

5

Starlight Stories..ceceieescesseoccerenees 75
Brother and Sister.ceseesseceessecasensce JI5 |

‘his thoughts on

compassion

on the * woman

J15

Mittie,eeectecconsesesscssass

Something,eeeesececsesscasboncese

Heaven

Buighi

«I have been afflicted with that Joathsbme disease,
Catarrh, for nine years, One package has entirely

Tam glad
ance was married, exclaimed, 4
of it I” But, reflecting a moment, he add-

and light and
witness, appear

x

Pompeii and Herculaneum, ceecesssseses1,25
Archibald Hamilton,..eeeeesesssaccreceedl,25

A..F. NETTLETON,

«After careful examination, we recommend
|, “Universal”
as the best and strongest machine,

and giving

475

their orders which will be immediately filled with

embodied

of

HOME coches rsssrosesassess

Bright Day

Superintendent City Prison, Court Square.

little rack

ed, in a tone

py (

Child,cececevessssresccsssonee

Little

Boy’s

was no other Devil to put him up to it.”

between his eye and the light, watching
the development of the design, now making a broad excavation, now changing the

disk, every

Day at

Good

theology in words thus: ‘I don’t see how
the Devil came to turn out so when there

glass up

5

Present,cececesecccscsccsssane

The Christ

that dread disease, the Catarrh, for upwards of seven

years. - 1t effectually cured me.

“Do you think,” asked Mrs. Pepper,
¢s that a little temper is a bad thing in a
woman ?” ¢ Certainly not,ma’am,” replied
a gallant philosopher; * it is a good thing,
and she ought never to lose it.”

the

Series.

Mrs. Child’s Series.

Brevities.

such as blades of grass, the tips of antlers,eyebrows,etc.,are put on with the small-

est.

AY

Rainy

Remedy, as it costs but a trifle, and will prove a
blessing, as it did in my case, having been subject to

The

to its

Day

Day at 8choolyeeesssescsannsece

Remedy.’—| Cambridge

scenes,

down

Rain

Birth

BOSTON, May 12, 1869.
every sufferer will try your

hope

Bl

NeW YeAleeessssssoessssasssssseearssses OF
. Fireside Angel.sicesstpecercacescennssnse 75

DEMERI

A wealthy parishioner congratulated a
poor pastor on the good air which he
breathed in his parish; to which the latter
replied: * Yes, the air would be good
enough, if I could live upon it.”

which
glass,
wheels
small

Rainy
A

our own

A little boy

esnssannensansssl

Contradictions, or, High Life in Edgerton1.50

to the

wrinkled

Mattieyeeoosecocens

Light from the CroS8-esesssnseascessseasl.B0

i

Gentlemen,—I

the

prettiness

Aunt

Gents,~I have used many Remedies, but obtained
no help until I ‘tried yours. I would say to all who
are troubled with this disease, try it and you will be
satisfied.
N. 8. LILLIE,
Employed for 16 years by the American Express Co.

falls,

listens pitifully

May Bellccosesscssoscseeseccracscasecnssl,bl
Sabrina Hackett,.eeeesecessaesicssseesesl,B0

Making

ress.

rallies

face smiles back its last cold smiles

hunting

with

Death

USING

Tap been cured by using this

the

She

.

“It has proved itself a cure.”—[ Boston Traveller.
“One of our well known citizens,a sufferer for years,

thickness, all mounted on spindles, and
A boy in a country school was reading
sharpened on the edge. He paints a rough the following sentence :—‘‘ The lighthouse
outline of the design on the surface of the is a landmark by day and a beacon by
glass, and selecting the disk that suits night,” and renderedit thus :—*¢ The lightbest, he touches the edge with a drop of house is a landlord by day and a deacon hy
oil, inserts it in the mandril, sets it spin- night.”
ning, and holding the glass against it from |
Mr. Spurgeon’s reply to sundry brethren,
below, the little wheel eats its way in with
who deprecated interference in politics beastonishing rapidity.
The glass, held tightly in the hands, cause they ¢¢ were not of this world,” was,
is shifted about continually, till all the that they ** might as well, being sheep of
greater parts of the figure are worked the Lord, decline a mutton chop on the plea
out.
Then, for the lesser parts,a smaller of cannibalism.”
disk is used, and at last the finest touches,
A wag, being told that an old acquaint-,

poet, alarmed

guage,on entering a crowded committee
room, ** Will some/member move that I

It 1s an almost daily wonder to me why

a

landscapes,

of age.

Luttrellyececcececececcecresseacesel,B0

Shining HOUrSyeeeeresssessrecnarsencseesl,B
Master and Pupil,ecee sence socssesesssesl, Bl

Bright Days,cceccecssesccosacssecsccassel

She invents new

longings of a life-time,

before him, containing about a score of
the copper disks, varying in size from the

by the noise, opened the door, and inquir-

troduced

Yu

these

| lathe against a window,

ed, * What's that ?” ¢ ‘Tis I, sir, rolling
rapidly,” was the reply of his fallen friend.

Bo wedded, hers has been no fruitless life.
many tbat I see are not.

sixty, with the beauty

And

Series.

SUFFERERS FROM CATARRH, read the following ex
tracts, and judge for yourselves if here is not a
CURE FOR YOU!

like Caesar, wrapping
her mantle round her
—¢ buried in woolen!
’twould
a saint

the number had the misfortune to fall down

‘a long flight.of

low:

why

there

as

A
Prize

Nor Auerian Cah Remedy

at thirty, and fronts us with the beauty of
womanhood ; she makes a last stand at

provoke !”

pastoral groups, and whatever else,
appear as exquisite carvings in the
are produced by a few tiny copper
or disks. The engraver sits at a

It is related that, as some friends of
Campbell, the author of Hohenlinden, were

day or afternoon of her life is full of kindly

marvel

We, there-

with branching antlers on a rough hillock in its center—a pure white intaglio
set inthe red. I had never before seen
the process, and was surprised by its simplicity.

There are men and women who, like
some flowers, bloom in exquisite beauty in who told me I looked exactly like you.”
a desert wild ; they are like trees which you | « Tell who it was, that’ I may knock him
often see growing in luxuriant strength out down,” replied his friend. ‘Don’t trouble
of a crevice of a rock where there seems yourself, ” said the other, ‘for I did that
not earth enough to support
= shrub. The myself, at once.”
A physician who was attending Colman
words *¢ Old maid,” ** Old bachelor,” have
him
in them other sounds than that of half re- during a severe iliness apologized tosaying
proach or scorn; they call upto many of one morning for coming So late,
a man
your minds forms and faces than which that he was suddenly” called to see
kick
be
“Did
well.
a
into
fallen
had
who
none are dearer in all this world.
Iknow
them to-day. The bloom of youth has pos- the bucket, doctor ?” was Colman’ trite re,
:
sibly faded from their cheeks, but there sponse.
A poet asked a friend what he thought of
_ lingers round form and face something
dearer than that.
She is unmarried, but his last production, ¢ An Ode on Sleep.”
the past has for her, it may be, some chast- The latter replied, * You have done such
ened memories of an early love which keeps justice to the subject, that it is impossible
its vestal vigil sleeplessly over the grave to read it without feeling its whole weight.”
The colored race are not to be outdonein
where its hopes went ‘out; and itis too
s of retort. A litle cabin bey on
shrewdnes
true to the long-departed to permit another
the captain of which was a reship,
a
board
to take his
place. Pd&#baps the years of
for
maiden life were spént in self-denying toil, ligions man, was called up to be flogged
Little Jack appeared
which was too engrossing to listen even to some misdemeanor,
and
the call of love, and she grew old too soon before the captains, weeping bitterly,
in the care of mother or sister and brother. falling upon his knees, he cried, ** Pray, sir,
Now, in these later years, she looks back will you wait till [ have said my prayers 2»
calmly upon some balf cheriched hopes « Certainly “F will, ” replied the captain.
once attractive, of husband and child, but «« Well, then, ” said Jack, looking up triget
which long, long ago she willingly gave umphantly, +‘ Ill say them when
up for present duty. . So to-day,in her lone- ashore !
During the late war, a colored clergyman,
liness, who shall say she is not beautiful and
feeling constrained to preach against the exdear?
So is she to the wide circle which she tortions of the sutlers, from which his little
blesses. To some she .has been all that a flock had suffered, annoucced for his text,
mother could have been; and though no «Now de serpent was more sutler dan any
nearer name than ‘* Aust” or ** Sister” has beast ob de field dat de Lord God hed
been hers, she has to-day a mother’s claim made.”
graceful play upon words
A happy and
‘and a mother's love.
Disappointment has
our own poet, Longfelnot soured, but only chastened; the mid- was once made

S0me

the opposing

T—

za, in a few moments,

a valuable gift, and the source of much
pleasure, provided it is used with a due reA man of
gerd to the feelings of others.
genuine wit and humor may attach to himself
many warm and devoted friends; but a sarcastie, cynical person is always an uncomfortable companion.

meal.—FHvan-

deeds.

tories even in her defeat.

In Bohemia, the process of glass-engraving is thus described :
On being told that I had come to see
glass-engraving, the young man plied his
wheel briskly, and taking up a ruby taz-

may take the chair ?” Two friends meeting,
one remarked, “I have just seen a man

gentle

him

vanish

nd delivery.

Jamie and Jeannie, eceeesecesssecscenacs

rest-

conceptions of womanly grace; she

Glass Engraving.

ulty of making quick and spicy repartees is

Bl

and

upon

thousand dollars by his book.
fore, dieand give no sign.

endowed with an electric current of wit,
which sparkles and flashes when it meets an
opposing one; and a ready wit, or the fac-

"Old Maids and Bachelors.

fympathies

is

and

ishment, These Books are now ready for sale

was

by their presénce, to his Christian worth. N. L: ROWELL.

years go by. But woman is still true to
her ideal. She won't know when she is
beaten, and she manages to steal fresh vic-

epithet.
He is, howéwer, an M. P., and
was a Premier, and he has made a hundred

they

leaving his room after a late supper, one

nor

there anything in his hook which should in-

fade

P,

Manchester, where many former friends testified,

plows its lines across her brow; motherhood destroys the elastic lightness of her
form; the bloon: of her cheek, the quick

flash of her eye,

Bro.

Public services were held at the Pine St. church,

cheek ; frost nips the tender
outlines of
her face
into sullen
harshness.
Care

cer-

tainly do well in the dress-making or housefurnishing line, but, that story-telling of
such sort would certainly prove his ruin in
this" world, and an extremely hazardous
venture for the next.
:

There are some persons who seem to be

from

eat to-

ble essays, or keep a hotel, and would

—> E—

she

never

A

creditif it did sell ; that ne might possibly,
with care and pains-taking, write respecta-

aged 54 years.

S. 8S.

Catalogue of New Sunday School Books just

converted in early life at Gilmanton, N. H.; was
baptized by Rev. M. Clark, removed to Manchester and united with the Freewill Baptist church,
where he remained a faithful worker for years.
At the time of his death he was engaged on a
branch of the P. R. R., as inspector of masonry.
He had purchased land to some extent, and had
fitted up a home for his family, who were to
go
to him in September.
On July 14th, he ished a
creek for the purpose of bathing, and there found
a watery grave.
With great difficulty
the body
was recovered, and conveyed to
his friends.
Bro. P. was held in high esteem by the people in
L., who mourned their loss with many. .a tear.

BY

less night undoes the beauty; sunshine
blurs the evanescent coloring of her

Repartees.

water upon: (Heir

the former place,

4XD 10

published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Estab.

JAMES PLUMMER, of Lincoln, Nebra ska, formerly of Charlestown,Mass.,died,by drowning,at

sult of patience, of hope, of a thousand del-

be-

I. W. MOORX.

CATARRH CAN BE CURED

is never perfect, never complete.

“ Through me men go into the blissful place
Of the heart’s heal and deadly woundes’ cure;
"Through me men go unto the will of Grace,
Where green and lusty May doth ever endure;
This is the way to all good aventure;
Be glad, thou Reader, and thy sorrow offeast,
All open am I, pass in, and speed the fast !”

roll the rice with the curry, into small
balls, avd with a quick motion of their
into

which

from

enthusiasm

:

Superintendents of

YES! IT ISA FACT!

is rambling, incoherent, inartistic and dull.
In one word, we should assure our Yankee,
with Yankee shrewdness, that his novel
would not sell, and would do him small

}

were imitated :

attached to it, is dipping the rice; then
brings the chotty containing the curry;
wife and daughters step back, while
husbaiid and sons, with their fingers,
throw them

:

mai.

ing absorbed in his millinery; that his story

Fowls, and which contrasts so sweetly with

the stern lines of Dante

of the

Woman

the first page of his works than that which
he places over the gate in his Assembly of

the floor; in front of each is a4 banana leaf,
upon which the wife, from a chotty off the
fire, with a half cocoa-nut shell with a han-

right hand,

on

terest, the mysterious reveries

icate touchings and re-touchings.

brooms.”

be written

No better inseription ean

be seen pouring water on their hands to
wash them, after which they sit down on

dle
she
the
her

love is without passion, his

“Of the little herd-grooms
That keepen beasts among the

embraces all that is in a Hindoo’s house.
Dinner is ready ; the husband and his sons
are at the dopr ; the wife and

absurd in

den; sheis dreaming of a coming beauty,
and panting for the glories of eighteen.
Insensibly, she becomes
rtist, her room
a studio,
her glass an academy.
The joy
Matter too soft a lasting mark to bear,
of her toilet is the joy of Raphael over his
And best distinguished by black, brown, or fair;
.| canvas, of Michae Angelo before his marthat his style is at once stiff and sloven- ble. She is creating beauty in the silence
ly ; that his sarcasm has no merit but mal- and the loneliness of her chamber; she
ice, and his praise no merit at:all ; that his grows like any great art-creation, the re-

makin

by

the Host of the Tabard always the centra
figure, he has happily united the two most
familiar emblems of life—the short journey
and the inn. We find more and more as we
study him that he rises quietly from the

give light at night; in another,
idol, a household god; in the

room,

men are saved from being puppets only by
being snobs, that his women are almost
without exception

are equal, with souls to be saved, and with
another world in view that abolishes all dis-

a lamp, an earthern vessel, or half a cocoanut shell, to
a little brass

was all things wooden and insipid ; that his

all men

with butter, and
poured on their rice.
to the universal, and may fairThis composes a Hindoo’s best dish. But lconventional
y take his place with Homer in virtueof
stooping, let us enter the door; along one
e breadth of his humanity.
side is an elevated platform, a foot high,
In spite of some external stains, which
three feet in breadth, made of mud; on those who have studied the influence of
this platform perhaps is a grass mat or twe, manners will-easily account for without imupon which they sit, or lie; to the right of puting them to any moral depravity, we
the door is the cooking
place, with the feel that wg can join the pure-minded Spencooking utensils; it is made of mud witha ger in calling
him ‘ most sacred, happy
round hole in the top, in which to set earth- spirit.” If character may be divined from
ern pots over the fire; burning within as works, he was a good man, genial, sincere,
an oven, with no chimney for the smoke, it hearty, temperate of mind, more wise, permust find its way out as best it can; there haps, for this world than the next, but thorstand a half dozen of different sized pots, oughly humane, and friendly with God and
some on the fire, rice boiling in one, the men. I know not how to sum up what we
fowl in another; there is also a large feel about him better than by saying (what
earthern pot with water, which the house- would have pleased most one who was inwife has brought perhaps a half mile dis- different to fame)that we love him more
tant from the tank, on her head; and there eventhan we admire. We are sure that
she stands in her native dress, preparing here was a true brother-man so kindly that,
her husband’s dinner, who is sitting -en the in his House of Fame, after naming the
veranda, chatting witha friend ; notice the great poets, he throws ina pleasant word
room; it is destitute of furniture; in the for the oaten-pipes
wall there are a few little niches, in

After all,is the world so very

TO PASTORS OF CHURCHES

NATHANIEL TwOMBLY died in Munroe, Me.,
May 16, aged 90 years, He experienced religion
prior to 1830, joined the F. W, Baptist church
and has taken the Star from the publication of
the first number.
It may be said of him, a good
man has passed away frem earth to heaven.

y

which, though containing some sensible critand kindly eye.
icism and some happy hits, it would rehis own, there are enough of others’s chilquire the utmost. stretch of charity not to
dren who climb his knee or seize his hand |

If he has no children of

eating ? Come with me to yonder-village,
at the edge of that cocoa-nut grove. As we
approach the villages, just at the entrance
is a large olive tree, with its beautiful dark
green foliage; around its venerable trunk
is a raised platform of large stones, filled
in with earth here the men of the village
congregate,to lounge and to chat; here the

enter the best looking
Its walls are made of
hard as stone, eight
tiles, burned clay, or

Go

A pretty woman is doing a woman's work
in the world, not making speeches, nor
making puddings,
but making life sunnier
and more
beautiful. Man has forsworn
call ill-natured. Her summing up is in the pursuit of beauty altogether. Does he
seek it for himself, he is guessed to be
these words:
=
i
frivolous, he is assumed to be poetic, there
And this, with a strong infusion of Irish, are whispers that his morals are no better
Fenianism, and Italian revolution, is Lo- than they should be. In a society resolute
thair—the work of an English scholar and: to be ugly there is no post for an Adonis
statesman. Inscrutable are the ways of but that of a,model or a guardsman.
But
men, If it were the production of a Yan- . woman
does for mankind
what
man
kee, 80 that we were free to pronounce an has ceasedto do.. Her aim from childhood
opinion, we should say that, with the excep- is to be beautiful. Even as a school-girl
tion of an occasional pithy and pungent sen- she notes the progress of her charms, the
tence, it is dreamy, vapid, and flavorless to deepening color of her hair, the growing
the last degree. We should say that this symmetry of her arm, the ripening contour
Yankee’s hero was a milk-sop, was a sticky, of her cheek. We watch, with a silent in-

eccentricities, but with a warm heart

some

of

manner

his

alone, with

somewhat

men

among

—

ical and caustic, has in Harper's Weekly a its love of pretty women? Is woman so
slashing review of Lothair, by Disraeli; very ridiculous in her chase after beauty?

but only with groans and tears; now he

,

food,

Pretty Women.
.

of wife or home has

are.

Bo

domestic habits, his

‘Such there

outward ‘calm!

though with

A Hindoo’s Home.
.

a Ay Woman on Lothair.

known; of a fate accepted in utter despair,

pte
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News Summary. \ibesiere

It is said that the Orleans Princes are prodigal
of their money, in relieving the wounded of the
French army.
:

MISCELLANEOUS.

$1000 was

raised in

Denver lately to

:

will go forward promptly.
4
The number of deaths in New York city for

Bismarck in ‘his lettergrtakes special
deny having encouraged the plans of
Turr or others sagidinst Austria, He
Turr is not a person to be trusted with
confidences.

the last six weeks has been 5000—an increase
of 1200 over the number for the corresponding
time last year.

Advices from Rome state that the French disasters cause profound terror, and that the Pope
has asked Eugenie for just one ship to defend

In the yacht race at New York Monday for the
Queen’s cup, it was won by the Magic.
The
Cambria had bad luck all through the race.

him from the Italians, now organizing for an at-

The work of reducing the army in accordance
with the bill passed by Congress has begun and

. 200,000 people witnessed the contest.
Enthusiastic

Chicago, Buffalo; Pottsville,

Pa., and

»

A large quanity of human bones was, exhunied
in the City Hall Park, Néw York, lately, suppos-

ed to be those of cholera victims in 1832,

A

The three young Japanese princes, who have
been studying in the Highland Military Academy,
Worcester, have médde
wonderful prog-

ress.

Two

were,

in the

placed at the head of

recent

examination,

the school in every depart-

ment.

!

The government t¢¥ taking measures

Method

of

Ventilation.

DER

]

The first thing to be’ considered in ventilating
‘any apartment is the introduction of fresh air.
Bat while a room is already filled with air, an

additional

volume can

mot

it,

it is

in by

unless

forced

be

brought

machinery.

and an equal quantity of fresh air introduced.
So long as therd,is no draught to draw out the foul

A London despatch states that the late Charles

discover that

air, and to introduce fresh air, a room may remain filled with an atmosphere that is. poisonous
to animal life.
The large room in Cooper Institute, where the

the losses of the French in the recent battles
‘must have been frightful exceeding even the most

Polytechnic Society and the Farmer's Club are
accustomed to hold their weekly sessions, was

extravagant estimates.

formerly

for six thousand six hundred pounds.
' The

Prussians

as

they advance

;

;

so badly ventilated that people who

al-

ways want pure air, recoiled from attending.

Fourteen millions of franes were seized by
the police of Paris, last week belonging to Roths.child, Hirsch, Raphael, Bierschaffsheim, and

meetings of those societies.

the

But thatroom

Europe are much incensed at what is deemed a
great outrage upon some of their number.

pacity
ceive
will a
ceive

ventilation is as complete

as could

be desired.

for put-

About every hour
the entire volume of air in
Minister Bancroft writes to the State Departthe room is changed
by the following arrangement that King
William
voluntarily
advised
ment :—The rostrum, or platform, was raised
ing the approach of storms.
:
Prince Leopold not to accept the Spanish erown,
The earnings of the Union Pacific Railroad for before France made any demands, and that the "bodily about three inches above the main floor,
and a large aperture was made in the chimney,
the first week in August exceed those for the’ -Council of State decided be had no authority arthrough which the foul air could pass out. Then’
bitrarily to forbid him to accept.
same week in July, 30 percent.
Trains are run.
ong outside window was raised a few inches, and
ning heavily loaded, and travel is increasing.
England, by the treaty of 1839, guaranteed the
of
- The regular passenger train west of Omaha,Neb.,
independence of Belgium, and,if that territory is a box tube, about one foot square, made
Tuesday, required two engines.
invaded, will undoubtedly feel impelled to enforce boards, was extended from the window to the
‘“nest” of steam heating-pipes, employed
to
by arms her guaranty.
General Lee denies having tendered his servi~
warm the room.
The tube allowed a stream of
ces to Louis Napoleon during the French-Pruspure air to flow directly to the nest of steamParagraphs.
sian war.
He says he has sheathed his sword
pipes, where every particle was warmed. Of
One of the largest openings.observed in the sun
for ever,
course the warm air would rise to the wall overA Hartford drunkard, after wounding his wife is 187, 000 miles in circumference. The earth head, and flow to the further side of the room.
rolled
into
this
dark
crater
would
be
like
an
apand another woman with pistol shots, fatally
‘By this means a movement in the air is obtainple thrown into a bushel-basket.
shot himself.
ed, and the equilibrium of the atmosphere is disThe
Glen’s
Falls
(N.
Y.)
Republican
describes
‘An accident occurred, Aug. 9, on the Kansas
turbed.
Consequently a current of foul air must
a
gigantic
fossil
tooth,
which
it
says
was
recentPacific R. R., by which six men were killed and
be started immediately out of the flue beneath the
ly dug up in that town.
It weighs eight and a
eight wounded.
rostrum.
.
half pounds, and measures 11 inches by six and
Carbonic acid gas, which.is destructive to aniMr. Seward has started on a voyage around the
half.
~
mal life, is generated in every apartment where
world,
via San Francisco,
China ~gud
the
The Boston Journal of Chemistry says that
men or animals live and breathe.
Of course this
Indias.
:
the one hundred grains of metalic iron found in ' gas is not free, but mingled with the atmosphere.
It will be remembered that the last session of the blood of a healthy adult would be sufficient to
As it is heavier than atmospheric air, the aperCongress passed an act naming two girls recovermake & good
pen-knife blade, but no
useful
tures through which this foul air is to escape
ed from the Korra Indians, Helen and Heloise: implement of a larger size,
should be made near the floor.
Lincoln,and appropriated $5000 to support them..J
The first instrument ever used in the transmisOne ofthe cheapest and most effectual ways to
They were taken to an asylum in Washington |
sion of messages by telegraph is in posséssion of ventilate a school-room would be to have perforand baptized with their new names; the older
the eldest son of Alfred Vail, deceased, of Morated base-boards, so that the foul air could enter
girl protesting that she had been baptized once,
riston, N.J. On the death of its owner it is to
the large spaces between the joists, and thence
and that her name was Helen Kirkpatrick.
The
be given to the New Jersey Historical Society.
pass away through'a large chimney flue. Then
ting into practical operation

family

friends

have

a system

sent

such

of signal-

evidence

to fully identify the children, and

.as

they are to

be

returned, congressional names and all,
Under the latest arrangements of the Postmaster-General, mails are now despatched to ‘France
from New York on every Wednesday by the
Great Western line. The postage on letters is
4 eents, mewspapers 2 cents, circulars 2 cents
each; each of these rates paying only the American postage. On every Thursday by Cunard
line, regulations as above. On every Saturday by
the Inman line, same regulations.
There will be

a direct mail per Frenchsteamer

on every alter-

nate Saturday, commencing August sixth; postage on letters 10 cents, newspapers 2 cents, und
circulars 4 cents; on each prepayments is com-

pulsory.
:
It is pleasant to know that at Helena, Montana

the weather is very cool; the
noon, Wednesday,
was down
point, accompanied by snow.

thermometer at
to the freezing

Dr. Newman has challenged Brigham Young
to discuss the question, “Does the Bible sanction polygamy?’ Brigham declined for himself,

but designated Orson Pratt to represent him in a
debate.
_ Beck, the

murderer of the Good family, on Fa-

vorite Island, near Austin, Miss.; was taken from
the jail at that place Wednesday by a mob of
citizens and banged toa tree over the spot where
he had buried Mrs. Good.
Beck acknowledged

the murder.
.
The St. Patrick’s Mutual Alliance Association,
of New York, had a picnic, Wednesday, at which
abust of Daniel O’Connell was uncovered, and
Mayor Hall delivered an address on his life.
It is thought in Washington that the
new
French cabinet is fully committed to the reestablishment of the personal goverment of the Em-

peror, but there are doubts whether

it will be

able to retain power long.
The investigation of the Nathan murder develops
nothing important, and fails to confirm

the suspicion that the housekeeper’s son committed the crime.

said to be in a neglected and desolate

‘Wednesday, and was slowly sinking.
ery is not thought possible,
Admiral Farragut died

noon.

in

His

His recov-

funeral

will

be

on

condition.

cattle and hogs there find a browsing
ing place.

and

graz-

.

A Polish Countess Saskovska keeps'a hotel at
Monroe, N. Y. She was a gold broker in New
York years ago.
Her father was about to be
made king, when the last Polish revolution threw
-him, so the story goes, prisoner into Austrian

hands, and they kept him in a dungeon
became

blind

and

died.

His

until

daughter

fled

cates the

(Monday

steady

advance

the falling back of
army

under

morning)

reports no severe battle,

the

the

of the

Fremch.

Crown

Prince,

from

the

but indi-

Prussians,

and

The

Prussian

has

advanced

without opposition from SBaverne through Luneville to Nancy and Frossard.
The possession of
Frossard interrupts direct railroad and telegraph

communication from Paristo Mentz and Strasburg, and prevents the quick transportation of
supplies

or reinfo:

ents.

The

army

under

McMahon has re
the west side of the Moselle, but his railroad connection with the army

at Metz is cut off at Frouard. The Prussian left,
under Prince Frederick Charles, and the centre
under General

Steinmetz, have effected a junc-

tion at Henry, about20 miles from Metz.
Reports are contradictory as to° whether or not the
French have evacuated Metz and moved across

the Moselle.

Strasburg hss been bombarded

with red hot shot, and at the requestof the besieged, an armistice of 48 hours bas been granted

in which to decide upon the demand for surrender.,
‘General Sheridan has gone to the Prussian

* headquarters.

y

‘The Americans and English are
in large numbers.
:

leaving

The French prisoners are everywhere
treated, ,

Paris

kindly

.

Ireland receives the news of the French defeat

with profound gorrow.

It is believed at Antwerp that the war will end
. in a week.
The ladies
of Paris have issued an address in

which they make a stirring appeal to all for aid

te the society for the wounded.

Ships still ‘enter the Elbe and Weser,nothwith-

“Pleasure travel continues in Switzerland, de
spite the excitement that the war occasions,

The evacuation of the Pontifical territory by
pops 1s complete.

France leaves

‘mortars and 15,000 shells.

Massillon, Ohio, is said by the State

geologist

to be the only place in the world, with the exception of some place in Scotland, where ore
known as * Back Bann” has yet been discovered.
The same ore has been discovered
in eastern
Pennsylvania, but not in paying quantities. - He
credits Massillon with furnishing a quality of pig
iron equal to Scotch pig.

Transplanting.

pd

We have near us two gardeners who advocate
the opposite theories in regard to transplanting.
One maintains that cabbage plants, tomatoes, and
It is reported from Canton, IlI., ¢hat a terrible
the like, should not be transplanted, at any rate,
pestilence among the fish is spreadingin the Illinot more thanonce.
He adopts the old theory,
nois Lliver, in that vicinity, and for a long disthat twice planting cabbage plants will cause
tance the river bank is covered with thousands
them to grow stump-footed.
He does not believe
of dead fish decaying in the sum, and that the
stream itself is full of them. River men think any advantage comes to the plant by taking it
from its accustomed soil to a new one, and requirthis mortality is caused by the burning of 3000
ing it to root anew, at the expense of some days’
barrels of whiskey on the river during the great
growth.
And this looks reasonable.
fire at Peoria, which destroyed the oxygen so
On the other hand, the other gardener believes
that the fish could not live. The stench
isse’
in frequent removals from the soil, when the
great that those living on the river banks have
plant is under glass. His doctrine is that in takbeen compelled to move away. It is feared that
ing up the plant, some of the roots are broken,
much sickness will follow.
and in consequence many new rootlets are sent
” A case of death from the use of a jute “switch”
out, and that the earth clings more tenaciously in
by a young lady is reported from W. Waterville,
consequence thereof, and the plants, when finally
‘Me. She had beenfo jome time complaining
set for producing, take hold of the soil vigorousof illness and pains in ber head. . At last she was
ly, push ahead rapidly, and mature earlier. He
confined tojher room,and the physician having exis sure that he has hastened tomatoes a week by
amined her head found it alive with vermin from
the process.
;
this doubly false hair. No remedy was of any

A post mortem

exami-

nation showed that the insects had perforated the
skull and had been feeding on the brain.
If this
is nota warning against the use of * Japanese

and

all jute

hair called by

various

names,we do not know what can be.
Some correspondence has recently been had by
the Treasury Department with parties in New

in gold

The

that received at the Sub-Treasury, showed

twen.

Scandal about
S———

Some families are such good actors, and (so
stimulated by pride, that they are generally
looked upon as patterns of domestic propriety
and even felicity. They are sleek, genteel, self-.
complacent, soft-voiced
and
smooth-tongued ;
they hold, in fact, that place in the human kind

that birds do in the brute kingdom.
Those who know them best can
different things about them—how

tell some very
they wrangle

in private,

dollars of half eagles,

ing, are fierce and tricky—in a word, are

quarter

eagles,

and

gold

have their own genteel way

of fightimper-

dollars, and a deficiency something less on larger
pieces—but the office says it never rejects any
coin however light, if its short weight is evident.

fect, like everything else on earth, and not the
same their friends would make them.

ly due to the natural wear from use in ordinary business.
At the Custom House in Boston
the correspondence says coin is required to come

the world, that make any show of decency, are
the birds. With all the talk about their pretty

up to a certain standard. There is no law of
Congress nor any regulation of the Treasury. Department with reference to this matter.
The giving of the fur seal contract to the
Alaska Commercial Company is in accordsmce
“with the intention of Congress in passing the

bill.

The act required the payment

rental per year

and $2

tax on

The company’s

contract exceeds

of $50,000

each skin

taken.

this by

$5000

rental and 62 cents for each skin, of which they
are allowed to get 100,000 a year. The company
also agreesto give50 cents a gallon for all oil
obtained, of which it may prehaps take 50,000
gallons,
Tt also agrees to make certain donations
and furnish certain supplies to the natives.
The
company is a very strong one,consisting of fifteen
or sixteen gentlemen,
with General John F.
Miller formerly collector of the port of San Francisco, as president,
It has quite a fleet of vessels
and is doing considerable business in the salmon

fishery.

It gets the contract at too late a period

for doing much in fur seals this year,
Michigan antiquaries

covery,

in Allegan

are excited

piece

of

heavy timbered land, of a mound of earth with

base sixteen by eighteen feet, and now
four or five feet high. On the summit

most

universally

ill-tempered

things

manners, they are ruder to each other than dogs;
ard as for their hymns of thanksgiving and woodland notes of praise, they never fail to quarrel at

a feast like pirates.

Their gentlemen can fight

harder for the fun of the thing,

aad their

ladies

scream and scratch worse about the possession of
an empty knot-hole, than

is

by

any

means

re-

spectable; while, as for connubisl bliss, the
bridegroom beats and knocks his bride about in
a manner that is 8 disgrace to his fine clothes.
About half their pretty songs are given in an.

gry defiance of each other. The jealousy of musicians is proverbial, and no where stronger than
among the songsters of the grove. An outsung

bird is very apt to die of the most unworthy
chagrin,and when a presumptuous warbler “puts
in” with another’s song, he is notified, in a burst
of melody, that ‘“if he don’t shut up, he’ll get his

nose pecked off.”

«

We have seen the supposed-to-be merry little
singer of our suburban gardens—the pap—with
searce a feather on him, and his head “bunged”

a‘

perhaps
grows a

beech tree, not very large, but with a gnarly look

a8 if the kind of food its roots have met below
has not agreed with it. A flourishing maple,
Jower down the mound, where it probably did
“not find so much dead man, has' attained the size
of two feet in diameter. This mound is a stack

‘We do not think one person in fifty appreciates
the fitness.of the slang phrase so often applied to
wild and'unprincipled young men, ‘‘He’s a bird.”
It is generally

meant as a pet name;

but, really,

is a hard name to give any man.—New Orleans
Picayune.
:
!

A Million Tons of Soda.
——

Wt

are very

distinctly defined,

walls on each side

and are

simply com-

posed of ‘a dark, heavy, compact iron sand,
strongly impregnated with soda. This deposit
‘is a8 singular as it is valuable, and goes to show
how little the varied and inexhaustible resources

Raising

Calves.

—

YC

$

Many good farmers, especially those living near

‘large

cities, are

seduced

into

selling

their fat

calves, because they think that ten, fifteen or
twenty dollars fora calf is more money proportionally than he will ever be worth when grown.
If the facts are carefully looked imto,it will not

be found

to be the case.

A

has been disturbed, and the bony fragments lie
There were 20,000 people who
committed
suicide in France within five years after the es-

tablishment of the present Imperis] Government
by Louis Napoleon,

ure of soap, and

also

is as a chemical agent

supply

quartz

mills

with

in the reduction of ore,

They also supply drug and grocery stores, where

it is sold for washing and other purposes for
which common soda is ordinarily used. "It is free
from ull earthly matter, and consists of eighty per
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be found most useful when it may

be

necessary

for torpedoes.

But

its principal value will always be in jts ‘affording
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to go to.

to a convenient

place in your chicken yard, or when the grass is
not high, tieone end of a string to her leg, the
other to a stake or wood pin driven in the ground
nearly flush with the surface.
Lay a produce
barrel with the open end to the stake; put in a
layer of wheat chaff or sawdust and give the hen

hatched to the

first hen till she has say twenty-four.
With the
next broods do likewise.
The barrels make a good shelter from the
storms, and protect the chicks from the rats, ete.
Have a board twenty inches square to set up at

night against the open énd of the barrel; lean a
brick or stone against it to keep it up, In the
day time set the board against one side of the
from

the sun for

The string should be four feet long,

which will give the hen some range.
When the
place becomes worn, move the barrel to a fresh
spot. The barrel should lay on its side and be
kept from rolling. When the chicks are large

be confined to the

’

great means of destroying most

kinds of

to keep

from ap-

stems
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As the chicks come out, take them from the hen
When the
to a basket or box in a warm place.

pearing,by frequent mowings og cuttings. Cutting them before the seeds have ripened is, of

to

farmers,

once tested,

There

and

is

JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.
NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1860,
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small invoice for sale at $10 per roll, containing 40
wd
rl []
op. bag
ards, by the New England Oarpet Co., 78, 78, 80 and
Friend street—New
England Carpet Co, augl0-4t.
» SIRI)
]

i

mgls

. FLOOR OIL CLOTHS. —~Our entire stock closing out

all

+ at low

X @28

.

seeedd @

19K

STARCH,
sy WF Beers
+ Gos §
[Pe

essesdese.B
@ ON

9 @ 10%

No8.13t017..10¢

@

125

Powdered....00

@

14%
14%

82

auglo-4t,

CANTON MATTINGS from the cargo auction sales for
sale to the trade or at retail much lees than ruling
prices,at our new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and 82 Friend
street,
auglo-4t,
ALL WOOL INGRAIN CARPETS.—All our cut stock
closing out from 62 cents Det
ard up, at our new
warehouse, 5 78, 8) and
il end street—New Fngland Carpet Co.
auglo-4t.

SUGAR.

(Havana.
Nos.8to 12.

prices at our new warehouse, 76, 78, 80 and

Eriend street—New England Factory Co.\

@ 19

«++180 @.0 00}

Coffee crush.. 11 @ 12%
TALLOW
Rendered, »..2% @ 10
|Ro Ugh. . eoeee.
XB
T
TEAS,
Gunpowder,
Per
B....
800165}
Imperial .....
80
@ 168
big To
& [] ; 5
oung
lyson..(0 @
Hyson Skin....55 @ . 5
Souchong.. ... 60 @ 1 35
)[1 SR
60 @ 1 60
Japans. ..... «10 @ 130
OOL.
Ohio & Pennsylvania—
Picklock.... 54 @ 57
Choice XX... bl @ 52
FineX...oo00 43 @ 49

EGGS

15 @ 120

Btate.icieeine.33 @ . 2

Cénad

000

Vermont.,..se.

Old and dam. ...4
LARD,
T EKegB..cees..00
Tierces.
L000

coughs, &e., weak stomach, general debility, nursing
sore mouth,

eankered mouth

or

throat,

liver

com-

plaint, dyspepsia, or indigestion, cramp and pain

in

“the stomach, bowel complaint, painters’ colic, Asiatic cholera, diarrhea and dysentery.
It has lost
none of its good name by repeated trials, but continues to occupy a prominent position in every
fam1m32,

MUTUAL GUARANTY
;
LIFE ASSOCIATIUN,
No. 98 BROADWAY, N.Y,

Canada e.e.vs.. 00 @ . 00)

Issues LIFE
Insurance
Policy under an improved
and original system.
The

African, wash.... @ .
Unwashed
..15 g , 1%

ARS will secure a
polic
for
TWO
THOUBAN

do.combing ..t8 @ . 60
259
.

ayment.

of

DOLLARS,
J0portion)

EN

DOL-

(larger sums in
an
a
small

PRO
RATA payment is required only
when
a death
occurs in
the class and divisi in which a policy is
registered,

PRICES.

nu some essential points,
such as medical
examination, pro rata Yayments, and

Ip

NOW YOTK.....08 @ « 7

‘absolute policies,
this Association does not vary from
any of our oldest compa
nies: but in greater sim-

Western........00 @ .
ONIONS,

White..eeess. 4 50 @ 4 75

PEAS,
Canada ....... 90 @ 1 00
ATW.
«17910

plicity,

econemy

and

ace

comumovdauion oI payments, it differs materially.

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL,
Hams smok’d17 00 @18 00
POTATOES.
Mercers....

Peach

175

@ 2 00

Blows..100 @ 1
POULTRY.
Live Turkeys®b¥00g..
Live Chickens...26@..
DressedTurkeys3t @ .
do Chickens. 26 @ .

Wontorn
es

50
\

30
30
28

ne 8 i 05@ 1 10
SEEDS,
Timothy,..... 725 @ 7 £0
Clover ue. «v0.14 @ 00
6 00 Flax
per bu,, 0 00 @ 0 00
5 70
TALLOW,
60 PrimeCakes....18% @ 14
9 00 (Barrels sssesevs 13 @es 18
8 00)
WHEAT.
White,¥# bush 0 00 @
00
¢
WOOL,
[
New York¥ Ri5X @ 52%
[J
Dcasseennvene 400 0 4%
@ 00
Vermont... «..48 @ . 49
@ 16
Unwashed......16 @ . 18
Sheep Pelts..000 @ * 00
. 00

This old and well known
remedy, his
acquired
a world-wide renown for the cure of sudden colds,

Medium ...... 470 . 48 " ily medicine chest.
Coarse ....... 59.47
Sold by all Druggists,
Mich.,N.X, & Vermont
EXIIR .oveesss i6 @ . 48
Fine.eeouasn.. He.
4
Medium....
.44.@ . 46
Coarse....... We.
Other Western—
Fine and X...15 @ . 47
Medium ......44 @ . ib
Common..... 400.4
Pulled, extra...35 @ . 48
Superfine....35 @ . 48
California......18 @ . 33

YORK WHOLESALE

well ventilated apartment in the henery for set.
ting hens; have the nests made with: fresh wood
ashes in bottom, then clean oat straw, well formed, on the top of the ashes.
Ashes keep the vermin out. Then feed regularly; keep clean, fresh

and

8

.. § @ 18

For the week ending, Aug. 10. 1870,
APPLE 8,
;
Dried «cove
70120 sesesnscsccacae db Qo.
Green Winter 8 00 @10 00

Yellow.......1

the chicks. = Give the chicks next

46
87
2

Oak, ¥ ton ....... Qo
Hemlock bdsi3 0C @15 00
do.
plank......
oe oe
do. Joist enon « @sr ae
Clapboards 50 00,55 00
do. Spruce 15 00 @25 00
Shingles,pine .2 50 @ 6 50
0Cedar..cove.. @ov on
Laths, ine...1 75 @ 2 25
0.
Teves Bie oe
8.box
ona. WG’.

The plan adopted by myself for the best mode
of raising young chicks is first to have a secluded,

water convenient at all times for hens

1v

Factory, ex¥ b.i4 @ 15
Farmers’.....18% @ 14%
Western, ...... 15 @ 165
CORN

Chickens.

the leaves

do sliced.

“The
all that Jou represent it. It will grind with ease 6 to
8 bushels of corn per hour. It also makes excellent

Jdo,0ew¥bbl3 00.@ 6 LO

75.

and

to it what,

ers. By its aid pontoon bridges may be thrown
across a river without exposing a man. I¢ will

The

18%

Rio
Grande... .26 @.. 27
Western, dry...20 ¢ . 32

Orinoco .....

the hands on shore. Whether thrown over a
wreck, from a wreck to the shore, from ship to
ship at sea, indeed in all cases, the “evident and
palpable advantage of a double rope over a single one must be clear to every one. This invention will be useful to armies having to cross riv-

weeds.i

@

(Apples dried B..4 @

|

17 00 @ 27 00

lbs ..0 00 @ 1 50

B. Ayres...28% @ 30%

in our opinion, is of Incalcuable value, viz: a
block through which
a line is riven. The sides
of the block, by a most ingenious contrivance,
expand, so that if the rope is fouled, all obstructions “in m
fion” pass through.
The anchor consisté of a tri-fluked, hinged, folding projectile, weighing about 112 pounds; it can be
fired from a mortar or any gun; by means of the
block and double line rove through it, when the

Yorker,

17%

PRODUCE.

00

Straw,100®s..1 40 @ 1 50

i

makes a shelter

10, 1869,

| Hams smoked..21 @.. 2%
Piokled...oceevs Gis.
(Hogs, dressed 00 @.. C0

HAY,

The Naval and Military Gazette thus describes
a life-saving apparatus, called by its inventor,
Mr. Rogers,
the ‘ patent projectile anchor,»
with which numerous successful
experiments
have lately been tried at Portsmouth:

barrel, which

|Lard, bbl. Bb.

Middlings
.. 3400 g 387 00

A Projectile Anchor.

the chicks,

Mess, best.3) 50 @31 00

| Prime.... 25 00 §26 50
{Lard
keg,B....... @.. ..

BI/Q.. 65 |G

Sheet and Pipe....@
old

chicks are all out, take the hen

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April
10, 1809,
J.D. WEST— Sir: I worked
No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160

Fine Feed...2s 00 $30 00 |Nutmegs......110 @ 115

Ex.

Rearing

and is case-hardened 80 as to run for years witho!
injury. It works with less8
y
wl
power than any other,and
less expense, It has taken the First sd fon at the
State Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Revue
the only onesat which it has been ex-

errr000-@
110 © 10 2000 Cassia, vB golds? @@ 26%
48

Shorts ¥on..2500 @27

the seed was sown thicker.
But they were en,
tirely mistaken, for, on weighing carefully, the
short, thick fodder was found to be one-third the
most.
It was also better for being finer, as the
cows would eat it readily, stalks and all. But
there was one disadvantage—the fineness caused
it to lie more closely, and it was harder to dry it.

to drag a harbor with nets

And Sold by Agents everywhere.

5

gold,4
|CloVeSeseese....26

OBtBccsces ooo

fodder than where

His projectile, which is sometimes

5

~

FV Bescasesnnne
Barley...c.ce.

A little practice will enable any one to do it |-

evenly, and as fast as he can walk.
About three
bushels are required for an acre, which will be
about forty grains for every foot in the furrow,
I have tried different quantities of seed, and find
this the best. When tyyenty grains to the foot
were planted, the corn grew higher, having more
room; and nearly every one who saw it declared

@ + ot

«+ «+

a

less fodder, and

half-bushel basket with corn on the Jeft arm;
and, walking along beside the furrow, strew the
corn along by successive tossing with the hand.

i'ee

¥ box

Layer....... 430 @4 50

then harrowing, and final-

sometimes an anchor,

Pree. §

BY

This mill is WROUGHT IRON—not CAST TRON—

PROVISIONS,
Mess,
cslem RE
% an 14

a

anch—

that there was more

MANUFACTURED

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill Company
of New. York,

[FrenchYellow2 00 @ 2
¥X
Varnishes ....1 50 @ 9
@1 A2X| Puttye.covereeeecd @.0 6
@l 15 |Glue.sscecseess.1d
@.. BO
@1 00
PETROLEUM.
® 750 Crude..eeese... ld
Lh)
Refin
% @
21K
@ 5 W
Bevees2Th Qo 28
~

EMPIRE

CORN & FEED MILL

.e

Boston.....235
@ 2 6

@ . 17

ST., NEW YORK.
,

FLOUY AND MEAL,
Pork, y
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. .. |Extra Clear.33 50 @34 00.
extra brand
6 50 @ 7 00 | Clear......32 50 @33 60

ly by furrowing out with one horse and plowing furrows about three feet apart. Then take a

at once

THE.

3 ¢ 3

anBrownAm,

Bhore...... 7 00 @26 00
Alewives.....450 @ 6 L0
Jiimon. ves, 38 % an RS

the ground by first plowing,

as for any other crop,

@

ground in oil—

Af.PeaNuts..2 40 @ 0 00 (Potatoes,¥ du

leaves the land less perfectly clean than

drills.

dieeeveeessdd @ 14

Mackerel, lge10 50 @11 00 INaptha....c.c.0i8 @.. 22

5

gives

lessesesesld

NO

18 @ + 38 | Vermillion .....22 @ 1 10
13 @ . 28 | Whiting—
;

ams

On

seed,

NO:

|Zinc,

No.20°'WALL
«£30

10%
10x
12

einesan1B@ + B23 VenRedwowt.2 C0 @ 2 50

‘Mous.de Laines16
Cipeyihgs-~
Lowellsup.3-ply
Extra super....
Superfing.......
Bi
1B
Codfish, large
small. .i...4 00

I have tried different ways of raising it—in
drills and broadcast.
The latter I utterly reject.

It requires more

ale..0
6v @.. 08
do....
75 @.0 8v

1 6

for Fader i
—

@140

|Sperm.......1 60 g 1 65
Lard, Western—
al

West’rn sup..5 50 @ € 00
say, four to fiveddollars:
The succeeding fall on
com.extras..t 25 @ 7 00
good pasture, he should weigh five to six hunmedium do..7 v0 § 7 50
choice d0....7 75 @ 8 50
dred pounds; at two years old he gould weigh
Illinois and Ohio,
nine to ten hundred pounds, and at” three years
choice extra, 8 50 @ 9 00
old might easily be made to wejgh thirteen
-or Mich. and Indiana
choice extra. 8 00 a 8 50
fourteen hundred pounds.
This, at eight cents,
Medium do...7
00 @ 7 30
would, for the greater weight, amount to one . Millewakee—
"
Coam.to chee 6 50 @ 7 00
hundred and twelve dollars? fifteen dollars from
Choice d0....0 00 @ 0 0
this sum would be ninety-seven dollars. Would
Southern,sup . .. @.. ..
eXLraB.csevs. 675 @ 725
it be possible to feed him that amount of hay and
choice Balt. 9 00 @10 756
grass and corn? We think not, else sagacious
Brandywine
8 00 @ 0 00
men who buy calves to feed would quit the busi.
Rye Flour....5 50 @ 6 00
Corn
Meal....5
50 @ 6 00
ness.
The fact is, the killing of calves is the
:
FRUIT. ,
slaughtering of innocents, and ought to be taboo- Almonds—
Soft Shell.....15@ . 25
ed byall respectable farmers.
The butchering
Shelled.......86 @ . 40
of yearlings and two year olds for beef is simply
Currants..... «+13 @ 12
Citron. .cveisees 42.0... 83
shocking.
They
are neither
veal nor beef.

Farmers, raise your calves,

18

DOMESTICS
Neatsfoot¥’gall 10 @
Sheetings and Shirtings—
PAINTS.
Heavy
4-4...13 @ 4
|Lead,RedAm..10 @
Medium ¢-4...12 @ 12'¢ | Am.dry,pure .. @
Drills, brown....13 @ 10
Ground,pure 11} ¢

half a ton of hay, and five bushels of corn, worth,

New

Itis owned by parties in

@

Ordinary... .... 15 8 15%
Good Urdinary 17 & 172%

calf to be worth

of 8lmost pure soda.

has

Linsced—Jong . ow @.. 00

RiOsesicroneees 18 @ee
4
COTTON.

fifteen dollars must weigh over two hundred
pounds,
In the shape of prime beef, it wouldbe
worth eight cents per pound, or sixteen dollars.
To winter him in the best manner, would take a

Carson and Virginia, who useit in the manufacts

opening

60

COFFEE,

Cottonades
enims ...

been

slight

Java
¥ 1b ....23%

+

hirting

made on the top, and skulls and similar horrors
taken therefrom, but very little of this b'g grave

A

50

Ti

henery, and let the chicks roost in the barrel
three weeks longer, then close the barrel and
make them a roost in she henery.— Cor. Rural

bones.

Antaracite.
730 8@ 8 40 [on ve,¥ i
yee
gal..l 45
45 @@ 11

FUND

Visnsn™ B. Bn

West

Gannel.sssss
1700 G20 00 | Portico...i 9. 6

of our young State are developed as yet.—Gold Cotton Flanne.o 13 @ 28
Cotton Jeaus.l0% ¢ 16
Hill News.
“
J Pini
ii teens 3 : 128
3

Some two miles north of the Sand Bpring road,
and fifty miles east of Virginia and Gold Hill, is
an immense and apparently inexhaustible deposit

of human

87
Ov|
£
4

M1d.togd mid ..21 @ 22
Extra .....125 @ 1380 + Bankers and Financial Agents of the Company,
Low Middling.. 18@.+ 19 | No. l.......1 00 @ 1 10

The enclosing

enough to wean, let the hen

\

SINKING

more in sight.

in

up like a prize-fighter’s,

;
over the dis-

county, in a level

The

FIRST MORTCACE

:

Moulds...vse.0.12 @.. 15 Cuba, Clayed..34 @.
Sperm.....eses36 @.. 38 | do sweet....00 @.
-AQUIRIUUINN, (10 @.. 28 SoM lstoradess 0.
4
)
.
entuegos
« «vu.d

anchor is thrown inte the sea, a life-boat may
be launched through the surf, and pulled out by

Birds.

ty-five pennyweights deficiency on five thousand

scattered about it.

The Prussian iron-clsd Harmonia narrowly

pipe to the stove, or heater, so as to produce a
current. By
this
simple and cheap arrangement every pupil in a large room could always
be supplied with pure air of an agreeable temperature. In case there is no flue or ventilating
shaft, a wooden flue, about 18 inches square,
could be erected at one end of the building, having an aperture in the side for the foul air to escape. But it is always more satisfactory to open
a passage into a large chimney, as the heat and
smoke will promote a draught from the room to
be veutilated. If fresh aircan be forced into a
room by any means, when there is no flue, the
or more, to provide passages for the impure air
to escape. By this means any living room can
always be supplied with pure air at small expense.
,

;

test in New York on cojd'taken at random from

FOREIGN.

in a

estate.

York and Boston, as to the loss of value

The latest news

to

be conducted

lower sash of every window may be lifted an inch

coin by handling in the course of business.

seat of war,

he

a current of fresh air should

this country with the remnant of her father’s vast

switches”

Portsmouth, N. H.,

are

The gate-of the burial enclosure has fallen from
its hinges, long grass and foul weeds are -growing in rank luxuriance around the graves, and

avail and the girl died.

Despatches from Portsmouth, N. H.,” report
* that Adiral Farragut had a stroke of paralysis

Sunday at
> Wednesday.

The home and tomb of Thomas Jefferson

MOLASSES,

St. Domingo....i7 @ 18

ca-

for a day, and no one will be able to perany impurity in the atmosphere; neither
person sitting in ay part of the room pera draught of either cold or warm air. The

in a defined mass like a
has been sunk beside it to
from the bottom of which
twenty-five feet into the

CANDLES,

vein or deposit of soda, without getting through
it. In fact, very little is known of the depth of
the soda, except that there are a million tons or

may

now be filled with an audience to its utmost

other Jewish bankers. It is asserted that the
seizure was suggested by the authoritfes of the
Bank of France.
The financial circles of

else, the pure article forming in a crust over and
about the strong watery solution.
Upon digging ‘beneath this, however, the solid

soda was discovered
quartz ledge. A shaft
into | the depth of fifty feet,
Mo- a drift bas been made

tion is essential to perfect ventilation. * All the
air in a room must be removed every few hours,

: : Dickens’s residence at Gad’s Hill has been sold

German meetings are reported in

others.

pains to
General
says that
political

tack on the Papal dominions and authority.

a number of the leading cities of the country,
including

“New

r ane

ETAL

am

BOSTON WHOLSALE PRICES.
For the week ending, Aug. 10,1870.

flat of some seventeen acres in extent, and at
the surface it appears only about three feet wide,
or rather more like a soda spring than any thing

”

. 90

$250,000.
For particulars, pamphlets may
be had
ratuitiourly at the office of the Association, No. 96
roadway, New York, orofits Agents.
GEN, 8, P, HEINTZELMAN,U, 8. A., President.
ISAAC ROSENFELD, Jr., Vice-President.
L.TIERNAN BAIEN, Secretary.
SOMES A. RICHMOND, General Agent.

A Choice and Undoubted Secu rity.
7 PER CENT GOLD.

First Mortgage Bonds,
COUPON

OR REGISTERED

AND

FREE oF U.8 TAX,

ISSUED BY THE

!

Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Minnesota R. R. Co.
A limited Quantity still offered for ale at

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET,

30 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

Aug 10, 1870,
Interest parable May and November,
BEEF—Extra $18,00 to $13,235. first quality $12,50 to
J. EDGAR THOMPSON, |
$12.75; 2d quality $11,0) to $12,00; 3d quality $ 7,60 to
CHARLES L, FROST,
| Trustees.
$10,705,
er cwt., on total weight of hide, farrow, and
The greater part of the rond is already completed,
dressed béef,
WORKING OXEN—$150 to $275 per pair, or aceord and the earnings from the finished portion are aling to their value as Beef. Handy Steers . $80 to $125 ready more than suflicient to) pay Sparatin, expenses
Tue balance of the work
Mi.cH Cows—#30 to $ 60; extra good, $65 to $85; and interest on the bonds.
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow is progressing rapidly, in time for the movement of
the
coming
grain
er¢ps,
which,
it is estimated will
and ordma
, $30 to $50,
STORES~—Yearling $14 to # 25; two year old, $20 to double the present income of the road.
The-established character of this line, running as
88; three years old, $40 to $62,
it does through the heart of the most thickly settled
FAT HOGS—11 ¥ to lle,
and richest portion of the great State of Iowa, toSHOTES—Wholesale, 00 to 00¢ ; retall 00 to 000.
with its present advanced condition and large
Hiprs—Brighton 7to 7x0;
Country lots, 6 to 7e gether
earnings warrant us in unhesitatiogly recommending
TALLOW= 7to 73, Country
lots 6 to 6§cw
PeLT8—~with wool $1,50 to § 2,00 each; country lots these bondsto investors, as, in every respect, an undoubted security:
vi
750 a $125.
;
These bonds have 50 years to run, are convertible
CALF SKINS—16al7c.
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Company at par, and the payment of the principal is pro:
vided for by a sinking fang, The convertibility priv.
GOLD AND BTOCKS.
ilege attached to these bonds can not fail fail to
Aug. 10,1870,
cause them at no distant day to commadd a market
American Gold.essssseiias sessnsnsensnsnsnnnannsllllf Jrice considerably above par, besides paying about
per cent., currency, interest in the meanwhile,
‘
U. 8. Fiveonties, 1867..eevvvesvnncencssenes
JUDY
8. Five-twenties AL present prices only return 0 per
U. 8. 5-208 0 B08 skvekesenfunsvantisstancsaerrr 10
cent.,
and
we
regatd
the
security
equally
safe.
U. 8. Ten-Forties..cuogeuus
U. 8, Coupons ‘Sixes, iy ERIE 1 y

pi

WANTED.

Twenty
a

course, absolutely essential,
but not always sufflcient.

3131
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gE

Over

"aid Prussian widows and orphans.

=
=
7 PIR CENT. GOUD INTREEST

kets.

M
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somathl
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1 oent. soda.
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Frenc errs recently,

by

capture

escaped

J
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THE MORNING STAR: AUGUST. 1%, i870.
0 Rural Thomestic, |Site iam svisaroio
———

girls to make Sage and Cloth Hats,
PURI GTON & HAM,
11 Céntral St.
Dover, N, H,

HENRY CLEWS & CO.,
32 Wall Street, New York.

“CALVIN HALE,
E. HURD,

FOR BALE BY
Carli,

Dover;

“

“

N

1. H
%

